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PRESIDENTS REPORT
FOR-19Z1-22
•
To TH" BOARD OP TRUSTEES OP CORNELL UNIVP.RSITY:

I have the honor to submit the President's Report for the year
19"-22. It is a satisfaction to record continued and undisturbed
progress for the University. All the colleges and schools have operated with smoothness and efficiency.
THE TRUSTEES

The vacancy in the Board of Trustees caused by the death of Mr.
E. L. Williams was filled by the election in February of Mr. George F.
Baker as a member of the Board. Mr. William Metcalf, Jr., and
Mr. S. Wiley Wakeman were, in June, elected Alumni Trustees in
succession to Mrs. Haniet T. Moody and Mr. John C. Westervelt
whose terms had expired. The service rendered by the retiring
Alumni Trustees during two terms has been notable and in the case of
Mr. Westervelt, who for two years had served as Chairman of the
Committee on Buildings and Grounds, special mention should be
made of his invaluable assistance in working out the complex problems
connected with the extensive building program now under way at the
University.
Mr. T. B. Wilson was reappointed by the Governor of the State to
succeed himself and Messrs. ]. T. Newman, Mynderse Van Cleef, and
Robert H. Treman were elected by the Board to succeed themselves
for terms of five years.
The University Faculty, on January I, 1922, elected Dean James
Parker Hall, of the University of Chicago, as a Faculty Representative of the Board to succeed Professor Charles H. Hull whose term
had expired.
Important committee changes in the Board include the election of
Mr. John L. Senior as a member of the Committee on General Ad.
ministration, of Mr. Walter P. Cooke as a member of the Finance
Committee, and of Mr. H. H. Westinghouse as a member of the
Committee on Buildings and Grounds. These elections took place
at the October 1921 meeting of the Board.
Mr. ]. DuPratt White has been elected Chairman of the Committee
on Buildings and Grounds in succession to Mr. Westervelt, retired.
(5)
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THE FACULTY
THE PACULTY

I deeply regret to report that the University has suffered serious
loss through the death of several distinguished members of the
Faculty since the last annual report.
Professor Alexander M. Gray, Director of the School of Electrical
Engineering, died October 14, '921. Professor Samuel Peter Orth,
Goldwin Smith Professor of Political Science, died at Nice, France,
on February 22, '922 . Professor J. S. Shearer, Professor of Physics,
died on May 17, 1922. Professor James McMahon, Professor of
Mathematics, EmeritUs, died on June " 1922. All these officers had
rendered notable service to the University and it will be long before
their places can be filled.
Four members of the University Faculty have retired under the
terms of the Carnegie Foundation. After long, distinguished, and
devoted service to Cornell, Acting President Albert W. Smith retired
in October '921, carrying with him the admiration and affection of the
entire University community, In February 1922 George L. Burr,
John Stambaugh Professor of History, laid down his active work,
after forty-one years as Instructor and Professor. Not only by his
scholarship but by his character and personality his permanent
place in the best traditions of Cornell is assured. H. S. Jacoby,
Professor of Bridge Engineering, retired in June 1922. A recognized
leader in his technical field, Professor Jacoby's stimulation of researeh
has made him a conspicuous figure in the Graduate School. In
recognition of their service these three gentlemen have been appointed
Professors Emeritus in the University. H. S. Gutsell, Assistant
Professor of Freehand Drawing, after thirty-four years of loyal
service has also retired under the terms of the Carnegie Foundation.
In June 1922 Mrs. A. B. Comstock, Professor of Nature-Study,
retired after twenty-five years of teaching at Cornell and was appoint.
ed Professor Emeritus. Mrs. Comstock's place in the respect and
affection of thousands of Cornellians is deservedly unique. It i.
sincerely hoped that this group of distinguished figures, intimately
identified with the history of Cornell, will long remain to give the
University the benefit of their presence and inspiration.
The following members of the Faculty have presented their
resignations : H . E. Babcock, Professor of Marketing; E. W. Ben·
jamin, Professor of Poultry Husbandry; L. G. Cole, Professor of
Roentgenology ; Blanche E. Hazard, Professor of Home Economics;
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C. B. Hutchison, Professor of Plant Breeding; O. B. Kent, Professor of Poultry Husbandry; C. T. Stagg, Professor of Law; W. S.
Thompson, Professor of Rural Social Organization; Helen B.
Young, Professor of Home Economics,
The following appointments and promotions in the Faculty have
been made during the past year: Assistant Professor O. F. Curtis.
Professor of Botany; Assistant Professor H. M . Fitzpatrick, Professor of Plant Pathology; W. A. Hilton, Acting Professor of Zoology :
H. M. Imboden, Professor of Roentgenology; W. T. Longcope,
Professor of Clinicd Medicine; Assistant Professor L. :l 1. Massey,
Professor of Plant Pathology; Colonel]. C. Nicholls. Professor of
Military Science and Tactics and Commandant; Assistant Professor
E. L Palmer, Professor of Rural Education; M. E . Pennev, Acting
Professor of Education; Assistant Professor E. W . Rettger, Professor
of Applied Mechanics; Assistant Professor H. H. Scofield, Professor
of Materials; Perserved Smith, Professor of Medieval Histo,,' ; R . S.
Stevens, Professor of Law; Assistant Professor P. H. Undenvood.
Professor of Topographic and Geodetic Engineering; Assistant
Professor C. L. Walker, Professor of Sanitary Engineering; P. H.
Wessels, Research Professor of Vegetable Gardening: A. E. Zimmern.
Acting Professor of Political Science: G. G. Andrews. Acting Assistant Professor of English History; ]. L. Baldridge, Assistant Professor of Design in the College of Architecture; H. C. Cooper, Assistant Professor of Farm Crops; D. L. Gamble,Assistant Professor of
Zoology; H. L. Gilman , Assistant Professor in the Veterinary
Experiment Station; E. G. Lawson, Assistant Professor of Landscape
Architecture; H. M. Morse, Assista nt Professor of 'Vlathematics:
L C. Petry, Assistant Professor of Botany; Robert Rettger, Assistant
Professor of Geology ; Adelaide Spohn, Assistant Professor of Home
Economics; R. G . Stillman, Assistant Professor of Clinical Pathology;
H. E. Thomas, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology: Seth Wakeman, Assistant Professor of Education: W. L. G. Williams, Assislant Professor of Mathematics.
The following appointments in the Extension Department in the
College of Agriculture have been made: Assistant Professor S.
Lucile Brewer, Extension Professor of Home Economics; Assistant
Professor A. F. Gustafson, Extension Professor of Soil Technology;
Joseph Oskamp, Extension Professor of Pomology; W. T. Crandall.
Assistant Extension Professor of Animal Husbandry; H.]. Metzger,
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THE STUDENTS

Assistant Extension Professor of Animal Husbandry,: LEW
. . eaver,
Assistant Extension Professor of Poultry Husbandry. .
. Two officers of the Geneva Experiment Station have been appointed
titular members of the Faculty of the College of Agriculture; H. J
Conn, Professor of Soil Technology, and A. C. Dahlberg, Assistant
Professor of Dairy Industry.
THE STUDENTS

The official enrollment of students for the year closing June 30,
1922, was 5681.
This figure shows practically no variation from that
reported for the preceding year, namely, 5668. The problem of
adequately caring for this nwnber of yDWlg men and women continues

one of the most difficult of those with which the University is confronted. The situation at Cornell is in no way unique but exists in
practically every collegiate institu tion of standing in the country. The
flood of applicants for admission to the various colleges of the University has resulted in an inevitable tightening of the requirements for

entrance, but in spite of this fact the number of those applying in
nearly all of the colleges is greater than the facilities of the University
can acconunodate. This is particularly true in the Colleges of Arts
and Sciences and of Engineering. Careful and continuous study is
being given to the question of ways and means of limiting the number
of admissions to the endowed colleges of Cornell and if the present
pressure continues, as it seems likely to do, definite recommendations
as to fonnallimitation of numbers may be made.

As to the general condition of the student body, it is gratifying to
report that the year just closed was markedbyasoundstudentmorale
and by evidence of a sense of responsibility and serious purpose which
is most encouraging. This was shown by the progressive development
of the system of student self-government under the leadership of the
Student Council, by the improvement in most respects of the operation of the honor system and by the promising effort made by tbe
student body to control the liquor problem, which last has proven so
baffling in many of our American colleges.
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY

The year has been marked by almost unprecedented activity in
the material growth of the University plant. Themagnificent laboratory of Chemistry, the gift of Mr. George F. Baker, is rapidly rising
and will doubtless be ready for occupancy at the opening of the next
academic year.
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The new heating plant, the plans for which required the most
careful study and supervision, has also nearly reached completion and
it is hoped will go into operation during the coming winter. Special
mention should be made in this connection of the valuable servioe
of Trustees J. C. Westervelt and E. N. Sanderson in the working out
of this vital addition to the University resources. The new unit of the
men's dormitory system, Boldt Hall, made possible by appropriations
from the income received through the Cornellian Council, is also
proceeding rapidly and will be ready for occupancy in the autumn of
1923. The Dairy Industry Building, provided through an appropriation by the State Legislature, is nearly completed and will be
ready for use next autumn. While affording welcome relief to the
crowded conditions of the College of Agriculture and marking a
further step in the carrying out of the extensive building plan for that
College already authorized by the Legislature. the speedy provision
of further accommodation for the College of Agriculture remains one
of the pressing problems of the Universitv.
A small pavilion on the shore of Beebe Lake will be completed
before winter and will afford much needed facilities for skating and
other winter sports at that place.
At the June IQ22 meeting of the Board of Trustee, there was
presented a letter from Mrs. Willard Straight of New York offering a
building in memory of her husband, a graduate of the class of 1901, to
cost approximately one million dollars and to be used as a oenter for
the social life of the student body of Cornell. This notable gift was
gratefully accepted by the Board and the plans of the proposed
building are being prepared by Messrs. Delano and Aldrich, Architects, of New York, in consultation with a committee representing
the University. It is doubtful if any more useful contrib~tion to the
University resources could have been conceived than that presented
by Mrs. Straight's generous offer. The need of better provision for
the social activities of the students has long been recognized at
Cornell but until Mrs. Straight's action no way had appeared of
meeting the situation.
One of the most important steps taken during the year was the
appointment by the Board of Trustees in April of a Plan Commission
to consider tbe future material development of tbe University and
to make definite recommendations to the Board of Trustees as to
ways and means of providing a permanent plan for the development
of the campus and the character and location)f future buildings to
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be placed thereon. Under the chairmanship of Dean Bosworth of the
College of Architecture, this Commission is activel.v working and
gives promise of offering for the first time a thoroughly considered
plan of future development for the University.
GENERAL

The accompanying reports from the deans of the several colleges
present in detail the special conditions and problems of the depart.
ments concerned. The brevity of my official connection with
Cornell makes it obviously inappropriate that r should offer extensive
comment on tlle general situation . There are, however. certain
outstanding facts about which there can be little or no difference of
opinion and which I may be permitted to emphasize.
The question of possible restriction in numbers of the student
body has already been mentioned. Coincident with this and of equal
or even greater importance is the necessity of strengthening the teach·

ing force of the University. The notable personalities of the early
Faculty have now necessarily for the most part passed from the field.
Successive annual reports show the retirement of eminent figures
whose places in many instances have remained unfilled. It is clear
that unless vigorous measures are taken a serious situation wiIJ
develop. The economic competition of business and professional
life has for several decades rendered more and more difficult the
rccnliting and maintaining: of the ranks of university teachers of the
first quality. 1\0 university has been able completely to meet this
situation but the steps taken in certain of our sister institutions
ha ve served to pJace Cornell in a position of distinct disadvantage.

Nothing but the loralt\· of the Faculty has enabled Cornell to
hold her teaching force in the face of competing calls of larger reo
muneration from other universities.

This situation which had been slowly developing for more than two
decades became alarming a few years ago and was fully set forth at
the time of the endowment campaign. The splendid response of the
alumni in that effort saved the University from disaster and injected
new spirit. It did not, however, place Cornell in a position of safety,
much less in one of a~vantage in relation to other universities of equal

rank . Additional unrestricted income of not less than two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars a year is imperativelv neede<! at the present
time to meet existing demands without considering extensions of any
tyre however important.

GENERAL
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Increase in permanent endowment is relatively difficult to obtain
but its necessity must be kept constantly before the Trustees. Un·
doubtedly the most important plan to meet this situation is that of
the Cornellian Council, which organization has alread y demonstrated
its inciispensable value and deserves the earnest support of everyone
interested in the welfare of Cornell.
Of the building needs of the University, while there are many which
might be enumerated, it may be well to mention specifically those
most evident.
From the point of view of academic provision,
the pressure in the College of Agriculture is possibly most keenly felt.
This, however, is a problem for the State and it is hoped that the
building program already authorized in general terms will be speedily
realized and additional buildings provided by the Legislature which
meets during the coming winter.
Almost equally desperate is the situation which has now developed
in the College of Engineering. Many of the buildings and laboraltories
which house that important College are old and inadequate and must
be replaced at the earliest possible moment. The position of leadership won and maintained by the College of Engineering cannot be
allowed to be lost through lack of simple material facilities forinstruc·
tion and research. The Plan Conunission is giving special attention
to this particular problem and it is expected that definite recommen·
dations as to the building requirements of the College of Engineering
will be presented to the Board of Trustees at an early date.
One of the distinguished features of Cornell in which the University
takes just pride is the Library. The present building is already out·
grown and is totally inadequate, both from the point of view of storage
for books and of reading room facilities for students. Definite plans
for enlargement or for rebuilding should be made without dela y.
The College of Arts and Sciences has outgrown the accommodations
provided by Goldwin Smith Hall and until relief in other buildings
is offered a situation of difficulty will continue.
The encouraging development of the College of Architecture and '
the recognized demand for further attention to the field of fine arts in
general make the provision of a building for those departments a
necessity of the near future.
Turning from the demands for teaching and research much remains
to be done at Cornell in adequate care of the students. The provi·
sion by Mrs. Straight of a center for the social life has served to bring
out in sharper definition the lack of adequate gymnasium facilities.
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Cornell is now developing, through the efforts of the Athletic Association. athletic fields and equipment which when completed will equal,
if not excel, the best in the United States. Plans are underway to
develop the playing fields provided by the alumni someyearsagoand
lying to the east of the Drill Hall which will offer natural advantages
for outdoor sports of an unrivalled character. The growing and
healthy interest in sports and physical exercise, brought about during
recent years in spite of practically total absence of gymnasiumfacilities, is a remarkable achievement. It is to be hoped that the Board of
Trustees will cause to be prepared, upon recommendation by the Plan
ConUnission, definite plans for an adequate gymnasium building and
that sustained effort to provide this building will be undertaken.
The need of largely increased dormitory provision for the student
body is also outstanding. Enough has been built of the residential halls
group to demonstrate not only the superb architectural addition made
by each successive unit of that group, but the value to the University in the provision of living quarters for the men students at a reasonable cost. Additional housing facilities for women students must also

be provided and the Trustees have already authorized the preparation
of plans for a complete residential unit for women on the north side of

Beebe Lake.
Increased provision for the administrative activities of the Univer-

sity is also pressing but can be partially met, or at least adjusted if
relief in the fields enumerated above is obtained.
It is encouraging to note that, while the general requirements of
a modem universit~' of the type of Cornell are indefinitely
large and will probably always remain so, the building requirements
are capable of definition and limit and. in our own case, are not beyond

the hope of relatively speedy realization.

Such generous provision

has already been made in many directions that no unreasonable sum

is called for to complete a relatively adequate equipment.
A development to which the Plan Commission is giving especial
attention and in which every Comelliall should take interest and
Its unrivalled natural adpride is that of the University campus.
vantages should be realized and this can be done without excessive
cost. The development of permanent landscape plans presents a
problem of great complexity and difficult)', huwever, and will require
the most careful and expert study.
Within recent years another difficulty has been injected by the
increase in the use of automobiles and a new aspect given to the traffic
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problem on a campus as large as that of Cornell. Without suggesting
a definite solution at this time it is obviously necessary that the
Trustees take under consideration the immediate necessity of dealing
with the existing menace and nuisance of automobile traffic and parking within the limits of the University grounds.
In closing this brief initial report may I express my thorough
appreciation of the friendly, patient cooperation which has been
extended to me during the year by Trustees, Faculty, Students, and
Alumni. There is no larger opportunity than that which lies before
a great American university. Its problems are infinite and their
solution seldom obvious. Solution is always possible, however, pro·
vided idealism, vitality, and unity of purpose are maintained and these
are present in fuU measure in this University. They are the (sure
guarantee of the future and the privilege of working for the realization
of CorneU's ideals is one which I deeply appreciate.
LIVINGSTON FARRAND.

,

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

To the Board of Trustees:
J have the honor to submit a summary of the financial operations of Cornell
University for the fiscal year 1921-22:
The total income for the year applicable to current
expenses and exclusive of the State Colleges was ..... .
and the total expenses ......... '" .............. '"

$J,J5 8,6J2.06
3.510,856.64

making a deficit of income of ....... . .............. .
From this deficit should be deducted
the decrease in the amount required to be
credited to the income of specially restricted funds. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . $56,625.89
and the amount of decrease in reappropri·
ations to meet obligations already incurred . .... ........... " . ..... ... ... ...

25.587.82

82,213·71

This represents an actual deficit for the year of
The surplus of current income July I, 1921 was . . ... .

$7 0,010.87
8,025·37

leaving a deficit July

J.

1922 of. '" .. .. ..... .. .... .

This deficit was caused by unusual expenses not contemplated at the time the
budget for the year was adopted, including emergency repairs in the steam plant,
repairs to Barnes Hall and its equipment, alterations in White Hall basement
to provide room for the Department of Landscape Architecture, the expenditures
incident to the inauguration of President Farrand and the remodeling of the
President's house, the printing and distribution of the Alumni Directory, and the
installation of electrical equipment given to the College of Engineering.
The expenses of the State Colleges at the University in excess of a certain income
Qvailable fro m University and Federal funds are met from appropriations by
the State of New York . The expenses of the Veterinary College were "128,387.53
and those of the College of Agriculture were $2,055,254.79.
During the year $61,373.32 was added to the subScriptions to the Semi-Centennial Endowment Pund; "4°1,994.13 was collected on account of the principal of
subscriptions and $74,142.39 on account of interest, leaving J3,585,685.02 of
subscriptions outstanding. Of the 8,170 subscriptions to the fund that have been
handled through the Treasurer's office. aggregating $S.S67,ZlI .04. there are 738
subscriptions, 9 per cent of the total number, on which no payment or request
for extension has been received. These 738 subscriptions amount to J38S.I)09,
or less than 7 per cent of the total amount subscribed.
The number of new buildings now under construction is unusually large,
including the George F. Baker Laboratory of Chemistry, the State Dairy Building and Laboratory. the new steam heating plant and distributing system, and
Boldt Hall. A new University service bureau, the Bureau of Purchases, was
established with Mr. George S. Frank. C. E. 191 I, in charge.
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. D. BOSTWICK.

Comptroller .
:-'-ote: Thf' co~plete reportS ol the Comptroller and the Treu:Jrer, bearina tM cenil'lc.ue 01
.audit of Messrs. Haskins 4 Sells. cen;ified public aCcountaou. 30 Brot.d".y, Ne. York Clt,.
to,etber with the nporu oC the Su~ntendent of BuiJdinp aDd Grounds and \be M.narer
Purchases. will be forwarded to members d 'be Paculty and Alumni upon receips 0'1PtCI....reQDest addrelled to ,be Secretary of CorneD University, Ithaca. N. Y.
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APPENDIX I
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY
To the President of the University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the University Faculty
for the year 1921·22:
During the period from July 1, 1921, to July I, 1922, the membership of the

University Faculty, which includes the members of the instructing staff holding
the rank of Professor or Assistant Professor (omitting those members of the
Extension Service appointed subsequent to April, 1917), increased from 364 to
374. Of this number, six were professors added to the Medical College. Of
the present membership 31I are resident in Ithaca and 63 are professors in the
Medical College, resident in New York City.
Since the date of my last report the Faculty has lost five of its most prominent
members, aU of whom had given to the University long and distinguished service.
Professor Waterman Thomas Hewett, at the time of his death in England on
September 13, 1921, Emeritus Professor of the German Language and Literature,
bad been continuously a member of the Faculty since 1870. Professor James Me.
Mahon, mathematician, died on June I, 1922, after 38 years of service in the
University as professor and instructor. Professor John Sanford Shearer, distinguished for his assistance to the Govemment during the war in the organization
and conduct of the X-Ray branch of the service, died on May 17, 1922, having
been a member of the staff of instruction from the time of his graduation, 1893,
until his death. Professor Alexander Gray, Director of the School of Electrical
Engineering, died October 14, 1921, after six years of professorial and adminis·
trative service in the Electrical Engineering Department of Sibley College.
Professor Samuel Peter Orth, Goldwin Smith Professor of Political &ience, died
on February 26, 1922, at Nice, France, on his way to Egypt in search of health.
Colonel Frank Arthur Barton. Commandant and Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, beloved as officer and man, died during the University vacation on
August 5.1921.
Professor George Lincoln Burr. the John Stambaugh Professor of History,
retired from active service at the close of the first semester. Professor Henry
Sylvester Jacoby, Professor of Bridge Engineering, retired at the end of the past
year. Both of these scholars. who had for many years been active and influential
in determining the policies and legislation of the FaCUlty. have been appointed
Professors Emeritus by the Board of Trustees. Professor Anna Botsford Comstock, Professor of Nature Study and the first woman to receive appointment to
the staff of instruction in Cornell University, having been appointed in 1897
Aisistant in Nature Studies, retired at the en~ of the past academic year as
Professor Emeritus.
In addition to the changes in the Faculty through death and.retirement from
active St;.V1.ce as above noted, II members withdrew from the Faculty. some of
them to accept calls elsewhere and 22 members were added to the Faculty resi·
dent in Ithaca.
I

"

APPENDIX I
FACULTY REPRESENTATION ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

At the present time the Faculty is represented on the Board by two Professors
Emeritus, Professor Gage and Professor Nichols, the third representative being
James Parker Hall of the class of '94. Dean of the Law School in the UniVl'Tsity of
Chicago. On December 14. 1921, the Faculty elected Professor Hall to serve as
representative on the Board for a period of three years beginning JanUary I, 1922.
Prior to that date the Faculty had elected its representatives eXclusively from
its own active or ret ired professors. Regarding the relations of representatives
on the Board of Trustees to the Faculty, the Faculty on October 12, 1921, adopted
the following Resolution :

"Resolved, that by the election by the University Faculty of Faculty
Representatives to the Board of Trustees, this Faculty does not delegate
t o such Representatives any of its powers or functions, nor shall it be
construed as relieving the Board of Trustees of its duty to consult this
Faculty, through the medium of the President of the University, in
respect to matters of general educational policy affecting the entire
University, nor of its duty to consult with the special faculties with
re.<:pect to the necessities of their colleges or departments before action
is taken on such matters by t he Board of Trustees: nor shall it be
construed as relieving the President of his duty to serve as a medium
of communication between this Faculty and the Board of Trustees.
The Faculty Representatives so elected shall have the right as men
of education and University training to express their independent
judgment in all matters considered in their presence in the Board of
Trustees and in the Committee on General Administration or in any
special committees to which they may be appointed by the Board, or
upon any matters concerning which they may be consulted by the
Board or any of its committees, but they shall not assume to speak
for this Faculty concerning any such matters. They should in every
sense be free to fulfill their duties as Trustees without limitations or
disability, with the right to vote on the one hand, and without hindrance by instructions by this Faculty to them as individuals on the
other. That the spirit and letter of the statutes requiring that this
Faculty be consulted before action by the Board in all matters of
University interest and that this Faculty may have a more intimate
t ouch with, and a larger voice in, matters of general educational policy,
the report of the President on matters pending in the Board shall be
made an order of business at each regular meeting of this Faculty."
The establishment of a Joint Council consisting of members of the Board and
members of the Faculty, a plan for which received the Faculty's approval on
March 10, 1920, awaits the action of the Board. Reference to this subject was
made in my report for the academic year 1920-21.
WAR ALUMNI

Applications for the certificate of War Alumnus continue to be received by the
FaCUlty, but in diminishing numbers. During the past year this honor, which
conveys aU the rights and privileges of an alumnus, was conferred upon twelve
ex-service students. The usual basis for the award of the War Alwnnus Certi~
ficate is two years of residence in the University and one and one-haH years of
service in the armed forces of the United States or her allies, although minor
modifications of these requirements have been made. It is assumed that within
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a comparatively short time all of OUr former service students. who are entitled
to this honor, will have submitted their applications and this {onn of University
recognition, incident to the world war. will be complete.
ASSBSSMBNTS AND FINES

-

A series of assessments, which are of the nature of fines for various delinquencies
has grown up in the legislation of the Faculty and, although this method of curing
the evils to which the fines refer has not proved wholly satisfactory either to the
Faculty or to students, the Faculty has not discovered a remedy of greater tht'ra peutie value. Absences of students from the University and neglect of various
regulations not only produce a certain amount of disorganization in scholastic
work. but place a not inconsiderable burden upon the administrative offices.
The fines to which reference is here made are fines for reinstatement after a student
has been dropped from the rolls of the University, for late registration, for late
filing of study card, for examinations to remove "conditions," for absences immediately before or after holiday recesses, and for deferred medical examination.
The system of fines tends to expand. Certain of them have only recently been
adopted and are still in the experimental stage. This is true of the fine for absence
before or after holiday recesses. One hears more objections to this fine than to
any other. The Faculty has always opposed imposing scholastic penalties for
breaches of discipline. However, on account of the great growth of absences
before or after the short recesses, it became necessary to impose some sort of
penalty for this increasing disorder. The penalty that appeared to be the most
effective and the easiest to administer was a fi ne. On March 8, 1922, the Faculty,
after having submitted this question to the Committee on University Policy
for consideration and report, voted t o continue the assessment.
THE STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

The legislation and general policies of the Faculty are carried out largely by
its standing committees, which perfonn not only this executive fun ction, but to
them are constantly referred questions regarding which the Faculty desires a
preliminary study. There are now twelve such committees charged with the
following subjects: Admission to the University by School Certificates , Student
Mairs, Undergraduate Scholarships, University Policy, Relations to Secondaty
Schools, Physical Training and Military Science, Entrance Examinations, Offi·
cial Publications, Hygiene and Sanitation, University Musical Concerts, and
UDiversity Prizes. Of these committees, the Committee on Student Affairs has
perhaps the most onerous duties. During the past year, however, student discipline bas not presented any unusually serious problems. There is a gencral
opinion in the Faculty that there are too many weisl activities among undt:rgraduates,--dances and various forms of social entertainments. These social
ezcesses, while they are difficult to regulate, have been under constant scrutiny ..
It is quite cleat that the University needs a more rigorous control of these constantly expanding activities. There were fewer cases of discipline on account of
intoxication than usual and unquestionably there is a great decrease in the use of
alcoholic liquors amongst undergraduates. During the past year seven stu·
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dents were removed from the University, eighteen were placed. OIl pu-ole and
fifty-five were disciplined in minor ways. While this number taJreq by 'itself
appears considerable, it is, of course, a very small percentage of our undergraduate

Spring Day, which was marred in 1921 by excesses, was restored to
the calendar by the Faculty in 1922 after much discussion, and no disorders were
reported. The observation of the Committee on Student Affairs justifies the
opinion that standards of honor and decorum among CorneD undergraduates are,
on the whole, healthy and sound.
population.

ARMISTICE DAY

By action of the Faculty. Armistice Day, Friday. November Iltb, was
'Observed by the suspension of University work from 12:00 to 1:00 o'clock aod by
the devotion of the midday to a memorial convocation, at which the President of
the University was the speaker. The celebration of Armistice Day, by some form
"Of memorial exercises, should become a fixture in the University calendar.
DEGREES IN THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

On February 15. 1922, the University Faculty approved uniform entrance tea
Quirements leading to the Degrees of Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch.), Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) and Bachelor of Landscape Architecture, (B.L.A.),
fonnulated by the Faculty of the College of Architecture. 'T he Faculty further
endorsed the changes above noted in the designation of degrees administered by
the College of Architecture.
GYMNASIUM

The requirements of Military Drill, Physical Training, and the general course
in Hygiene, applicable to the Freshman and Sophomore classes in the University,
are administered by the Standing Committees on "Excuses from Physical Train·
ing and Drill" and "Hygiene and Preventive Medicine." Delinquencies in these
subjects are negligible, and it is particularly gratifying to report a high degree of
efficiency in the management of the Cornell unit of the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps, under the direction of the Commandant, Colonel J. C. Nicholls. The
Committee, however, has had numerous complaints regarding the inadequacies
of the gymnasium. There is no doubt that the University population has quite
outgrown its facilities for indoor Physical Training, particularly during the winter
months One feature of the requirements in Physical Training is that every stu·
dent before the end of his sophomore year shall have learned to swim. It is Dot
only difficuit to enforce this requirement, but it is even doubtful whether it
ought to be enforced in view of the inadeqUacies of the swimming pooL This part
of the gymnasium is entirely obsolete. YOUI' attention is, therefore, especially
called to the urgent need of a new gymnasium, or of increased facilities for indoor
Physical Training and the care of the health of students during the winter months.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM A. HAMMOND,

Dean of the University Faculty.
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APPENDIX II
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
To the President of t~e University:
SIll: I have the honor to present the Report of the Graduate School for the
• year 1921.22.
At Cornell University, graduate studies were until the year 1909 under the
control of the University Faculty; but in that year the Board of Trustees gave
new recognition to the importance of this phase of the work of the University by
establishing the Graduate School as a separate Faculty and entrusting to it responsibility for all matters connected with graduate studies and the conferring of
advanced degrees. At that time the number of graduate students was 309.
For 1921-22 the enrollment has been 534 during the academic year and 219 in
summer, a total of 753. The following table shows the registration of graduate
students for the past five years:
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE 1921-22

Number of students registered during the
academic year . . . . . ... .. . .. .. . . .. . .
Number of students registered during the
Summer of 1921
I. Summer Session .... . . . ..... .. .
2. Third Term .... . .. . . . . .... . .. .
3. Personal Direction . . . . ... . . ... .
Total in Summer .... . .. . . . ... .

1921-22

1918-19

1917·18

534

305

279

35

33
68

88
76

55

(2 (9)

79

65

20
(164)

42

13

( 90)

22
(123)

Total. .......... .. . .. ... ... . .
602
402
753
579
395
The comparatively small enrollment during the years 1917-18 and 191 .';- 19 was the
result of conditions due to the war. For the past two years, however, the total
registration has been greater than at any previous time, and the year I92I -22
shows an increase of 151 over the preceding year. A marked increase in the
numbers of students entering upon graduate study is not however peculiar to
Cornell, but seems to be shown by all or nearly aU the larger American universities. It may, I think, be taken to reflect a public demand for men and women
with more advanced training than that supplied by the ordinary four years of
undergraduate study. This demand is finding expression in various fields. In
the larger high schools of this State, for example, teachers are sought who have
had at least one year of graduate study, while
in several of the states of the West
•
such graduate study is now being made a positive requirement of all teachers in
public high schools. For an appointment to a permanent position in colleges
and universities the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, or equivalent training
through graduate study. is more and more becoming an essential in all Faculties.
Moreover, from a multitude of other fields-from commerce and the industries,
from governmental bureaus, from various arts and professions-there is an increasing demand upon the universities for men of ability and learning trained in
methods of independent investigation.
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It is to the graduate schools, theo, that tbe public is primarily IookiDt at the
present time for its trained leaders in the various fields and enterpriJes ~ life.
1t is of the utmost importance that this fact should be clearly recogniJed. aDd
given due weight in the future development of the University. It cannot be said
that graduate studies have yet been given the place they deserve in the University.
Although in certain divisions and departments generous provision has been made
for the training of graduate students, it remains true that on the whole the c::hief
interest and center of consideration has been the demands of. undergraduate io.
struction. In some important divisions of the UniversitY. notably in the departments connected with the College of Engineering, little provision has so fat
been made for the instruction of graduates, althougb an increasing number of
students is demanding such training, and though this is a field where theneedol
advanced scientific training is becoming more and more evident.
I believe that the greatest need of the present time is the appointment of a
number of men who are leaders in scholarship and ~search to positions where they
may devote a large share of their time to inspiring and guiding students in independent scholarship and investigation. At present graduate work suft'ers froa.1
the fact that in many departments there are no persons specially charged with this
work or with adequate leisure to provide for it. As a consequence, it iscarried
on more or less incidentally, oftentimes through a special effort and at odd m0ments, by various members of the staff. The advantages that arise from making
explicit provision for the instruction of graduate students and for research are
apparent from the results obtained in certain departments within the College of
Agriculture. It is highly desirable that a similar recognition of the importance
of research in certain fundamental departments in the College of Enginu::sing
should be not longer delayed, and that provision should be made at oncefortbe
instruction and guidance of graduate students in these fields. The retirement of
Professor H. S. Jacoby, who has perhaps been the strongest support of graduate
studies in this -division of the University, and whose reputation has for years
attracted graduate students of engineering to Cornell. makes such a step as I
have reconunended all the more necessary.
The Graduate School has also suffered heavily of late by the death and retirement of several very eminent teachers and investigators connected with the
College of Arts and Sciences. I wish to call attention to these losses and to
emphasize the importance in ~1ling these chairs of giving due emphasis to the
need of men who will carry on graduate study and research in the University.
At the present time, when there has recently been such a large..accession in the
numbers of graduate students, and when the time and strength of the majority
of the existing staff are largely taxed by the demands of elementary instruction.
there is more than ever need of able men specially charged with maintaining and
developing the spirit of inquiry and the interests of the bigher studies in the
University.
Since the founding of universities. students have been proverbially poor, and
at the present day the diflculty of finding means of support is perhaps felt more
keenly by graduate students than by any other class. Among Cornen undergraduates there seems to be a considerable number who are at least adequately
supplied with money. Whatever explanation may be given of the fact, it is
noticeable that there are few wealthy or well-do-to students who devote them-
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selves to studies beyond the undergradute years. Nor as a rule do parents of
moderate means seem ready to lend support to their sons and daughters to enable
them to continue their studies in the Graduate School, though they may be rcady
to do so to enable them to obtain professional training, as in law or medicine. By
far the greater number of graduate students depend whol1y or largely for their
support upOn their own exertions, and many of them undergo serious hardships
in the pursuit of knowledge. Although Cornell University has as yet no loan
funds for the aid of graduate students, it has recognized the essential character
.of the work that they are carrying on and the financial difficulties to which they
are subject by generous concessions in regard to tuition and by the establish~
ment of Fellowships and Graduate Scholarships for students of special promi~e
and attainments. Without these aids it would be impossible for many of our
graduate students to continue their studies. But what has made possible the
large recent increase in the number of graduate students here and elsewhere is
the increased demand for additional teachers for the hosts of undergraduates
who have poured into the universities of latc years. It has become possible for
8 large number of graduate students to support themselves and still ·to find
some time for their own studies by obtaining positions as instructors or assistants in the University. During the academic year 1921-22, 26,5 graduate
-students--or almost exactly one· half of the total of 534-he1d appointments on
the instructing staff of the University, 163 being instructors and t02
assistants. In several of my previous Reports to the President I have discussed the advantages and drawbacks, both from the point of view of the students'
training and from that of the University as a whole, of this system of apprenticeship to the career of a scholar. From the point of view of the
University the main danger lies in the comparatively easy entrance to a
University career that such a position may afford to a man who has Dot the
proper qualifications. It is unfortunate that at present these positions are
often preferred to appointments to Fellowships because of the higher stipends
that they yield, though the opportunities of the Fellowship from the point of
view of study arc much superior. It is however to be hoped that it may SOOn be
found possible to increase the emoluments of our Fellowships and to make them
positions of greater honor and distinction that will each year attract a number
()f men of unusual ability and atta.inments. Such men would benefit the Graduate
School in a number of ways. The most inunediate and important advantage
of the presence of such men undoubtedly comes from their influence upon other
!>tudents and upon the members of the Faculty. Students of superior ability
inspire and stimulate others with whom they are associated, hut they also arc
indispensable in aiding to maintain and develop the standards of graduate study
and in preventing them from falling to the level of the routine performance of
formal requirements.
I wish to call attention to the large number of students who pursue graduate
'studies at Cornell during the summer. In addition to those formally registered
in the Graduate School, a considerable number spend the whole 91" a part of the
summer in study at the University. Every summer also brings a number of
scholars from other institutions who are attracted by the opportunities that are
found here for study ant! investigation. The presence of these scholars is in
:many ways an advantage to the University,both because of what they bring
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and because of the friendly relations which are thus established with other insti.
tutions.
During the year 1921-22 there were granted by the University 161 advanced
degrees, as compared with 128 during the preceding year. The degree of Doctor
of Philosophy was conferred upon forty- seven persons.
The Faculty of the Graduate School held six meetings during the year, and
there were nine meetings of the General Committee of the Graduate School. which
is the only standing committee of this Faculty. This Committee during 1921.22
was composed of the following members: Professors Becker, Browne. Emerson,
Harris, HW'Witz, Knudson, Merritt, Northup, Ogden, Richtmyer, with the
Dean as chairman.
Respectfully submitted,

J.

,,

E. CREIGRTON,

Dean of the Graduate School.
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CLASSIFICATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS

•

Graduate students receiving advanced degrees, classified according
to the degree received:

Doct ors of Philosophy .... . . .... . . ....
Masters of Arts . ... ... . . . . . .........
Masters of Science . .... .. . ..... .. . . ..
Masters of Science in Agriculture .. . . . .
Masters in Landscape Design ........ .
Masters in Forestry . .. ... .... . . .. . ...
Masters of Architecture .. ... . . . . . . .. .
Masters of Civil Engineering . . . .. . . ...
Masters of Mechanical Engineering . ...
Masters of Electrical Engineering ... .. .

1921-:12

19l0·ll

1919-20

47
36
32
14
3
6
3
14

44

45
19
13

I

34
21
9
2
6
I

II

2
3
0

1918·19

28
23
5
4
2
0

36
20
4
15
I

4
3

I

4

3

5
2

128

108

70

7

'917·18

12

I

0
84

5
161

Classified according to the degree for which they are candidates:
Arodtfllit
ytar

Honorary Fellows ........ . . .. .... .. ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Doctors of Philosophy .. . .... . . .. . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .
Masters of Arts . .. . ... . . . ..... . ... . . .. . .•.. . . .. ..... .. .. .
Masters of Science ............. . ... .. ... . . . ...... .. .. .. . . .
Masters of Science in Agriculture ..... . .. .. . . ... •... . . .• .. ..
Masters in Forestry .. ............. . . ........ . ..•.. .. . . . ...
Masters in Landscape Design . .. . . .. . .....•.. . .••. . . .•. . . . .
Masters of Architecture ... .. .......... .. . .•... . .. . .. . . .. . .
Masters of Civil Engineering . .. .. . . . .... .. .. . . .. .. . .... . .. .
Masters of Mechanical Engineering . . .... .. .••. . ....... .....
Masters of Electrical Engineering . ...... ... ... . . ..• . . . .. . . . .
Non-candidates . . . . . ...... . ... . ...... ... ... . . . . . • ... ... . .

Total. . .... . ..................................... .

s.".-

m"

91
83
24
5
8
3
25
12
8
35

0
75
58
48
21
4
2
0
0
2
0
9

534

219

3
240

-

Classified according to the group in which the major subject falls:
Group A, Languages a~d Literatures. . .
Group B, History, Philosophy. EducationandPoliticalScience . . .........

19lt·U

1920·21

1919-20

1918-19

1917-18

60

48

37

24

35

102

40
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Group C, Phy.ical Sciences ... .. .. . .. .
Group D, Biological Sciences .... . . .. .
Group E, Engineering, Architecture . . . .
UncLoorified . ............ . . ' ...... . . .
Honorary Fellows .. .. , ... . ... .. ' .. . .

([3
171

85

o
3

IX

67
216
31

7
2

52
150

40
149

3~

17

I

o

7

Among the students registered in the Graduate School during the year
1921-22, there were graduates of J61 institutions, distributed as follows :
Illinois, University of ... " . . . .. .
8
Acadia University ....... ...... . J
Indiana State Normal School. ...
I
I
Alabama, University of . .. . .. . ..
Indiana University . " .... . .... .
2
2
Alfred University .......... . .. .
Iowa, State University of ... . . ..
I
6
Amherst Co!1ege . . ....... ......
I
I
JOhn B. Stetson University .... . .
•Berea College ........ ..... . . ..
ohns
Hopkins
University
.
..
....
2
I
Bluffton Co!1ege ....... ....... .
Kansas State Agricultural College
I
I
Boston University .... .........
Bowdoin College ...... . ..... . . .
3
Brazil Espanola Superior Agricola 2
I
Brown University .. . . .... . .. ...
I
Bucknell University . .. . ..... ...
California, University of . . . . . .. .
7
I
Canton Christian College .. .. ...
Cape of Good Hope, University of I
I
Cape Town, University of .......
I
Carleton College . ...... .. . .....
Central Missouri Teachers College I
I
City of New York, College of. ...
2
Clark University .. . ........... .
Clemson Agricultural College ... . I I
Colby College . .•. . . . .. ........
I
6
Colgate University ..... .. . .....
I
Colorado University ... ' . . . . ' .' .
Columbia University .. . ........
3
I
Connecticut Agricultural College
Cornell University .. ........... 236
Czecho-Slovakia Tech. University
I
Dartmouth College . . . ..........
4
I
Davidson College . . ............
2
Denver, University of ......... .
Dutch Commercial School ... ...
I
2
Elmira College ................
I
Emporia College .... .. .........
I
Florida, University of .. .. .. . ...
I
Franklin and Marshall College ...
Funnan University ... . .........
3
Geneva College .... . .... . ......
I
I
Georgia School of Technology ...
Georgia, University of ...... . ...
3
I
Georcte Washington University ..
Gou er College . .. . .......... .
I
Govt. Institute of Technology ... 16
Gray University College, Shanghai I
Grove City College .. . ..........
I
Hamilton College ... . .. ........
I
2
Hampden-Sidney Gollege . . .....
2
Haverford College . ...... ......
2
Hobart COli'; ' ........ .......
Hong Kong, niversity of ......
I
Howard. University . ..... ..... . .
3
Hunter College ...•. . . . ........
I
Huron College .....• . . . . . •• •...
2

2
Kansas, Universi\) of . ... .. . . ..
Kentucky, State niversity of . .
4
Kirkville Nannal School .. . .. . ..
Kyushu Imperial University . ....
Lawrence College .. . ........ . . .
Laval, University of . . .. ... .. ...
1Li~ge, University of ........ ....
Louvain, Univen;ity of ...... . ..
r
Maine, University of ..... ' .....
~
Maryland, University of .... . .. '
Ii
Massachusetts Agricultural CGUege 3:
McGill University ... .. .. .... . .
~
Michigan Agricultural College .. .
4
Michigan State Nonnal School. .
I
Michigan, University of . . . . .. . .
I
Middlebury College ..... . .... ..
I
Minnesota, University of ...... .
3
Mississippi A. and M. College ...
3
Mississippi College ...... .......
Mississippi College for Women . . .
Mississi{,pi, University of .. . . ...
5
Missoun, University of ..... . .. .
5
Montana, State University of. ..
I
MontruJ. University of. ..... . . .
I
Mt. AUison University ......... .
I
Mt. Holyoke College .... . . .....
5
Nanking, University of .. .... ...
I
Nebraska, University of . ..... ..
New Hampshire State College . ..
New Mexico A. and M. CoJ1ege . .
I
New York State Teachers College
I
New York University .. ' " . . ...
J
New Zealand University . . . .....
J
North Carolina Negro Agr. and Techl
North Carolina State College. ...
I
North Carolina, University of. . .
6
North Dakota, University of ....
I
Oberlin College . . ........... ...
7
Occidental College ............ .
I
Ohio State University .. ... .. . ..
7
Ohio Wesleyan University ....•
I
Oklahoma A. and M . College ....
I
Oklahoma State University .. ...
I
Oklahoma, University of . .. .. ...
Ontario Agricultural College . . ...
1
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Oregon Agricultural College .....
Oregon, University of . . ....... .
Oxford University . ... ...... . ...
Pci-Yana; University . . .........
Peking ovenunent University ..
Pennsylvania State College ......
Pennsylvania, University of .... _
Philadelphia Divinity School. " . .
Philadelphia, U niventity of .....
Pittsburgh, University of . . .. .. .
P<lmona College ........ ... ... .
Princeton University .. . .. .... . .
Purdue University ... .. .. .. ..
Qu
. . ..... . . .. ...
, eeo .s U·
mverslty
Randolph-Macon College . .' . .. . .
Richmond College ... . .. ... ... .
Royal High Agricultural College
Rutgers College .. . . . . . .. . . . . ...
'Smith College .. .. ... . .... . . . ..
:800 Chow University . . .. .... ...
Sophie Newcomb College . . . ... .
South East Agricultural College ..
Southern California College .....
Southern California, University of
St. Lawrence University . .. . . . . .
Stanford University ..... . . .. . . .
Swarthmore CoUege .. .. . . . .. ...
Syracuse University . ... ... . .. . .
Tangshan Engineering College ...

1
1
1
2

,

-

9
2
I

4
I

2
2

4
I
J
J

2

4
3
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2
2

Tennessee. University ci ........
Texas A. and M. College ......•.
Tokio Normal College ..........
Toranto. U'
. of ..........
ruverstty
T nruty
"
College . ....... .. ..... .
Tufts College . . .... . ...........
Utah Ag;cultural College .......
Vassar
Uege ................•
Verrnont, University of ..•......
Wabash Co~e . . . .. . . ... .... .
WakeForest ollege .. . ........
Washington and Jefferson College
WeUesley CoUege . . . . ..........
Wesleyan University . ... . ......
Western Reserve University .....
Western University ... . ........
West Vizyinia University . ... ...
William Smith College ..........
Wisconsin , University of .. . .....
Wofford College ... . . . . .... .. ..
Wooster College . ... . . .. . ..... .
Waseda College ...... ........ ..
Washington State College .... .. .
Washington University .........
Waynesburg College .... .. ......
William and Mary College .. . ...
Yale University .. . ... . .. .... .. .
Zurich, University of ...........

1
1
1
2
I
I
J

8
I

4
I
I

4
3
I

2

5
I

4
4
I
I
I

4
I
I

2
I

APPENDIX III
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES
To the President of the University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit to you the following Report of the Collere
of Arts and Sciences for the academic year 1921-22.
During the past year the Faculty has given its attention to a number of im·
. portant problems. Upon the recommendation of the Committee on Educational.
Policy the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts were modified so as to
broaden the field of knowledge covered by graduates of the College, and to strength:. en the work of the first two years in the College. This Conunittee and the
~ Advisory Board for Underclassmen have for some time had under consideration
measures looking toward a more thorough and more co-ordinate COUJ'Se of study
. in this College.
At its May meeting the Faculty voted to adopt as one of the requirements for
graduation the completion of certain prescribed studies. Prior to graduation
each student entering the College subsequent to June of this year must complete
.six 'h ours in each of the foHowing groups :
I . . English and Public Speaking.
2. Foreign Languages.
3. History.
4. Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics.
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s. Anatomy, Biology. Botany. Entomology, Geol1?gY. Histology

and EmbryoJoRy. PhYSIOloa'Y and Biochemistry, and Zoology.
6. Philosopny and Psycnology, including Educational Psychology.

7. Economics and Government.
Of these, the first two groups and at least eighteen of the required number of
hours in the remaining five groups must be completed by the end of the sophomore
year. The remaining twelve hours may be completed at any time prior to gradua.
tion.
The purpose of these requirements is to make sure that a graduate of the
College has mad~ at least an acquaintance with the principal fields of learning.
To this extent it is a movement away from the e1ective system; but the total reo
quirement of forty-two hoW'S, in the one hundred and twenty hoW'S required
for graduation, is so moderate that a wide field of election is still maintained.
And it is to be noted that each group in itself offers a considerable range of selec~
tion. This new arrangement is to become effective at the close of the present
academic year in the cases of students entering the College subsequent to that
time; but those students who had entered the Col1ege prior to that time must
•
satisfy the requirements for graduation in force at the time of their entrance.
In. line with the policy of the College requiring its students to maintain a
satisfactory scholastic standard of work the Faculty voted at its March meeting
that a candidate for graduation must, during his last tenn of residence, meet a
minimum standard of work. The rules governing continuance in the CollegE.
were also amended in such a way as to render them clearer and more definite.
They have been formulated as follows, and have been so published in the 1922~23
Announcement of the College:
A student fail in$" in any given term to pass twelve hours may not
continue his work 10 the College except under such conditions and at
such time as the Faculty may designate. .
A student failing in the last term of his senior year to pass twelve
hours-or, if in a summer session, four hou!rs-may not be recommended
for his degree except under such conditions and at such time as the
Faculty may de>ignate.
A student's general record may be so unsatisfactory that the Faculty
will refuse him permission to continue in the College even though he
has passed twelve hours in the preceding term.

During the year the F<.tculty recommended to the President and the Board of
Trustees for appointment to seats in the Faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences Professors Karl McKay Wiegand, Richard Schramm, Lester Wayland
Sharp, Arthur Johnson Eames, Lewis Knudson, and Otis Freeman Curtis of
the Department of Botany of the College of Agriculture, Assistant Professor
Peter Walter Claassen of the Department of Biology of the College of Agricul·
ture, and Professor Samuel Latimer Boothroyd of the Department of Astronomy
of the College of Engineering, as these men are conducting courses which are
considered as the work of a college of arts and sciences. Those recommendations
have been approved by the Board of Trustees and the courses given by those
men will appear in our announcement of courses.
The Committee on Educational Policy has had for some time under considera·
tion the question of upperclass requirements {or the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and,
altb'ough the Committee was unable to present a concrete recommendation to tbe
Faculty this year. it is very likely that, in the near future, the Committee will be
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prepared to offer a. recommendation with regard to this subject. It has been theaim of the Committee to devise some plan whereby the work of the junior and
senior years can be made more meaningful At present it is possible in many
of the departments for students pursuing their major work in those departments
to select courses having little or no correlation one to the other. Such a grouping
of courses does not commend itself to any co-ordination of the work of the underclass years and that of the upperclass years. It is the endeavor of the Committee
to devise a plan comprehensive enough to meet the needs of students in the
various departments of the College and yet unifonn enough to require every
student before gradua tion to possess an organized knowledge of the work of his
major field. The solution rests, to a great extent, with the individual departments;
if each department would develop a sequence of courses for the upperc1ass students
majoring in that department which would make it impossible for a ~tudent to
complete his upperclass work until he had really devoted himself to advanced
work in that field, there would be no further problem.
In the past there has been considerable interest manifested in the distribution
of grades given by various departments and by instructors. The Committee on
Educational Policy prepared a report on the grading in this College during the
academic year 1920-21 and submitted that report to the members of the instructing staff without comment. The Committee did, however, express the hope
that each member of the staff would take into consideration the degree to which
his marks confonned to the averages furnished. It is the intention of the Committee to prepare similar reports for this academic year and for subsequent
academic years and to submit them to the Faculty when prepared. In submitting that report the Committee went on record as not favoring the adoption
of any scheme of arbitrary distribution of grades, but it did venture to express
the belief that many of the extreme differences in grading would disappear as the
result of the infannation contained in these reports.
Early in the year representatives of each of the three standing committees in
this College met with three representatives of the College of Law for the discussion
of several matters which involved the relations between this College and the College of Law, particularly with respect to those students in this College who had
expressed an intention of studying law .. One of the matters raised by the Dean
of the College of Law was with respect to the treatment to be accorded to students entering with advanced standing with the intention of entering the College
of Law after one year in this College. In the discussion of this question emphasis
was laid upon the undesirability, if not the impossibility, of having in this College
students who were not meeting the graduation requirements of this College.
particularly the underclass requirements. The fact that such students had
expressed an intention to enter the College of Law after two years, or, in the
cases of advanced standing after one year, did not appear to warrant any deviation
from the ordinary requirements affecting underclassmen in this College. To
pennit such a deviation would be to incur a considerable responsibility, since a
student might at the end of two years prefer to go on to the degree A.B. and he
would then find himself hopelessly blocked by his failure to meet the requirements
of the first two years. This general principle is one which has been repeatedly
confinned by the Faculty and by its standing committees whenever the questiOA
has been raised.
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A second matter discussed at that conference was"brought before our Faculty
when the Committee on Educational Policy. after giving careful attention to the
rules governing the registration of a senior in this College and in another College
of the University, recommended to the Faculty that, in view of the release of such
student from ten of the twenty hours required in an upperclass group, the student
so registered should be required to complete the entire first year of work in that
College before being recommended for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. In adopting the resolution recommended by the Committee on Educational Policy the
Faculty re-affinned the practice which has existed for several years.
If for any reason a student registered both in this College and in another
College of Cornell University should decide to give up his work in the other
College, and to proceed to the degree of Bachelor of Arts alone, such a change
would require the approval of the Committee on Academic Records ; and in the
event that such approval should be granted, he would be required to proceed to
the degree of Bachelor of Arts under the rules of the College, i. e., he would be
required to complete his upperclass group in this College but the work done in
the other CoUege would be credited toward graduation in so far as it could be
credited under the roles of this College.
]n 1917 the Faculty established the degree of Bachelor of Arts with Honors
as an in~ntive to gifted students to pursue advanced studies, such as may be of
peculiar interest to them, within a given department in a more intensive and
independent way than is possible in the ordinary classes. The requirements
for graduation with honors have been developed by the Committee on Educational Policy and the various departments have taken an active interest in the scheme,
encouraging their better students to take work leading to honors for the sake of
the intellectual stimulus connected with it and the growing sense of mental
developmfnt which it gives. At Commencement held this June nineteen students
of high standing satisfied the special requirements and attained this honor. It
is encouraging to note that the privileges and benefits of this scheme are becoming
more popular both with the students and with the departments, and it is hoped
that scholarship and a desire for personal guidance and inspiration will be promoted through this medium.
.
At its April meeting in 1921 the Faculty voted, on recommendation of the
Committee on Educational Policy, that the requirements of eight tenns of residence for the degree of Bachelor of Chemistry should be abandoned. At that
same meeting the Conunittee on Educational Policy had reconunended the
abandonment of the eight tcnn residence requirement for the degree of Bachelor
of Arts, but the question was deferred. At the end of this year the Committee on
Educational Policy raised the question again and the Faculty again deferred the
matter, but it wiU be acted upon at the first meeting of the new year, the recom·
mendation having been made the special order of business for that meeting.
The Committee on Educational Policy has also had under advisement a
number of other very vital problems concerning the educational policy of the
College. Although none of them has been developed to the extent that would
justify its reference to the Faculty. it is expected that in the near future that
Committee will be prepared to present to the Faculty recommendations on
all these matters.
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The Advisory Board for tJndeTclassmen, which was established throe years ago,
has contmued to lts efforts to unprove the scholastic work 01. our underclassmen

The Board was created in accordance with the following recommendatiolq
which were adopted in principle by the Faculty at its June meeting in 1919
I .. That ~here be created an Advisory Board for Underclassmen t~
COllSlst of rune members to be appointed by the President .
The purpose of this Board is to study the needs and difficulties of
underc~men in respect ,to the,ir college work, to counsel and to advise
them 10 respect to theu chOice of studies and their obligatiolll AI
college students, and to render such assistance in the prosecutioa. of
their work as may be possible.
2. That for the carrying out of this purpose tbe Boardbe:'SS'Cied
to establish and administer an advisory system for Freshmen an Sophomores.

As incidents of this system it is understood that the Board wiD.
select such additional advisers as may be Deces&aIy and will require of
the student a plan in his choice of studies.

3.

That the Board be given power to administer the cases of Fresh.

mcn and Sophomores now administered by the Committee on Academic
Records.
4. That the Board be instructed to present to the Faculty from
time to time such recommendations as it may think likely to promote
the welfare of the underclassmen.
Under a capable administration the Board has made healthy progress in the
execution of its functions, and the effects of its work are very evident in the higber
quality of scholastic work performed by those students who, as underclassmen,
have enjoyed the benefits of its advice and counsel. In administering its work
the Board has developed within the College an admirable system of undetclass
advisers among those Faculty members who have taken an active interest in the
improvement of the work of the underclassmen.
.
In order to ensure the desired ultimate success of the expressed purpose of the
Board, to wit, to serve as an advisory system for the underclassmen, there is need
for some arrangement which wiIt provide a permanent policy governing the work of
the Board. Under the terms of its creation the members of the Board, including
the chairman, are elected for a period of three years and are not eligible for reelection. The Board has, of necessity. been forced to proceed slowly in develop.
ing a method of dealing with the vital problems of our underclassmen. At the
end of this year the chairman and two members of the Board will retire. It will
be necessary not merely to replace three members but also to appoint a chainnan
who must assume the responsibilities and the burdens which have been so ably
administered by the retiring chairman.
In the opinion of the writer there is need, if not in the University at large,
at least in this College. for some person who can and will devote his full time
to the development of the sort of advisory system of which the present underclass
advisory system serves as a very admirable beginning, although by nature of ita
limitations, statutory and temporal, merely a beginning. Such a person should
possess the breadth of vision, the human qualities, and the high academic ideala
which bespeak not a paternalistic type of adviser, but rather a friendly counselor
who could and would devote his efforts to the problems of the students as a
whole and of each individual student. There are a considerable number of
students, particularly in this College, although I know of instances in other
colleges at Cornell, who have been unable,for one reason or another, to form &Dy
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definite intention on entering college, or even after a year or more in colle~e. as
to the eventual course of study they wish to (anaw or the eventual goat they desire
to attain. There should be some person to whom these students could address their
inquiries and from whom they could obtain the inspiration and advice they require.
In bringing this report. to a close I wish to make a ionnal expression of my
personal appreciation of the whole-hearted co.operation of the several memben;
of the three standing conunittees of the College. Without the generous support
and ~al assistance rendered by those men the administration of the College
•
could not have been conducted as harmoniously and as successfully as it was.
It is with particular gratitude and appreciation that I mention the unselfish efforts
and loyal support rendered by Professor Bre~z. who as Chainnan of the Committee
on Educational Policy, as Chairman of the Advisory Board for Underclassmen,
and as a member 'of the Committee on Academic Records, and in innumerabJe
small ways, sacrificed personal interests in his service to the College and to the
administration.
Respectful1y submitted,
ARCHIE M. PALMER, Secretary.

APPENDIX IV
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LAW

To the President of the University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following Report regarding the College
of Law for the year 1921-22:
The registration was as follows:
Third Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .. • .. .. . .... 44
Second Year .. . .. . . ... .... ......... . • .... . ..... . ...... . . ... . .... .. . . 22
First Year ......•............ .. ...... . .............. . ...... . ....... 28
Special .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. 3
Total ... , .... .. . ...... .. ... .... . ....... ....... ..... ....... .. .... , .. 97
Seniors in Arts and Sciences taking all law work of the first year .......... 10
Students from other Colleges in the University electing some courses
in the College of Law .......... .. . . ............. ........ . . ......... 13
Total receiving instruction in the College of Law ................ . .. . .. 120
Of the 97 law students, 36 per cent reside outside of the State of New York.
The requirement for admission to the College of Law was increased in 1919
from one !o two years of college work. This new requirement has thus been
in effect three years. The number of first·year students entering in each of
these three years under the new requirements has been as follows: 1919, II:
1920, 16; 1921, 28. It 'seems probable that this gradual increase will be con·
tinued until ISO or 200 students are again enrolled in the College as law students.
The large number of law schools in this section of the country admitting
students at the end of a high school course, and the extraordinary opportunities
for self· support in the large cities will probably prevent attendance in the College
of Law from becoming much greater than 200 at any time in the immediate future.
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It is a well-known fact that a very large percentage of law students work in
offices and otherwise support themselves, while studying bw in the late afternoon
or evening. This is not possible at Cornell, both because of the absence of after.
noon and evening instruction and because of limited facilities for self-support.
A noticeable tendency toward increase in entrance requirements in law schools
exists. Two schools in this State have recently announced. an e1evatiOD.ofltand_
ards for admission, and many others elsewhere are considering such • step or
have already announced that, at a given date in the future, such action will be
taken. These changes will probably have some effect upon the attendanoe at
Cornell.
The Faculty is unanimously of the opinion that a school of from ISO to 200
students is the desideratum. Such numbers insure a reasonable amount of
competition among students, without rendering the sections so large as to
prevent frequent contact between teacher and student and strong inBuenoe by
the Faculty upon mind and character.
On June 22, 1921, Edwin Hamlin Woodruff, for seven years Dean of the Col.
lege, submitted his resignation, to take effect July I, 1921, in order that he might
devote himself exclusively to teaching within the College. It was with regret
that we saw Professor Woodruff leave the position for which his wide circle of
friends among Cornellians, his sound judgment, sympathetic understanding of
students, and his large experience in educational affairs, so thoroughly qualified
him. It is an especial satisfaction to know that he will remain in the college,
where students may have the benefit of his inspiring instruction, and the Faculty
the advantage of his wise counsel.
Professor Charles Tracey Stagg, since December. 1920. on leave of absence for
thepurpose of acting as' legal adviser to Governor Miller. has resigned from the
Faculty in order to devote himself to an important position in theStategovemment. Professor Stagg had been a teacher in the College since 1908, andsince
1914 had been Secretary of the College. He brought to his work an extended
experience in practice, an extremely orderly and logical mind. and highly intelligent and conscientious effort. As a teacher and administrative officer his
services were extremely valuable. His departure is much regretted.
To fill the vacancy left by the resignation of Professor Stagg, the Trustees have
appointed Robert Sproule Stevens, Mr. Stevens received his A.B. degree from
Harvard College in 1910, and his LL.B. degree from the Harvard Law
School in 1913. After about four years of general practice in Buffalo,
New York, and two years' service in the Army. Mr. Stevens came to this
college in September, 1919, as a temporary member of the Faculty. He has proved
himself a thorough schOlar and a sound. conscientious, and inspiring teacher.
His addition to the Faculty is a source of satisfaction to aU its members. .
In order to provide for the secretarial and administrative work previously
cared for by Professor Stagg, the Trustees have appoiqted as Secretary of the
College and Lecturer in Law, Horace Eugene Whiteside, A.B., University of
Chicago, 1912; LL.B.. Cornell University, 1922. Mr. Whiteside has bad a
number of years' experience as a teacher of the classics and of mathematics. He
served as an officer in the Army for two years. Besides assuming the position of
secretary, Mr. Whiteside will give the courses in Personal Properly, Negotiable
Paper, and Wills.
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Professor C. K. Burdick has been absent on leave during the second term, en·
-pged in study and travel in Europe.
The additon of Mr. Whiteside to the Faculty and the introduction, toaiimited
extent, of the practice of giving some courses in alternate years, has enabled the
Faculty to enrich the curriculum by the addition to it of the following sUbjects :
Taxation, Restraints on Business and Industry, International Law, Municipal
Corporations, Administrative Law and Public Officers, Damages, and Bank·
ruptey.
In place of the course formerly called "Brief Making," a course in "Problems"
has been added, in which it is hoped to develop familiarity with the library,
analysis of law and facts, and skill in the logical presentation of arguments. The
eourse in advanced Real Property has also been expanded so as to include more
work upon Future Inurests and the law of Titles to Real E state. The courses
in Procedure have also been arranged so that the important subject of Federal
Procedure will be treated.
The net result of these additions to the course and expansions of existing
'Subjects is that 119 hours of work will be offered in the future, instead of the 90
hours available in the past.
The device of giving courses to two classes in alternate years is t emporary only.
It can be used only when the numbers are small, as at present. When the attendance is restored to normal, classes under this system will be so large as seriously to
handicap instruction.
It is obvious that the introduction of 29 hours of new work into the curriculum
involves tbe application, to a limited extent, of the elective system. The policy
of the College has heretofore been that of a fixed curriculum, with no opportunity
for choice of subjects. The present Faculty, however, feels that the advantages
of opportunities for specialization and of the added elasticity of the curriculum
for administrative purposes are such that a limited aprlication of the elective
idea is warranted. About two-thirds of the work ('Of the College remains required
work, including all of the first-year work. None of the trunk or fundamental
wurses are made elective.
Practical experience has shown that the objects of pre5ent-day law students
•
are various. Some students have in mind definite positions for which they
wish to prepare; as for example, real estate work, administration in manufactur~
ing, or corporation law practice. It is believed to be desirable to allow these
men to disregard some subjects of remote value and devote themselves more intensively to the fields in which they expect' to work.
In the past administrative difficulties have been met when students desired
to obtain advanced standing here, or when students failed in one of the required
courses. The elasticity given by the limited electives hereafter allowed will
permit of adjustment in cases of students entering from other schools, and of
iUbstitutions in cases of failure in some subjec,ts.
It is hoped that work in Jurisprudence and Legal History may soon be available
at Cornell, either in the College of Law or by co-operation with the College of
Arts and Sciences. Such sub;ects as the History of the Common Law, Roman
Law, Modern Civil Law, Jurisprudence, and Comparat ive Law, should be offered.
If this work could be added to the curriculum of the University, it would seem
possible and appropriate to institute a graduate degree in law at Cornell. which
•

•
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could be obtained by attendance for a fourth year. The 29 hours of new law
courses, the work in Jurisprudence and the History of Law, and a problem in
r esearch would afford material for graduate instruction.
The es ' ablishment of a summer session in law at Cornell is agaL~ strongly rec::om..
m ended. The physical location is extraordinarily good.. Inquiries receival
from time to time indicate that numerous students from other institutionnrowd
be glad to come here during the summer for law work. The summer IChool
would reinforce and build up the College generally. It would be goodeconomy
to u se the library and building eleven months a year. By means of the summer
school students in law could complete their courses in two and one-third calendar
years, if they desired to devote themselves intensively to their work. The experience at other summer schools shows that summer law schools are eventually
wholly self-supporting, or nearly so.
The law library has been increased by the addition of 1012 volumes. ciwhich
160 volumes were gifts. The principal needs of the law library are additioaal
shelving, reclassification, and the preparation of shelf lists. The addition of new
shelves involves changes in the building and important problems regarding the
strength of the floors. I suggest that this question, together with propa;ed cMnges.
in the building for the p~ of adding a locker room and smoking roOm.
be considered by the appropriate University authorities, in order that action may
be taken as soon as it is practicable. The work of reclassification and the preparation of shelf lists will have t o be delayed until the University funds will permit
the employment of an assistant librarian. It is physically impossib~e for the
present Librarian to perform this work in connection with his othe!' duties.
No lockers are provided for the students in the building at present. This
entails considerable inconvenience to them in carrying their heavy books back
and forth, and also deters them, in some cases, from bringing their casebooks to
classes. It would be highly desirable, if possible, to install small lockers in the
building. These eQuid be paid for gradually by ma.lcing an appropriate charge
to students. This locker·room could also be utilized as a smoking room. At
pre~nt, the students arc obliged to utilize the very small oorridor for this purpose
or go out of doors.
In November, 1921, the Trustees finally accepted the gift of the residential
hall on The Knoll, at Ithaca, the donors being the Delta Chi Realty Company.
This house accommodates from 25 to 30 students. The purpose of the gift was
to provide a residential hall for students of proved ability in law and in related
subjects in Arts and Sciences. The administration of this plan was entrusted to
a Council of five members, composed of J. Du Pratt White, Esq., of New York
City, representing the Trustees; John J. Kuhn, Esq., of Ne,w York CitY,representing the Delta Chi Alumni; Mr. George F. Rogalsky, Treasurer of the Univer·
sity, representing the administrative officers of the University; Professor W. L.
Westermann, representing the College of Arts and Sciences, anti Dean Bogert of
the College of Law. This Council had several meetings at which an attempt was
made to devise a plan for the operation of the hall during the college year 1922.23.
However, no agreement could be reached. A majority of the members of the
Council reported this fact to the President on or about May 2, 1922, and stated
that, in its opinion, it was impracticable to begin the operation of the plan in
September, 1922.

•
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The year 1921-22 has been a notable One in legal education. due to the taking
of several important steps which will tend to elevate the standards of legal educa-

tion. At its meeting September "

1921,

the American Bar Association went on

record as favoring a requirement of two years of college work and three years in a
law school of all applicants for admission to the bar.
In December, 1921, the
Association of American Law Schools fixed as the standard for admission to its
membership, two years of college work. In February, 1922, a conference of
state and local bar association delegates met in Washington, D. C., and took action which had as its object putting into effect the standards recommended by
the American Bar Association as law in the various states. While the work of
bringing these new standards into actual operation will necessarily be slow, it is
believed that in a comparatively short time, some practical steps will be taken to
improve the education and the moral and ethical qualities of the incoming mem·
bers of the bar.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE G. BOGERT,

Dean of the College of Law.

APPENDIX V
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE MEDICAL COLLEGE
To the President of the University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the Medical College
for the year 1921-22.
The work of the last year has been characterized by a spirit of determination
and enthusiasm on the part of all, Faculty, students, and alt;1moi. which has
generally resulted io satisfactory accomplishments. Although no radical changes
have been made in policy or methods the internal organization has been improved,
better co-ordination has been developed, and extensions of the field of activity
have been accomplished.
There have been few impOrtant changes in the Faculty. Professor Schloss
resigned as head of the department of Pediatrics in June, 1921, to accept a similar
post at the Harvard Medical School. His leaving has been a great loss to the
College and the position has not been filled.
Dr. Schroeder has acted as
head of the department to the satisfaction of all concerned and will continue
in his pre:.ent capacity for another year. Professor Cole, for ten years Professor
of Roentgenology, resigned last fall and Dr. Harry M. Imboden has been appointed to the chair. Professor Imboden through long training and investigation brings a rich experience which will undoubtedly strengthen the Faculty.
In co·operation with the Medical Department of the United States Army a
unit of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps was organized early in the College
year. Lieutenant Colonel William H. Brooks was assigned by the War Department and was appointed Professor of Military Science and Tadtics by Cornell
University. Colonel Brooks succeeded in interesting some 24 students in the
course, which was voluntary, and had begun his instruction when illness com-
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pelled him to retire. He was succeeded by Major John M. Hewitt who has
been a welcome addition to the Faculty and has stimulated greatly the interest
in his department. Believing that some knowledge of medico-military bygiene
and sanitation is desirable for all physicians the Faculty at its May meetq
voted to inOOr'porate the first year of the basic course as outlined by the Wat
Department into the curriculum.
The effect of limiting the number of students and thereby exercising the selection of the applicants continues to be reflected by the higher standard of work
accomplished by the classes admitted under this provision. There is no doubt
that the average ability and previous training of these students is superior to
any heretofore admitted. They are capable of benefiting by a graduate-school
type of instruction and our methods of teaching are in consequence undergoing
revision. The number of conditioned and dropped students is less than before,
thus reducing waste of equipment and effort, which is an important item now
that medical education is so costly and the demand for it so great. NowhoDy
satisfactory method of selecting applicants has been evolved and we must COQ_
tinue to depend upon the judgment of the administration officers in choosing
wisely. At first regarded as experiment there now can be no doubt concerning
the wisdom of limiting the number of students to our working capacity and then
selecting the best available candidates.
Several recent developments have helped to improve the spirit of the student
body and made the study of medicine a more pleasant undertaking. A great
aid has been a cafeteria and club room for medical students opened by the Y. M.
C. A., in co·operation with the Faculties of the medical schools of New York
University and Cornell University. Because of the change of the charicter ci
the neighborhood in which these Colleges are located it has become increasingly difficult to secure sanitary lodgings and obtain good food at reasonable
prices. Proper housing for our students and staff remains a most serious problem.
The cafeteria supplies a great need in serving lunches and providing a meeting
place for students. The building which was owned by the Y. M. C. A., and at
first used for the cafeteria burned down in the winter and the College has since
given the use of part of the old building on twenty-sixth street for the purpose.
Various social activities have been encouraged with the view of bringing the
students and staff of instruction into closer relation. Several members of the
faCUlty have entertained the students in their homes and a "Get-Together"
of the Faculty and studen s, which has become an annual holiday, together
with meetings of various clubs have all served to promote ccroperation and
render the instruction more effective. A plan has been adopted whereby physical
examinations will be annually made of all students and better care provided
for them when ill. The Faculty is also considering a plan for student advisers
so that each student may have some instructor to whom he may go for aid and
advice and who in turn will be charged with some responsibility for the student's welfare. Every movement which tends to weld the interests of the Faculty
and the students results in better trained men and women for the medical pr0fession.
In accordance with the policy of securing wider participation of the Faculty
in the affairs of the College, Professor Ewing after five years of faithful service
declined re~election to the Council and Professor Elser was elected to fill the
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vacancy. It is felt that rotation of service by the Faculty members on the Council will bring the needs of all departments before the Council in the most effective
manner.
During the past two years efforts to stimulate interest and participation in
the affairs of the College by the alumni have been renewed. An Alumni Day
on May 5. 1922, brought an increased number back to attend the clinics in the
hospitals, a luncheon at the College, and a banquet in the evening. Your presence at the banquet, together with Mr. Place. was highly appreciated, and the
reunion was helpful in bringing the alumni in closer touch with the College.
I hope the alumni will soon develop a permanent organization that their advice
and aid may become more effective.
Perhaps the most important development of the year has been a reorganization of the College Dispensary on the basis of a Pay Clinic. The decision to
do this was reached only after thorough consideration of the numerous factors
concerned and upon the advice and with the support of those who have given
most study to the complexitie& of the dispensary situation. The Cornell Clinic
is, so far as I know, the only one operating all of the usual departments, as well
as several special divisions, upon the principle of charging definite moderate
fees to people of limited means and in turn remunerating the professional staff
for its services. The proposition has brought forth many problems relating
to the public health and the relation between the public and the medical profession, some difficult to solve, and it must be regarded as an experiment.
The movement is the outcome of a survey of the dispensary situation in New
York City made by the Public Health Committee of the New York Academy
of Medicine. The Committee concluded that there is a large number of persons
(estimated at 2,000,000) ordinarily self-supporting who when illness overtakes
them, are unable to secure competent medical service at a price within their
means, particularly when extensive laboratory and <li;agnostic consultations
become necessary. These people prefer to pay something but generally speaking
have DO alternative between private physicians and the so-called free dispensaries. If they avail themselves of the services of the former they b:come impoverished or dependent upon the charity of the doctor; if they go to the free
dispensary they become pauperized, for, which few have any relish.
Few dispensaries render as effective service in terms of modern medicine as
do the hospitals. They have been relegated to an inferior place in the medical
world, the equipment is meagre, laboratory facilities are inadequate or entirely
lacking, and the medical staffs are undermanned often with incompetent doctors.
Through lack of facilities, equipment, and clerical aid, together with overcrowding, they have ceased, in many instances, to give good service or to educate
physicians. Indeed the dispensary physician's work has often become deadening drudgery without stimulating or educational offsets, with the result that the
dispensaries encounter increasing difficulties in recruiting competent staffs.
It now appears that the dispensary has greater possibilities for reaching effective
public service than the hospitals and it is probable they will gradually come to
assume a dominant position in maintaining the health of the community.
As a result of its study the Public Health Committee recommended compenation for physicians and the development of a number of pay clinics in which
very facility for the practice of modern medicine should be provided. I t is
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evident also that there must continue to be many free dispensaries adequately
supported to render an equally high type of service.
The Cornell Dispensary was designed to provide teaching material for the
instruction of our students, but gradually despite an annual deficit of over $11 •
000 steadily increasing, it failed to provide adequate material properly studied
for teaching purposes. It also failed to render the best service to the patients.
Therefore, when the Dispensary Development Committee of the United Hospital
Fund proposed to guarantee the deficit in excess of the amount previously borne
by Cornell to establish an experimental Pay Clinic the proposition demanded
careful consideration.
The results have thus far exceeded expectations. From the opening day
(November I, 19ZI) to the present time more patients have applied than could
be cared for, the attendance for June, 1922, averaging 47. daily. Adequate
equipment has been supplied to all departments, the staff, now receiving re.
mum-ration. has been admirably recruited and, most important for the CoUege,
the teaching material has never been so large and varied, nor has it ever been SO
thoroughly studied. The operation shows a deficit of about $3,000 monthly.
which is being gradually reduced. One of the most satisfactory results is the
increasing co-operation on the part of the physicians in the community. Some
595 doctors have referred 848 patients for consultation and study. It has become clear that the Clinic can render a valuable service to the public and medical
profession without doing injury to any competent physician. I submit herewith a copy of the "Modern Hospital" for June, 19ZZ, which contains a study
of the fint six months of op(ration of the Pay Clinic.
An affiliation has been effected with the John E. Berwind Maternity Clinic
which promises important results in a field of teaching which is generally unsatisfactory. The Clinic is admirably equipped to give obstetrical care in pa.
tienb' homes, provides pre-natal care, follow s the mother for six weeks and the
child for one year after delivery. The medical direction of the Clinic has hem
placed under the control of Cornell, and the stati, including the resident and
house officers, are appointed only on nomination of Cornell. Living quarters
are provided for students also and we propose, beginning next year, to send
sections of seniors to the Clinic where they will reside for periods of two weeks
during which time they will be under the supervision and instruction of our
Faculty exclu sively. I am confident that the public and Cornell University in
particular will soon recognize a debt of gratitude to the generous benefactor
who is thus promoting the weUare of women and medical education in a way
which promises to become highly effective.
The Curriculum Committee appointed last year has continued to study our
own and other courses of instruction and has arrived at certain conclusions but
the details werl;' not sufficiently completed to make fonnal presentation to the
Faculty this year. Many innovation!. are being tried in the medical schools
and I believe we shall lose little if anything by proceeding slowly in this direction.
The growing importance of instruction in sanitation and public health demands mOTe curriculum hours which were this year filled by Dr. Haven Emerson,
who, in co-operation with Professor Torrey, gave a series of lectUJ"eb, which amplified the course previously given. The College was fortunate in securing such
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an eminent authority in the field and I desire to record the appreciation of the
Faculty for Dr. Emerson's services.
The Senior Class was this year privileged to participate in a development
which may well be extended. The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University organized a symposium on tuberCUlosis under the direction
of Dr. James Alexander Miller which occupied three days. The College se·
cured the services of several of the foremost authorities on the subject to give
demonstrations. The privilege of participation was generously extended to
our seniors and they were excused from other work for that period. This method
of instruction by presenting extended symposia on important subjects was introduced at Cornell by Dr. W. Gilman Thompson, then Professor of Medicine,
some ten years ago and was generally considered extremely valuable. The
Columbia symposium was admirable in every detail and the College is deeply
indebted to the Dean and Faculty of the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
It is hoped that the idea may be extended and developed with benefit to both
institutions. Columbia will probably repeat the symposium on tuberculosis
next year, and Cornell proposes to organize one on cancer to which an invita.
tion will be extended to the Seniors in the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
These proposals indicate a very significant change in the relations between med·
ical schools by which medical education will greatly benefit, and Cornell Univer·
sity Medical College gladly co·operates with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons.
I am gratified to report that the relations existing between the College and
the various hospitals with which we are associated continue to be cordial and
mutually beneficial. The governing bodies and officers of the New York, Bellevue, Nursery and Child's and Woman's Hospitals afford hearty co-operation
invariably, and our clinical facilities are all that can be desired as long as the
College continues to be physically separated from the hospitals. In previo~s
reports I have referred to the one vital defect in our organization, the lack of
intimate physical and educational relations with one or more hospitals, without which the College can never function with the highest efficiency.
The ideal arrangement would be for the College to serve as an educational
center about which a large general hospital and several special hOS:pitals would
be grouped, all upon a conunon site and with a common purpose. Theacquisi·
tion of sufficient land and the removal of the various institutions will require
large sums of money, which can be secured, I believe, when all concerned come
to realize that the aims of the medical colleges and the hospitals are really identical and can best be aCQievcd by co·ordinated effort. The College stands
ready to participate to the extent of its resources and in the broadest manner.
In this connection I desire to call your attention to the inadequacy of the
present College building. Erected in 1898 it was then large enough to meet all
requirements but it was foreseen that in time additional space might be necessary
and was built in such a manner that added stories may be erected with minimal
cost. Today all the laboratories and the library require more space. There is
little room for storage purposes and the Clinic is crowded. Also, it would be
far better to have the departments which now occupy the Loomis Laboratory
under the same roof with the other departments. It appears, therefore, that
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the time has come when the College must decide if it is to remain in the same
location and .if so prepare to add additional stories to the pr~ent building.
One other lmportant need to which I have referred in previous reports, is the
necessity for providing assistant professo~ in several of the laboratory departments. Without such assistants the heads are burdened with executi~
detail and teaching which seriously interferes with scientific development. Additional funds wiU be required to remedy the situation,
I desire to record the appreciation of the College for the continued support
of our Medical Clinic in Bellevue Hospital by the Russell Sage Foundation:
also for the gifts from several generous donors which have enabled the College
to continue its work without retrenchments and to strengthen several depart.
ments.
In closing this report I wish to express the appreciation of the Faculty and
students for the inspiration and encouragement which they have received from
the President of the University and to assure him it has enabled them to complete the work of the past year and to look forward to the coming year with renewed vigor and enthusiasm.
Respectfully subntitted,
WALTER L. Nn.ES,

Dean of the Medical College.

APPENDIX VI
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ITHACA DIVISION OF THE
MEDICAL COLLEGE
To the President of the University:
Sir: As Secretary of the Ithaca Division of the Medical College, I have the
honor to present my twentieth annual report covering the college year 1921-22.
The work in all divisions of the College has been satisfactory. There have been
no marked changes in Faculty, policy, or curriculum, and only such readjustments
and improvements as occur yearly and are the mark of normal and healthy progress. •
FACULTY

The Professor of Anatomy has, as last year, devoted part of his time to the
direction of the Department of Hygiene and supervision of the health program
carried on for all students in the University. The Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, Professor Sumner, has been absent on leave and has spent the year
in Belgium in research work as the holder of a Fellowship from that country.
The changes in the staff of instruction have been confined to the assistants. of
whom five are new this year. The difficulty of securing properly qualified assistants for the positions in the Medical College is no less than it has been for some
years. The finding of first-class men who are willing to devote themselves, even
for a short period, to teaching and research in the fundamental medical branches
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is one of our most serious problems. The Cornell University Medical College
has done its full share in fi nding and training men of this character btlt the de·
ma~d for teachers has been so great that they are soon called :1\\,ay, and oft en
while their training is very incomplete. To retain such men for a longer period
is very desirable, but can only be accomplished by making more of the assistan t ships. instructorships ; and more of the instructorshi ps, assistan t professorships.
Co-operation has again been the watchword of the year, everyone with his
shoulder to the wheel and working overtime at both t eaching and research.
ST U DEN TS

There were 29 students in the fir st-year class in m edicine. Of t hese, 22 were sen iors in the College of Arts and Sciences of Cornell, 16 men and 6 women. There
was one man who was a senior in the University of Hawaii. The other six stu·
dents were graduates: two women A.B. from Vassar College, and four men from
Cornell University, three A.B. and one B .S. The number of students from other
colleges receivin~ instruction in the Medical College is not ed under the report.
of each department.
ANATOXY

It was impossible to find a properly trained assistant for o!,!c of the vacancies
in the department and the work in the Arts technique course was therefore not as
closely supervised as it should have been. The course in Neurology is being
steadily improved by the addition of new material, especially serial sections of
brain stems. It is hoped that wit hin the next year the remainder of the Wilder
conection of brains will be transferred to t he department.
For several years there has been a gradual decrease in the amount of dissecting
material that has been received. This has necessitated our calling upon our
reserve until this has been nearly exhausted. There is no question but that in
the State of New York the number of unclaimed dead that should be available
for medical colleges far exceeds the demand. It is ne<:essary therefore that we
should find new sources for securing the material that should come to us.
In addition to the laboratory course for thirty-five Arts students preparing for
medicine, a new course in Art Anatomy was given this year for the first time.
This was to meet the demand of the fine Art s student s in the College of Architecture.
HISTOLOGY

AND EMBRYOLOGY

Professor Kingsbury reports t hat instruction has been consistently and faith.
fully carried ou t in all courses. Including the medical students, there were 260
registrations in courses by 158 individuals. The increase in number over last
year is in part due to the registration of the Veterinary st udents for an extra
course, Embryology.
Several pieces of research are under way by Dr. Kingsbury and the other
members of the staff. Four important papers have been published by members
of the department during the year in the American Journal of Anatomy and the,.
Anatomical Record.
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In addition to the medical and graduate students receiving inst ct'
.
I' h d
ru lon, ap_
proXimate y SIX un re~ students (mostly freshmen and sophomores) from the
cone~es of Arts a~d S('I(,~CCS and Agriculture have taken COurses in elementary
PhYSlOlogy and Biochemistry. I have previously commented on the great importance of these courses.
Dr. Simpson points out that the correction of examination papers for such a
large number of students alone, to say nothing of the lectures and recitation
.
hr
S
glYen, tows a great deal of routine work upon the head of the department as
well as on the instructors and assistants.
Research has been carried on by every member of the staff; several papers
have been read before learned societies and subsequentiy published as abstracts
in various scientific journals.
Another large Brodie Kymograph and other apparatus has been constructed
10 the department workshop.
The most notable event of the year is the purchase of about nine acres of land
at the northwest corner of Cayuga Heights for the establishment of an experimental station for the department of Physiology. This is the consummation of
a long felt need repeatedly urged. The location of the Medical College with the
University close to the country will make it possible with this farm to carry out
many important investigations that could not be undertaken elsewhere. The
land is being properly fenced. Animal houses, a sheep maze, and a barn are
being constructed. A well for water has also been driven. To transport animals
back and forth from the laboratory, a light motor truck is to be secured. In order
that a caretaker shall be always accessible, it is expected that next year an
attendant's residence will be constructed on the lot.
To carry on some of the research work in connection with the experimental fann,
a grant of $1000 has been made from the Heckscher Research Foundation. A
large animal calorimeter is to be procured and room for this must be provided.
BIOCHEMISTRY

In the absenc;e on leave of Assistant Professor Sumner, head of the sub-department of Biochemistry. the work in this department has been under the immediate
direction of Dr. Aaron Bodansky, instructor in Biochemistry, assisted by Miss
V. A. Graham, instructor, and Mr. j . L. Benham, assistant. The work forthe
year was somewhat rearranged so that but two didactic hours were given in the
first tenn and the two additional hours, formerly given in the first term, were
transferred to the second term. This has seemed to be a satisfactory arrangement as the work has progressed favorably under this schedule.
THE MEDICAL LIBRARY

The plans outlined in my last report for the rearrangement of Stimson Hall
for the accommodation of the Charles Edward Van Cleef Memorial Llbrary have
been carried out. The room prepared for a research library has been most admirably fitted up. Through the special efforts of Emeritus Professor S. H. Gage,
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a special system of lighting has been installed whereby the room as a whole is
ligbted by the semi-indirect system and each table has a separate lamp fitted with
a special daylight glass reflector. We believe that the library, though small, is
-one of the best of its kind in the country.
NEEDS

The many needs of the college have been stated in preceding reports for some
years. It has been a great satisfaction to all of us, that each year on~ or another
of the most urgent of these has been taken care of. The most urgent needs at
present are assistant professorships in Histology and Embryology, and in Physiology. Our experience in the past leads us to have faith in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
ABRAM

T.

KERR,

Secretary of the Ithaca Division of the Medical College.

APPENDIX VII
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE NEW YORK STATE VETERINARY
COLLEGE
To the President of the University:
Sir: I have the privilege of submitting herev.>ith the report of the New York
-State Veterinary College for the academic year 1921-22.
Progress has been made in the improvement of the instruction that is being
given and in the researches that are under way. There have been but few changes
in the Faculty and these have been largely in the line of promotion. Dr.
W. A. Hagan was on leave for the year to study at the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Research at Princeton, N. J. He will return this fall. In his absence
Dr. C. M. Carpenter was acting professor of bacteriology and parasitology.
For the last few years, there has been a decline in the number of students registered in the veterinary colleges of the country. The influences enumerated in
our last report, that seem to have been largely responsible for this condition,
are becoming less operative. Further, the veterinary profession is undergoing
.a very rapid evolution. Its artisans are passing from "tinkers" of animals suffering from disease and injury to constructive leaders in live stock sanitation. The
veterinarian is no longer the occasional adviser of breeders but he is becoming
the counselor whose advice is most sought and most heeded. This change in
the purpose of the profession calls for continuous readjustment in the curriculum
and methods of teaching.
There were registered 79 undergraduate veterinary students distribut ed by
classes as follows: freshmen, 17; sophomores, 18; juniors, 28; seniors, 16.
There were 5 graduate students. In addition, the college has given instruction
to other students in the University as follows: physiology, 56; bacteriology, 27;
parasitology, J; pathology, 7; horscshoeing, I I. In the first term 58 students
were registered in a special three:hour course that was given for the students
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in the .C~lleg~ of Agriculture. Although the number of veterinary students is
small, It IS not out of proportion to the attendance in other veterinary colleges.
There was a total of but 711 veterinary students registered in the 13 veterinary
colleges of the United States.
The teaching of the applied subjects of obstetrics, medicine, and surgery has
been enhanced by large clinics. That the College is well supplied with material
for teaching these practical subjects is shown from the number of cases treated.
In the ambulatory clinic, there were 3400 cases; in the consulting and surgical
clinic, there were 1053; and in the small animal clinic, 1000 cases. They include
practically aU the diseases of the lower animals encountered in this latitude.
The relatively small number of students made it possible Cot'" each to have exceptionally valuable practical experience. The teaChing of obstetrics has been
improved by placing it in the department of medicine and ambulatory clinic
where there is an abundance of material for practical instruction.
A condition that presents serious difficulties to those adjusting veterinary
education is the inability, from the nature of the work, for practitioners to special_
ize as in human medicine. The veterinarian must go very largely to his patients.
and there are not sufficient cases of a single dise~e in a restricted community
to permit of specialization. The College, therefore, must furnish instruction
adequate for all of the so-called specialites and include it in the regular curriculum.
This does not give elasticity to the instruction. The time is not far distant
when it will be necessary either to increase the length of the course or requite one
or more years of college work in chemistry, botany. and animal husbandry as a
prerequisite.
The work of diagnosis and the preparation of certain biologics has continued
as heretofore. This is of much assistance to the practitioners and live stock owners of the state. The number of specimens examined and the diagnosis reported
during the fiscal year ending June 30 are as follows: For anthrax, 35; for infectious abortion (including agglutination tests), 98; for hemorrhagic septicemia.
59; for mastitis (bovine), 142; for tuberculosis, 82; and miscellaneous, 573.
There were made and distributed in the state 114,092 mils of subcutaneous
tuberculin; 509 mils of intradermal tuberculin; and 3,746 discs of tuberculin
for ophthalmic application; 6,590 mils of septicemia hemorrhagica bacterin;
475,817 mils of anti-hog cholera serum; and 12,993 mils of hog cholera virus
for the simultaneous method for immunizing against hog cholera. The special
inquiry into the diseases of poultry that was begun in 1920 has been continued.
This year there were 490 diseased fowls examined for diagnosis; 16,320 fowls
vaccinated for chicken-pox; and an investigation into the nature of the diseases.
of fowls on 24 poultry farms. The traveling expenses and the cost of the vaccine
Wet e provided by the poultry owners. It will require considerably more time
and experimental work to as<'ertain the efficiency of chicken-pox vaccine.
As a direct outcome of the diagnosis work for practitioners. preventive measures are applied promptly and the spread of communicable diseases checked. This
is illustrated by the great reduction in the amount of hog cholera. especially in
the garbage-fed herds. The number of cases of anthrax and rabies not only
have been reduced but these diseases are now under substantial control.
The annual conference for veterinarians was held January 12 and 13. The
attendance was large and the interest in the program. was unusually keen. There
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were excellent technical papers on timely topics by members of the Faculty and
valuable addresses were made on impOrtant subjects by Professor R. Adams
Dutcher, Pennsylvania State College, Dr. M. C. Han of the U. S. Bureau of
Animal Industry, Washington, D. C., Mr. R. C. Shannon, College of Agriculture, and Professor H. H. Wing, Department of Animal Husbandry, Cornell
University. There was a thorough discussion of the methods for the eradication of bovine tuberculosis. The Pennsylvania plan was discussed by Dr. S. E.
Bruner, Harrisburg, Pa.; the Government plan was presented by Dr. H. B.
Leonard of the Federal Bureau of Animal Industry: the New York State plan
for its control was discussed by Berne A. Pyrke, Commissioner of Farms and
Markets ; the place of the private practitioner in the control of bovine tuber·
culosis was set forth by Dr. W. E. Frink, Batavia. N. y,; and area eradication
of tuberculosis and the cattle breeders' point of view by Professor H. E. Bal:fcock,
chairman of the New York State Agricultural Conference Board. The plan of
eradication proposed by the New York State Veterinary l\'Iedical SoCiety was
presented ably by Dr. D. H. Udall. This discussion was very helpful to an
understanding of the situation. Dean David S. White of the College of Veterin.
ary Medicine, Ohio State University. gave an address on the causes of recent de.
cline of interest in veterinary practice. The papers were published in the April
number of the Cornell Veterinarian and a copy sent to each veterinarian in the
State. There were several visitors from other states. At this conference, the
alumni of the College presented to the UniYersity a portrait of Dr. Walter Long
Williams who retired in June, 1921. This was a.cepted for the University by
President Farrand. The large attendance and the interest taken in the program
is indicative of the value of these conferences to practitioners and live stock
owners.
The research work that is being carried on and that is advanced sufficiently for
publication will appear in the report of the College to the Legislature. It pertains
to the etiology and control of several diseases. Spe<:ial attention has been given
to the study of abortion and sterility in cattle; metritis: mastitis: swine plague
and its control; immunization of young pigs against hog cholera: poultry diseases
and their prevention: meningitis, especially in calves; the elements of the blood
in clifIerent species of animals: the problems of gastric digestion in domesticated
animals; and galactomicrons in milk. Co-operative studies are being made with
the department of.animal husbandry in the CoUege of Agriculture on the effect
of certain kinds of food. The changes produced in swine fed on a diet composed
largely of cotton·seed meal will appear in the forthcoming report of the college.
Members of the Faculty have published several important articles on technical
professional subjects and also guides for instruction. The annual report for 1920:n was issued. in February. It is a volume of 257 pages ·containing the results
of 18 important studies and researches in connection with animal diseases. This
work has received high commendation in the veterinary journals of the country.
The Legislature of 1922 made an appropriation of $70,000, making a total of
$100,000 for the construction of the south wing to James Law Hall. The plans
for the wing have been made by the State Architect and approved by the building
committee of the trustees and it is expected that construction will be started this
faU. The Legislature made an appropriation of 1110,960 for the maintenance of
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the College for the fiscal year 1922-23. This is an increase of $5.100 over-that
for the previous year.
•
There bas been full co-cperation on the part of the Faculty in the effort to ca.rry
out the purposes of the College as set forth in the statutes.
Respectfully submitted.
V. A. MOORE,
Dean of the New York State Veterinary CoUege.

APPENDIX VIII
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE
To the
Sir :
College
Station

President of the University:
I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the New York State
of Agriculture and of the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment
for the academic year J921-22 .
ENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS
4

The most significant change s in the enrollment of students are as follows:
an increase of 33 in the freshman class, a slight increase in the winter courses
despite the fact that the winter course in home economics, which last year etr
rolled 39. had to be withdrawn because of lack of staff to give the instruction, an
increase from 215 to 250 in the number of postgraduates enrolled, and a gain of
exactly 400 in the summer school. Omitting enrollments jn the third tenn, the
figures for which are not yet available, 2604 persons were registered in the College
in its various courses during the twelve-months period.
1921-12
'920.21
Freshmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384
351
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
249
319
Juniors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
269
23 2
Seniors .. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
207
240
I,lOC}
.,142
Special students . ............. . .. . ...... . .
72
75
Winter.course students
Agriculture (General) ...... .. .... .. . . . . .
171
156
Dairy Industry .......... .. . . .. . .... • ...
51
43
Poultry Husbandry ...... ...... .... . . . . .
1
37
4
Fruit Growing ...... . .... . . ..... . . . ... .
32
24
Home Economics ........ . ... . . . ....... .
.... ..
39
Plower Growing .. . , ..... . . .. .. . .... .. . .
28
10
Vegetable Gardening .......... .. ... .... .
6
13

Graduate students . . .. . ....... .. . . .....• . .
Summer-school students ....... ... . ...... .

Less number counted twice .. . .... .... ... .. . .

329

322

250

215

930

530
2,284

2.690

86

2,604
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THE ENACTMENTS OF THE LEGISLATURE

The State's program of retrenchment in public expenditures continued in full
force during the last legislative session, and therefore the urgent needs of the College (or relief and expansion at a number of points have had to wait. The greatest
hardship has resulted from failure of the Legislature to authorize additional
buildings, as contemplated by the legislative act with reference thereto in 1920.
The seriousness of this delay is difficult to describe. It has been urged so strongly
for many years, that words are lacking to emphasize more positively the necessity
for large, immediate relief. Comparatively. New York has now for many years
been going backward in its provision of facilities for its College of Agriculture.
The requirements in agricultural education and research, and the demands on the
College;have grown enormously in the past decade, but the building facilities.
with the exception of a dairy building, have remained practically unchanged.
It is not possible for the College to do its necessary work properly in buildings
which were inadequate more than a decade ago. The handicap imposed by the
State's withholding appropriations for buildings and facilities is excessive. Early
relief can come only from immediate and generous provision forthe full carryingout of the building program presented to the Legislature in 1920.
In appropriations for the operation of the College for the next fiscal year, slight
gain was made over the current year. The chief advantage--and a notable onecame in the form in which appropriations were made, allowing somewhat gnater
freedom in adjustment of salaries of teachers and certain other classes of employees.
Abandonment of the older rigidly segregated appropriation act in favor of one
allowing some discretion to the administrative officers of the State's departments
and agencies, affords great relief at a vital point in effective administration.
The Legislature of 1922 appropriated $183,000 for the equipment of the new
dairy industry building, which is now in process of erection and is to be ready for
occupancy in the fall; and $15,000 for equipment for a fruit cold·storage building,
authorized in 1920. These two substantial grants are gratefully acknowledged.
The new dairy building, with its equipment, promises to be worthy of this leading
dairy State. It will make possible the inauguration of instruction in many new
lines of dairy manufacture which have become important during the recent years
but for the teaching of which the College has not hitherto been equipped. The
contract price for the building, covering construction, heating, and sanitary and
electrical work, was $397,021. Construction has gone forward steadily since the
contract was let last summer. The corner stone was laid by the President of
the University on March 3, 1922.
Two special acts of the Legislature are of much importance to the College.
By Chapter 406 of the Laws of 1922, provision is made for the acquisition by the
University, as agent for the State in the administration of the New York State
College of Agriculture, of land and equipment on Long Island for the investigation
of t he problems of vegetable production, particularly those having to do with the
fertility of the soil under intensive cultivation. The vegetable growers have
many acute problems, which have steadily increased in difficulty and many of
which must be worked out on the soil and in the region of intensive vegetable
production. The act carries $10,000 for the purchase of land, $16,200 for the
construction of a greenhouse, a headhouse, and a laboratory, and other funds for
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maintenance and the engagement of a vegetable research specialist. The total
f~nds coming t? the Colle~e under the act amount to $38,000. The biD provldes also salanes and mamtenance for an entomologist and a plant. patbolocist
to be under the supervision of the New York Experiment Station at Geneva.
The establishment of this special service to the vegetable industry, which iI of
large proportions in New York, is a marked addition to the facilities for wOik
in this field, which heretofore have been very limited.
By Chapter 282 of the Laws of 1922, amending the county law in relation to
raising money in counties to improve agricultural conditions, the administratioa.
of the county agricultural and home demonstration agent system and of. the
State's co-operation in the maintenance of county fann and home bureaus is
placed wholly in the hands of Cornell University, as agent for the State inthe
administration of the New York State College of Agriculture. Hitherto the
adlministration under the law has been jointly by the Dean of the CoUegeof Agricuture and the State Commissioner of Farms and Markets. The central administrative office has always been maintained at the College. The county agent work
is entirely educational in character, and this change in law is made in the interest
of sound state policy in separating educational and regulatory activities. The
act takes effect on July I, 1923. It will involve the transference of approximately
863,000 to the State College of Agriculture from appropriations made for this
work to the State Department of Farms and Markets. The generous yielding
of his responsibility in the administration of the work by the Commissioner of
Farms and Markets is highly commendable. The administration in New
York will hereafter conform to the established system in all other States of the
Union in the conduct of co-operative extension work under the Lever Act.
BUILDING ACCESSIONS

.
Aside from the new building for the Department of Dairy Industry, to which
reference has been made, attention is called to certain small structures advanced
during the year.
In the early spring, work was begun on the cold·storage building in the orchards,
to cost, with its equipment, $32,000. Hitherto the College has been without
facilities for the storage of the fruit from its large orchard, and with no means of
undertaking important studies on problems of fruit storage. This building wiD
therefore fi.ll a long-felt need.
•
Bids have been opened for an insectary and an adjacent glass laboratory for
the investigation of the economic relation of insects, costing together about
$21,000. Since the razing of the old insectary for the erection of the new hall 01.
chemistry, the investigations have been greatly disturbed. It is now anticipated
that we shall soon have a building well suited"to the requirements in this field 01.
large service to farmers and to science.
During the year a carpenter shop, costing approximately $3000, has been
erected, and work is now advancing rapidly on a field shed for the investigations
in plant breeding. to cost about $13.500.
Small structures, such as the foregoing. provide advantage to the field work of
the College, particularly to the research, out of all proportion to their coot.
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Many comparable structures for other departments using land are greatly needed
.and should be provided as funds can be obtained.

•
CRANGES IN THE STAFF AND IN ORGANIZATION

During the year the following resignations from the staff occurred: J. R.
Bechtel, Extension Assistant Professor of Vegetable Gardening; Dr. M. D . .Leon.
ard, Extension Assistant Professor of Entomology; Dr. H. W. Dye, Assistant
Professor of Plant Pathology; and Dr. C. B. Hutchison, Professor of Plant
Breeding. The first three entered the commercial field. and Dr. Hutchison re·
signed to accept appointment as Director and Professor of Plant Breeding of the
Northern Branch of the University of California at Davis. They were all valued
workers, whose loss is felt.
The College is highly fortunate in the new appointments to the staff made during the year: Joseph Oskamp, B.S. in Agr., was appointed Extension Professor
-of Pomology, effective on September I. On October I, Godfrey Richard Hoerner,
M.8;, assumed the duties of Extension Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology.
For the spring term, the addition of Miss Helen Goodspeed, B.S., as Acting
Assistant Professor of Rural Education, and Miss Alma Binzel, B.S., as Acting
Assistant Professor of Home Economics, have made available to students and to
the people of the State the services of teachers of strength and accomplishment.
The Trustees have approved the appointments of the following persons, who
will take up their duties at the opening of the next college year: Dr. H. E. Thomas,
Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology, now holding a similar appointment at the
Pennsylvania State College; W. T. Crandall, M.S., Extension Assistant Professor
of Animal Husbandry, at present on the staff of the Kansas State Agricultural
College; Miss Adelaide Spohn, Assistant Professor of Home Economics. Miss
Spohn, who has held responsible appointments in teaching and research, is now
completing requirements for the doctor's degree at Columbia University. She
will be the first person appointed to the staff of the School of Home Economics
to do research work exclusively.
The Legislature of 1922 provided a position of extension veterinarian to do
-educational work in livestock sanitation and the control and prevention of
animal diseases. The appointee is to be a member of the staff of the College of
Agriculture but is to be closely associated with the College of Veterinary Medicine,
the responsible authority in subject matter in this field. D. J . H. Metzgar, a
graduate of the New York State Veterinary College at Cornell University, has
been appointed to this position.
Dr. L. M. Massey, who during the year has efficiently acted as head of the
Department of Plant Pathology in the absence of Professor Whetzel on leave,
bas been appointed head of the department, effective with the new fiscal year, to
succeed Professor Whetzel, who is relieved permanently of the administrative
responsibility at his own urgent request. Professor Whetzel has been in charge
of the Department of Plant Pathology since its organization in the College, and
he has brought the department to a place of high recognition among plant workers
everywhere. His tireless energy and unbounded enthusiasm and confidence
have been an inspiration to great numbers of students, graduate and undergraduate, and many of the best-known teachers and investigators in the field have taken
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advanced study in his laboratories. His leadership baa " - ItimuIoq _
effective, and his accomplishments, both personal and directive, in the 6ekll of
research, teaching, and extension, have been large. He bas weD earned the
rig~t to. be relieved of th~ b~d~s of ~dministration, which he bas for yean
desired, lD order to spend hIs tune tn undisttubed professional work.
Approval has been given by the Trustees to effect. for the academic ~
192 2 - 2 3, an exchange professorship with Pomona CoDege, Claremont., Ca1ifornia. Dr. J. G. Needham, Professor of Entomology and Limnology, iI to ea.
change with Dr. William A. Hilton, Professor of Zoology in Pomona CoIJere.
While Dr. Hilton will offer instruction in biology and limnology, his coming will
enable the College to strengthen its work in his special field, the nervous system in
insects.
At the request of the National Research Council, Dr. J. R. Schramm, Professor
of Botany, has been granted leave of absence from February, 1922, to July,I923,
to undertake special work for the Council at Washington and to furtha' the
development and finn establishment of the scientific journal BOl4f1icol Ab,trad$,
with which he has been intimately associated from its beginning. Dunne
1922-23 his courses will be carried by Associate Professor L. C. Petry, of Syra¢'Wie
University, who has accepted temporary appointment.
The transference of responsibility for professional instruction in landscape
architecture to the College of Architecture, described in the report of this College
for !920-21, is to be fully effective at the close of the present academic year.
The College of Agriculture, while favoring this adjustment to better educational
organization, nevertheless sullers the loss of a department of instruction which
bas attained large professional success and high recognition among the schools
of landscape architecture. Its professional graduates have already made an
enviable reputation and demonstrated the excellent quality of the teaching. The
interest of the College of Agriculture in the successful future of this important
and attractive professional field will remain unabated.
At its meeting in Apri1last, the Board of Trustees approved of the amalgama~
tion of those phases of landscape art remaining in the College of Agriculture, and
having to do primarily with plant materials and country planning, with the
instruction in floriculture, in a reorganized Department of Floriculture and
Ornamental Horticulture, under the headship of Professor E. A. White.
Coincident with these readjustments, the Department of Botany in the College
of Arts and Sciences is to be discontinued at the close of the present academic year,
the valuable library and collections being assigned to the DepartDl/!1lt of Botany
in the College of Agriculture. Professor W. W. Rowlee, Professor of Botany
and head of the department to be discontinued, becomes Professor of Dendrology
in the Department of Forestry, bringing to that post the ripe results of his years
of study in this field.
As the first step1n the consummation of the projected amalgamation of zoology
and entomology in 1;he College of Agriculture, Dr. A. H. Wright, Assistant Pr0fessor of Zoology, has been appointed to the staff in Agriculture, eftective on July
I, 1922.
CHARLES BOWARD ROYCR

Following an accident at his home, near Ithaca, Extension Professor Charlet
H. Royce, for six years identified with the extension service of the College. die4

•
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on August 5. 1921. Professor Royce was graduated from the College of Agriculture of Cornell University in 1891. He entered upon graduate study at th (:
University of Wisconsin, receiving in 1892 the master's degree. For more than
twenty years he successful1y managed large farms and estates. He brought to
his work as an extension teacher a broad and intimate knowledge of farm prob.
lems and operations, based on good technical edu-cation, and it made him anreffective teacher of farmers. Self-reliant, frank, loyal, ever ready and hard-working ,
he achieved a high place among farmers and colleagues. We feel his loss geatly.
ROBERTS AND BAILEY

The two men who are chiefly responsible for the organization and building of
the College of Agriculture and whose names will forever stand out in its history,
are former Directors Roberts and Bailey, now Professors Emeritus. In answer
to many inquiries, a word concerning their work since retirement from the College
may be given.
Professor Roberts retired from the directorship in 1903. after thirty years of
devoted service as a pioneer in agricultural education. On his retirement he
went at once to his three children in California. He settled first in Palo Alto,
where he built a home. Shortly afterward. Mrs. Roberts become almost blind
and Professor Roberts devoted the greater part of his time for the ten years before
her death to making her comfortable. He occasionally lectured at the farm
school at Davis and at the school at San Luis Obispo. and was frequently
a guest of honor at farmers' meetings throughout the State.
In 1914, at the urgent request of his children, he began to write his autobiography,
which was published in 1916, under the title The Autobiography of a Farm
/Joy, by the J. B. Lyon Company at Albany, New York, as a state historical document. This delightfully readable book reviews the early history of the agricultural development of the State, as Professor Roberts' forebears had settled at
East Varick, on the west bank of Cayuga Lake, in 1812, when this was virgin
country, and he remembered much that his grandfather had described to him.
The book covers also the development of the teaching of agriculture at Cornell
University from I8&) to 1C)03, and reviews the evolution of agricultural t eaching
in the United States.
Since 1915 Professor Roberts has divided his time among the households of his
children. Owing to rapidly failing eyesight he has not been able to finish an investigation of the cost of wheat production for which he had gathered a considerable amount of material from farmers of many States. In his eighty-ninth year
heis still remarkably able-' odied and spends every morning in the garden. Although not able to read for himself, he retains his interest in the large national
problems of agriculture. His devotion to agriculture has been even as his length
of years, long and honorable.
Dr. Bailey, since his retirement in 1913, has occupied himself with writing.
editing, and travel, and particularJy with scientific work in systematic botany.
The books of his own authorship published during this period are York State
Rural Problems (volumes J and 2), The Holy Earth, Wind and Weather, Universal
Setf1iu, WIuu is Democracy, School-Book of Farming, and The Apple Tree. The
last-named is the initial volume of The Open Country series of books. Two
#
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volumes of Rus (a rural Who's Who) have been compiled. Pour of Dr. 8eiW.
older ~ks have been rewritten, and the six-volume set of the Sl4tu14rd eyektt...
of HOT/few/ure has been put through. During this period also, omittiDg OUD\(fOUI
reprints and new editions, Dr. Bailey has edited and carried through the PIC_
forty·six books by other authors in his several series, and seven additional boob
arc now In process.
Dr. Bailey's scientific work has been concerned with the building-up of his
herbarium (now numbering about 55.000 sheets and rapidly growing), together
with studies, travels, and observations of vegetation in parts of Europe. China,
Japan, New Zealand, northern South America, the Caribbean Islands, and elsewhere. In order to make his scientific studies available, he has issued the firIt
number of his privately published Gentes Herbarium, devoted to his collections
in China. Manuscript for the second number has been prepared.
Dr. Bailey 's versatility and breadth of inteTest, his tireless energy, bis resourcefulness, and his capacity for constructive achievement, which distinguished his
work as Director of the College of Agriculture, have remained undimmed and
unabated. His contributions to American agriculture are notable.
SABBATIC LEAVES OF ABSENCE

The privilege of sabbatic leaves of ab~nce fOT purposes of professional and
technical impTOvement is one of the most valuable emoluments of univeiSit)'
t eaching, when propeTly utilized. The College has at all times sought to encourage
the investment of such leaves in ways that would advance the individual in hia
chosen field and hence promote the highest aims of the institution. During the
past year, Professor G. W. Cavanaugh has spent his leave partly in research ill
the laboratories at Ithaca, and partly in a trip to the Tropics. Professor R. W.
Curtis has prosecuted his studies of plant materials at the Arnold Arboretum.
PTofessor R. S. HosmCT has devoted his leave to visits to the forests, and study
of the forest work . in progress under government auspices and otherwise, in
England, Scotland. Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Gennany. SwitzeTlaad, and
France. Professor G. P. Scoville has used his leave for advanced study at
Harvard University. During the early part of his sabbatic leave, Dr. G. F.
WarTen prepared bulletins for the College and for the United States Department
of Agriculture. The major part of his leave, howevCT, has been given to a study
of agricultural and marketing conditions in various European countries as a
representative of the United States Department of Agriculture, and in preparing
for the Department recommendations for future studies. Professor H. H. Whetzel has been associated with the Department of Agricu1ture of the Bermuda Islands in organizing and developing a plant-disease-control service and in establishing a plant-disease survey and research. He has thus had opportunity to investigate several hitherto unreported diseases and to make a representative c0llection of the fungi of the islands. which he has added to the college collection.
Professor E. A. White spent the major part of his leave in making a survey of thf'
Bower- and ornamental-plant-producing industries in England, France, HoUand.
and Belgium. Several weeks were devoted to study at the Royal Botanic Gardea.
at Kew, England. Dr. K. M. Wiegand organized and conducted during hi>
eave a 7000-mile automobile collecting trip across the continent. as a result of
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which 3000 plant specimens have been added to the collections of the Department
of Botany. On his return from the West, he devoted the remainder of his leave
to study at the Gray Herbarium, Harvard University. Leaves of absence thus
utilized profit both the University and the State and justify the privilege.
DEPARTMENTAL NOTES

All the usual lines of departmental work have gone steadily forward. Among
some of the new undertakings of the past year may be mentioned the following:
Effective February I, 1922, the Department of Agricultural Chemistry
arranged with the Merrill-Soule Company, of Syracuse, for the inauguration of an
investigation of the vitamine qualities of mille The company has deposited with
the University 14000 to cover the expenses of the investigation for one year.
The study is to be made under the supervision of the head ofthe department , and
its results are expected to be of wide interest.
In the Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, the
addition of courses in marketing, prices, and transportation has proved valuable.
The department is devoting its energies as fully as possible to the investigation of
economic problems of agriculture as a basis for teaching and extension service.
Co-operative investigational projects with the United States Department of
Agriculture are being inaugurated. A beginning-has been made in studying the
whole problem of handling some important New York State farm products. With
the violent adjustments in price levels now taking place, new problems in the intenelations of agriculture and business affairs have come up for attention.
The Department of Agronomy has made a beginning on the chemical and
mechanical analyses of certain important soil types, supplemental to the soil
survey of the State. We are yet without knowledge whether the chemical com·
position and fertilizer needs of a particular soil type are fairly constant and
characteristic for widely separated areas of any type. For the work now on hand,
samples of soil types have been taken at fourteen.earefully selected points in the
State. [n addition, concrete receptacles to hold large samples (four tons each)
are under construction at the College, and it is expected that four such samples
will be brought to the College this summer for test of fertilizer requirements under
similar conditions. These two types of analysis and study are to be supplement·
ed by more extensive experiments in the management of a few of the more important soil types, these experiments to be made in regions where the altitude
and the meteorological conditions are representative of the regions where the
type is most largely found. Such investigations should yield results of large practical value to farmers.
The Department of Botany has continued its efforts to build up its plant
collections. Aside from additions from within the State, the fonowing accessions
have been made: by Dr. Wiegand, collections in western United States, 3000
specimens; by Mrs. Wiegand, collections in Arizona and southern California, 1600
specimens; by A. H. Wright, collections in Georgia, 500 specimens.
In the Department of Entomology, Biology, and Limnology, the work at the
fish experiment station goes steadily forward. At present, special attention is
given to the raising of bu1lheads, bluegill sunfishes, and other fishes important
for the farm fish pond, and to the development of methods of feeding and control
that may be of far-reaching economic value.
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The total number of students who received instruction in the School of Home
Economics during the year was 495, of whom 252 were in the four-year course
and 192 were in the summer school. Owing to lack of staff, the School was
compelled to omit its winter course again last year, but by special arrangement it
offered a much briefer course for twelve Indian girls from the reservations in the
State. Five students were registered for graduate study.
For many months there has been under consideration a plan for extending the
work in institutional management offered by the College. Work in this field
has for some years been develOping in the School of Home Economics, whose
graduates are making successful careers as managers of cafeterias, hospitals, and
similar institutions, as well as in the capacity of homemakers and in other vocations.
Hotel organizations of the country, and other institutional groups, have urged an
enlargement of this phase of the work, their interest growing out of the need for
highly trained managers in their institutions. The American Hotel Association
has offered to share in the expense of instituting certain new courses, and plans
for a definite curriculum are under consideration. If a specialized course in in.
stitutional management is offered, it will be organized so as to include the regular
requirements for the college degree, but will involve the addition of some new,
specialized work. A large field of training in the management of public and
private institutions appears \0 be opening.
During the year, approximately 6000 volumes have been added to the college
library. A special effort has been made to obtain the more important foreign
works in the fields of the College which have come on the market since the war.
The library is now so overcrowded that books are piled on the floor in inaccessible
places. The demands on the library have steadily increased. It is impossible
to keep a record of all the use made of the library, owing to the fact that most of
the books are on the open shelves. The records show, however, that during the
year 32,811 volumes have been given out for reading-room use from the reserve
shelves alone, and 5667 volumes for home use, an increase of fifty per cent in
total use in one year.
.
An unexpectedly large interest has ,developed in the extension, by the Depart·
ment of Meteorology, of special weather forecasts to the farmers of the State duro
ing the harvest season, and to fruit growers during the spraying season. Last
season twelve county agricultural agents received the harvest forecasts daily
from June 15 to September I, for distribution by telephone to the farmers in
their respective counties. Requests have been received for similar services
for the current season from twenty-nine counties. While negotiations have
been undertaken with the United States Weather Bureau at Washington for an
enlargement of the services, lack of funds will prevent its adequate development
for the time being.
The continued gross inadequacy and unsuitability of the quarters of the Depart.
ment of Plant Pathology in the basement of the auditorium constantly used for
large student and public gatherings, has again made it necessary for this depart·
ment to debar from its classes some students seeking instruction in this field of
outstanding importance to those who are planning to farm. In addition, it was
necessary to crowd twenty-three students in an advanced course into a labara·
tory with adequate space and equipment for but si'tteen students. With the
poor natural lighting, and especially the poor ventilation of the basement in
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which the department is housed, the overcrowding of laboratories exposes teachers
and students to conditions seriously inimical to health. There can be no relief
from this condition, which has now existed for many years, until the new plant
industry building is provided.
For several years the Department of Poultry Husbandry has studied the use
of artificial light in the control of egg production, and has made notable contribution to the knowledge and practice of poultry-house illumination. The experiments suggest that the chief factors in the control of production aTe the
maintenance of the normal body weight and the normal temperature by a proper
combination of methods of feeding and the proper amount of exercise, both of
which are secured by the right use of artificial light in equalizing the length of the
night and the day in connection with the careful segregation of birds according
to their physical condition and laying ability. During the past year, more than
1000 determinations of the intensity of light on the floor in poultry buildings
have been made in co-operation with the Department of Rural Engineering. The
purpose has been to determine the fa ctors governing the proper distribution of
light, in relation to size of lamp, type of reflector, heigr-t from the floor, and method
of placement. These experiments have made it possible to secure greater economy and efficiency in the installation of electric lights in poultry houses.
After four years of experience with t,he certification of poultry by the College
as an educational demonstration, there has now been organized, to take over this
certification, the New York State Co-operative Poultry Certification Association,
Inc. This organization, which is composed exclusively of poultrymen whose
fowls are certified each year, has as~umed responsibility for administering the
certification and financing the certification of breeding birds, and it plans to conduct soon for it s members a number of substations for co-operative trap-nesting
pedigree breeding, and progeny testing and hatChing. Last year the Col1ege
<:ertified 24,389 birds on 280 farms in 49 counties.
In September, 1921, Professor J. E. Rice, head of the Department of Poultry
Husbandry, was sent as an American delegate to the World's Poultry Congress
held at The Hague. He carried with him a carefully developed educational
exhibit portraying the poultry husbandry of America. Twenty-six countries
were represented at the Congress, which was made an official function by the
Government of Holland. Following the Congress, Professor Rice had opportunity to study the development of pou1try husbandry in Holland, Belgium, Switzer ..
land, France, and England.
The Department of Rural Education has continued its very important contribution to the survey of the rural schools of the State being made by the Committee
of Twenty-One, of which Professor G. A. Works is chairman. The training of
teachers in service, in co-operation with the State Education Department, has been
extended and strengthened.
The Department of Rural Engineering has given attention to radio-communication in its relation to extension service to farmers. Much value is expected
to result from this remarkable development in this connection. This department
also shared largely in the investigation of problems of poultry-house illumination
described above.

APPENDIX VIII
A STUDY OF COLLEGE AIMS

The land-grant colleges, partly because of their operation under the same or
similar governmental supervision, Pl"esent a great deal of similarity ill their
organization and their activities. There is, neverthelesa, the greatest need
that the aims of their instruction be clarified as regards both range and method.
Indeed, it is far more desirable that these institutions should see clearly what
each should try to accomplish, than that all should be doing the same tbin"
in the same ways.
In our own case, there are constant demands for extensions to the range of
instruction. Within the past year the needs of nurserymen, of turl-making e&perts, of institutional managers, and of other specialized groups, for higher training, have been repeatedly urged upon the College. These special lines are in
large measure already served by the fundamental scientific studies and by many
of the applied courses now in operation, and but little addition needs to be made
for their special requirements.
More difficult than deciding upon the range and grade of professions for which
training is to be offered, is the problem of making truly effective the tWDing even
for the vocations nearest the center of our interest. Are we really fitting our
students adequately for the next stage of their experience~ Do we ourselves
know as well as can be known what the demands of life upon om students are to
be? We need to determine, with greater precision, what constitutes the best
training for farming and for the lines allied to it served by the College.
With these and related questions in mind, under authorization of the Faculty
a committee has been appointed to make a thorough inquiry into the aims and
organization of the College of Agriculture. By a study of state and federal Iegislation and regulation, of university organization, of practice in other institutions.
and particularly of the experience of our former students, an attempt will be made
to formulate the objectives of the college course. Further, the professions fampg
within the field determined upon must be analyzed with a view to determining
what real preparation {or them involves. Finally, the cuniculum and the subject
matter taught can be restudied i.n the light of the facts thus revealed. This is
a study that will probably take more than a year for completion; in a sense,
it should never be considered finished. The knowledge to be gained from it,
however, is fundamental to wise cuniculum buUding and the most efficient educa~
tiona1 organization.
AN ORIENTATION COURSE FOR FRESHMEN

Two measures have been approved by the Faculty with the purpose of aiding
students in deciding how to shape their college programs. Dw-ing the first term
of the present year there was offered a course of lectures expla;ping the various
lines of t,pecialization within the College. This course was under the supervision
of the Vice-Dean of Resident Instruction. No credit was given, and attendance
was voluntary. This experience seemed to warrant the decision to place the oou.rse
as a required subject in the freshman year. Its scope will be increased so as to
acquaint the student with the history of the University and the College and with
the wide rAnge of activities centering here. . An Attempt will be made to give the
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aew students the essential facts regarding the various interests within the University that may claim their attention. The main purpose to be served is to acquaint
students with the diversity of specializations in agricultural study and vocation
that ate opeD to them, the opportunities and training requirements of several
types of farming, and related services.
Somewhat similar in purpose is the publication of a sma11 pamphlet for new students, less formal than the college announcement, giving information regarding
agricultural vocations and professional curricula.
THE INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

An interesting development in the student body during the year has been the
formation of an international agricultural society. Bcsideb American citizens
of foreign birth, there are S8 foreign students t aking work in agriculture, about
half of them registered as graduate ~tudents. The impulse for the organization
of these students was their own conviction that merely to complet e the college
curriculum gave them an inadequate understanding of American agri culture~
The routine of fann practice, the home and community life in rural districts.
the economic and political r;elations of farmers, the organizations for solving
farm problems-all of these, while they are part of the native fann boy's background, are unknown to the for eign student, and there are special difficulties in
the way of giving these students experience on American farms. The society
now formed aims to remedy .these defects by giving attention to these phases of
American agriculture, _in discu ssion and by trips for observation. The
members of the society are hopeful, also, of keeping in helpful contact with one
anotht"! as they go back to their own countries. Officers of the Facult y are 00-.
operating with the society.
PROGRESS IN RESEARCH

To adequately review the progress in research during the year involves such
lengthy discussion that the reader is referred to the annual report of the College
aod Station printed separately by the State, where this record will be found.
The ability of the College to serve the public, to maintain strong courses of
instruction, to sustain the t eachings in the fields of extension, and to meet the
ever-increasing demands of farmers and farm women for aid in their t echnical
problems of daily practice, is immediately dependent on the opportunity and
capacity of the College for reseat ch, both pure and applied. Charged by the
State "to improve the agricultural methods of the State; to develop the agricultural resources of the State in the production of crops of all kinds, in the rearing
ADd bTeeding· of live-stock, in the manufacture of dairy and other products, in
determining' better methods of handlin~ and marketing such products, and in
other ways; and to increase intelligence and elevate the standards of living in t he
rural districts," the <;aUege is empowered to lfu.semlnate "agricultural knowledge
throughout the State by means of experiments and demonstrations on farms and
gardens, investigations of the economic and social status of agrictl1ture, and in
other ways," and "to make researches in the physical, chemical, biological and
other problems of agriculture, and the application of such investigations to the
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agriculture of New York." Furthermore, by Federal Statute (Hatch Act of
1887, Adams Act ~f 11}(6), th~ Col~ege is charged with tbe conduct of "original
rf'search.es Or expenments beanng drrectly on the agricultural industry." broadly
d '~fined 10 the terms of the acts. The full working..out of these legal obligations
ar:d authorizations has been the sustained purpose of the CoUege, and excellent
progress has been made within the limitations of funds provided by the State and
Federal Governments for the purpose. Every department of tbe institution is
r.ow engaged in some researches or experiments or investigations on problems,
fundamental or applied, in its field. It is the policy so to organize the threefold
srrvice of the College in teaching, research, and extension, as to liberate the time
of properly qualified members of the staff for the work of investigation. As the
d -pendencc of the services of the institution in all its ranges on the output of
rc:;earch becomes increasingly clear, the provision of adequate opportunity and
facilities for the conduct of investigations becomes increasingly urgent. The
".:tole development of this phase of the work of the College has been set forward
substantially by the close and sympathetic relations of the Vice-Director of
R ( search, whose post was created by the Legislature in 1920.
EXTENSION SERVICE

During the year the emphasis in extension work, on the part of both county
a·g.~nts and extension specialists, has been on the development of community
programs of work in the respective localities. For years much attention bas
necessarily been given to building up the county and local organizations for
efficient ('o-operation with farmers themselves. It has been a 1ar~e task to
establish the means of local co-operation. While this must always have attentio:"l., the time has arrived when thought can be more fully diverted from the
machinery of extension work, or the means to the end, to the end itself, or what
it is intended to accomplish in a given community in the way ot"specific gains in
farming and homemaking.
Effort has been made to encourage farmers, and particularly the local committeemen, to more largely make their own programs. Even though such programs
not always be so wise or so complete as specialists and county agents might make
lhlOm, it is essential that they express real local needs, and this can best be done
when they are largely made by the people themselves. Experience has shown
that a program thus made is generally the best that the fanners themselves will
-carry forward at the time.
Some progress has been made dwing the year in the wider employment of all
the means, or methods, of extension teaching to promote specific objectives. The
three general forms of extension teaching are:
(I) Writing material for persons to read. including letters. bulletins,
reading series and references, correspondence courses, new articles
for the press, mimeographed outlines, and the like.
(2) Speaking to people through lectures at community meetings,
institutes, picnics, and other special occasions. schools, and conferences,
personal farm visits or inspections, and office calls.
(3) Pointing out to people, by example, the results of methods and
including field and bam demonstrations, field tests, local
ership~ exten~on sch~ls such as .gas-engine and shop schools,
fairs. and mspecbons, and In other spec18.1 ways.

may
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Some of these methods are more useful in one field of endeavor than in others.
Most of them can be used effectively with all subjects, and their more general
employment in forwarding each project and sub-project has been stressed.
One of the newer methods of. teaching developed by the School of Home EC<r
nomics, namely. the effective training of local leaders or teachers, is worthy of
special mention. The method has been applied specifically in clothing and nutrition extension work. County leaders are first selected, who may be either county
bome demonstration agents or persons in the counties especially selected because
of their qualifications for such leadership. These county leaders aTe brought
together in regional schools, where they are given instruction, by the specialists
of the College, both in the subject matter and in the methods of conducting the
work. With the help of the specialists, the county leaders then conduct training
schools in their respective counties, where local community project leaders in
clothing and nutrition are assembled and given similar training. On the completion of the training-school col,~rse, the community project leaders are ready to
conduct community meetings and demonstrations on clothing and nutrition
probelms. The material which they teach is largely limited to that given them
by the specialists. While the method is new and experience with it is limited,
it promises well in the development of local initiative and trained leadership in
the localities, a prime purpose of all extension work.
Previous records have been broken in the extension schools, both in the number
of schools held and in attendance. As this is one of the more advanced forms
of extension teaching and requires systematic attendance and training of farmers
in classes covering from three to five days, its fuller development is most encouraging. During the year there have been 67 schools held about the State, with 2468
persons enrolled.
Advance has been made dwing the year, also, in clarifying the relationships
among farmers' organizations with which the College cOoOperates. This is highly
important in safeguarding the educational aims of these agencies and of the
College of Agriculture. The farm and home bureau state federations. created
primarily for purposes of co-operation in extension service, are recognizing ever
more clearly that their chief functions are to correlate and support the educational
programs and activities of their constituent county associations, and that their
support of commercial, social, legislative, and other activities of farmer grouPf
is a secondary, although useful, function. It is recognized that this secondary
function is best exercised in co-Operatio:: with other organizations specifically
created to serve these specialized commercial and other purposes. The existence
of a strong State Conference Board of Farm Organizations, and the recent establishment of a promising State Council of Co-operative Associations, provide
machinery for the conunercial and legislative activities, through which the State
Federation of Farm and Home-Btu'eau Associations can function without losing
their primary educational purposes. The State Federation of Home Bureau
Associations is similarly co-operating with state bodies and agencies concerned
with the larger social problems of home and community.
The county farm bureau organizations have made steady progress, retaining
their total membership even with a greatly increased. fee, and holding their appra...
priations from county boards of supervisors in a year of retrenchment. The
larger membership fees and local appropriations have substantially increased the
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county budgets for co-operative extension service and enabled the carryiDc~
of more complete programs of work. The COWlty home bureau organization,
have shown particularly vigorous growth in membership and activity. They now
number more than 26,000 women co-operators, ~th paid fees. Substantial 10creases in county appropriations for women's work have been obtained in several
counties. attesting the value attached to the work by the people. As the CoUqe
functions in close co.operation with these organizations, the gains have enlarged

•

its own extension services.
The junior extension work with girls and boys has had a healthy growth. It
is better understood, is mOTC thoroughly established where full· time agents are
employed, and is growing in value, significance, and popularity.
In this your first year as the administrative head of Cornell University, Presi,.
dent FaITand, I desire to express my high appreciation of your warm and cordial
support of the work of the New York State College of Agriculture, and your able
and stimulating counsel and labor in promoting its service to students and to the
•
people of the State.
Respectfully submitted,
A. R. MANN,
Dean and Director, New York State Conegeof
Agriculture and Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station.

APPENDIX IX
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

To the President of the University;

I have the honor to submit herewith the report of the work of the Faculty
of Architecture for the academic year 1921-22.
During the past year the Board of Trustees authorized the transfer of the
Design staff of the Department of Landscape Art from the College of Agriculture
to the College of Architecture. the time and details of this transfer being left to
the discretion of the President. Acting President Smith set this date as of July
1St, 1922. With this transfer has come the administration of the courses intended.
to prepare the student for the practice of landscape architecture. Architect1,ll'e
and landscape architecture are two professions whose fields of operation overlap.
The training necessary for these two' is in many particulars identical and in
general runs along parallel lines. Landscape architecture in this country is a
comparatively new profession and the problem of the establishment of a proper
curriculum for the training of those entering this profession is one for which there
is comparatively little precedent. The two professions as professions have not
worked together with any great degree of harmony and the academic tra.inUlg for
the two has for the most part been kept distinct. This Faculty, however,
in attempting to solve the problem of the proper curriculum for the landscape
architect has definitely attempted to co-ordinate and amalgamate the work of the
architect and the landscape architect to as great a degree as possible. This hu
SIR:

•
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been the most important of the educational problems of the past year and has been

a very complete study and to a certain extent reorganiza~
tion of all the curricula heretofore established in the College.
For some years past there has been i.I;l. existence a five-year course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Architecture. This Faculty has felt that it was only a
mattet of time when the so-called four-year courses should be abandoned but has
hesitated to take a step so at variance with all the traditions of collegiate life in
this country. The occasion, however, of the transfer of the landscape architec.

0Ile that has necessitated

tural student from a state college with free tuition to one of the endowed colleges,
the necessity of making changes in the architectural and fine arts courses due to

this amalagamation of the curriculum of the architect with that of the landscape
architect, together with the fact that at the present time the enrollment of the
College is below average with every indication of a rather rapid increase, were all
elements that rt:Iade this particular time seem the most propitious for such a
radical step as would be the changing from a four to a five·year course. There has
been, I believe, no question in the minds of the Faculty as to the educational
desir~bility and advantages of making this change.
Its hesitation, however, was
due to the question as to what the effect would be upon the enrollment, cost of
education, and advisability from the point of view of being contrary to what the
public has come to expect the college education to amount to as a matter of time.
In February of this year, however, there was transmitted to the UnivCTsity
Faculty and the Board of Trustees a transcript of the action of the Faculty of the
College of Architecture establishing a uniform entrance requirement for all
courses given in the College, together with proposed curricula laid out upon a
normal five·year basis, which has received the approval of the University Faculty
and that of the Board of Trustees. It is interesting to note that these proposed
curricula, except in the case of the landscape student, have not perceptably in·
creased the technical subjects required for the degree but have very considerably
stressed the so-called cultural subjects.
Many of the professional schools of this country require pre·academic training.
The experiment undertaken by this College of combining the so-called academic
work with the professional work which are interwoven throughout the five. year
course, is, I believe, a new one. The experience of the last three or four years
during which time more cultural work has been put in the old four-year course in
the form of electives, has been the basis for the belief that this was the more satis·
factory way of accomplishing what some of the schools have attempted to accom~
ptish by the requirement of pre-academic work before undertaking the technical
professional work. For the most part these elective cuitural subjects have been
taken in the latter part of the course at a time when the student seemed better
prepared to reap the benefits of such courses and at a time when he did not look
upon them as mere tasks to be gotten through with before undertaking the, to
him, more interesting professional work. The next few years will tell how correct
this opinion is and whether the College of Architecture at Cornell by being the
first of the architectural colleges to go upon a five·year basis is undertaking a
questionable experiment or is on the right road to success.
During the past three years the WOrk of the College has been differentiated
to the extent of the establishment of a COurse leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Fine Arts and now a course leading to the degree of Bachelor
•
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of Landscape Architecture, in addition to the old courses COT the architect. The expansion or differentiation of the work of the College, I believe, has
gone as far as it should for some time to come and the problem facing tha
Faculty for the next few years will be largely that of co-ordination in order to make
all its work cohesive and to eliminate the danger of what might be called eccentri.
city in a college as small as this one.
It seems quite fitting· that this point in the growth of the College should have
been reached upon its fiftieth birthday, and that now having attained its physical
maturity its problem should be largely that of the development of those functions
rather than the inauguration of new work.
Respectfully submitted,
F. H. BOSWORTH, JR.,
Dean of the College of Architecture.

APPENDIX X
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
To the President of the University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the work of the
College of Engineering for the year 1921-22.
In the report submitted last year a brief account was given of the measures
taken to consolidate all engineering work in the University into a single college
and the general outlines of the organization that have been built up to accomplish
this purpose were described. This plan of ofj~'aniza tion has been found to be very
satisfactory and no changes,of consequence have been made or are contemplated
in this plan. Further changes of importance will come only as a result of experi·
ence or because of changes in policies that cannot now be foreseen . During the
past year the Engineering Faculty and its several constituent groups have been
engaged in completing such ('hanges in curriculum as were found necessary and
in making minor adjustments between the several schools looking to smoother
operation and greater efficiency. This has all been conducted in a fine spirit of
harmony and apparently the form of organization adopted will prove to be very
satisfactory. It is a source of great satisfaction to report that all of these changes
have been effected withou.t interrupting in any way the work of anyone of the
constituent groups, a fact that speaks highly for the patience and forbearance of
all of the large number of Faculty members who have been concerned in this work
of reorganization.
The most important work of the Engineering Faculty for the year has been in
connection with the entrance requirements. While no changes have been made
in these requirements they have been rigidly enforced and in future no students
will be admitted to the ColJege that do not present the full requirements. lthas
been the custom to admit students with one condition in a non-essential requirement, provided they presented fifteen entrance units. This change resulted in
decreasing the entering class somewhat, a result which is not to be deplored in
view of the present crowded condjtions in the College. Further study was made
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also of psychological examinations, each entering student being required to take
such a test with a view of determining, if possible, what logical use may be made
of these, tests; and it is proposed to study more carefully the sources from which
our students are drawn and their preparation and background with a view to
developing better methods of selecting prospective students and of offering more
accurate advice to those seeking admission.
The Faculty of the School of Civil Engineering has made all adjustments in
curriculum incident to the rearrangement and has had on the whole a very
successful year. There has been a slight decrease in the number of students in
this school due to the continued industrial depression which has affected civil
and mining engineering very greatly_ The usual amount of i05tru<'tioo has
been given to students in other coUeges and it is expected that the new courses
in astronomy offered by Professor Boothroyd will attract many more such students. In this respect it should be noted that it is expected that the new observatory win be in operatibn in the near future. A number of changes and improvements in and about the observatory are badly needed and these needs have been
submitted in detail elsewhere. When the new telescope is fully mounted and
equipped the observatory will provide facilities for instruction in this field which
should be of great value to students in all colleges of the University. It is hoped,
therefore, that these improvements can be made in the near future.
A considerable amount of research has been accomplished during the year in
this School through the assistance of the Heckscher Foundation and it is expected
that the work done under the Foundation by Professor Schoder, the results of
which are now being worked up by him and Professor Dawson, will soon be in form
for publication.
It is with great regret that I report the retirement of P.rofessor Jacoby under
the rules of the Carnegie Foundation. The University thereby loses one of its
most valuable members and most gifted teachers. His reputation as a scholar,
teacher, and writer is world-wide, and for years has attracted advanced students
from all over this country and from many foreign lands. His loss will be keenly
elt personally, and professionally and it wi1l be exceedingly difficult to fill the
vacancy his retirement creates. Professor Urquhart. who has long been associated with Professor Jacoby. has been made Acting Head of the Department of
Bridge Engineering.
No notably large gifts have been received by the School during the year but
Director Barnes reports a number of minor gifts. Mrs. Sarah L. Kuichling
donated a number of stopwatches, and several gifts of funds were received which
are to be applied to the completion of the telescope for the new observatory.
In common with all departments of the College, this School is badly in need of
better housing. The present building is entirely inadequate and should be re·
placed as soon as possible with a new one properly equipped for this important
branch of education.
I would again call attention to the inadequacy of the teaching staff in the
Sibley School of Mechanical Engineering because of the large number of instruc·
tors as compared to the number of assistant professors and professors. In the
School of Civil Engineering there are 1 I professors, 9 assistant professors, and 10
instructors. This constitutes an efficient faculty and insures good instruction.
In the Sibley School of Mechanical Engineering there are 12 professors, 10 assist-
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ant professors and 41 instructors, the latter group being out of all prtJpOItion as
compared to the number of professors and assistant profeSSQ1S. If the DUmber
of students in the School is to remain as large as at pr~ent, additional ptA )f.
ship~ and ~istant. professorships must be provided in the near future, if the hirb
quality of Instructton necessary to keep this School in the foremost rank is tobe
maintained. There are certain forms of educational work that can be ronduded
very efficiently by young and inexperienced men, but this is not true of professional
work where experience and profe-ssional knowledge are essential for best nsulta.
Considerable progress has been made in the School in building up research work.
The Leather Belting Exchange Foundation renewed its research foundation of
14000 for the current year and this work has been in constant operation. It ..
gratifying to rEport that the Exchange has already published the results of several
investigations giving Cornell University due credit for its share in the worle.
Under the auspices cf the Heckscher Fund investigations have been made olthe
effect of heat treatment on certain special steels and on the filtration of air through
doors and windows. Other research work conducted by candidates for advanced
degrees involved investigations of low·head hydraulic turbines and heat treat.
ment of certain forms of manganese steel.
The Department of Commerical Testing and Research has had a very busy
year. Investigations and tests have been conducted for about twenty-five
industrial organizations. The~ investigations covered a very wide range of
activities and included steam and gas engines, belting, ~teels, alloys, wire, coal.
lubricants, springs, propellers, and many other similar items.
Director Diederichs reports the gift of a much·needed condenser by Messrs.
Schutte and Koerting and several minor gifts of apparatus.
The School of Electrical Engineering has been much handicapped tbis year
because of the loss of Professor Gray. The School has been administered through
an administrative committee consisting of Professors Karapetoff, Pertsch, Ballard.
and Chamberlain with Professor Pertsch as executive secretary. Because of
their untiring and efficient efforts the work of the school has been kept at its usual
high level and considerable progress has been made in revising the cuniculwn and
fitting it into the new organization. The writer desires to express his personal
thanks for the great aid they have been to him in conducting the work of the
School. The Faculty of this School also needs strengthening by the additioo
of professors and assistant professors. At present this Faculty consists of 2 pre>
fessoTs, 3 assistant professors, and 19 instructors. What has been said concern·
ing the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering applies with equal strength to this
group.
A considerable amount of research work has been done in this school during the
year, mostly under the general guidance of Professor Karapetoff. Part of this
work was performed by graduate students and was concerned with advanced
electrical and magnetic problems. Through grants from the Heckscher Foundation
Professor Karapetofl has completed several mechanical devices for solving com·
plex problems in electrical design. The publication of these studies has brought
forth many laudatory comments from the electrical engineering fraternity.
This department has received a number of valuable gifts during the year in the
form of laboratory apparatus. These gifts will aU be duly acIalowledged publicly
when the installation has been fuUy accomplished. A valuable and much·_po
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preciated gift was received from the McGraw Hill Book Company. This company
purchased the private technical library of the late Professor Gray and presented
it to the School of Electrical Engineering as a nucleus of a departmental library
which is much needed. The great need of this School is a properly equipped
laboratory building.
The general needs of the College have been presented a number of times in pre-

ceding reports. In recent years the writer has had an opportunity to inspect
practically all of the engineering colleges in this country and the one thing that
has most impressed him is the superior equipment possessed by many of these
institutions. Of course, equipment is not the most important part of any institution of learning, but good equipment is a great aid towards good instruction
in both pure and applied science. The equipment of the College must be modernized if Cornell is to stay in the foremost rank. The appointment of a committee
of the Board of Trustees to report on a comprehensive building plan is a step in
the right direction. With such a plan it appears as though the College of Engi.
ueering should be able to enlist the support that its honorable record has entitled
it to expect.
Respectfully submitted,
DEXTER S. KIMBALL,

Dean of the College of Engineering.

APPENDIX XI
REPORT OF THE . ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE
SUMMER SESSION

To the President of the University:

.

SII: On behalf of the Administrative Board of the Summer Session I beg
leave to submit the following report of the 1921 Session.

I. Attendance

1921:

In the Summer Session ....... .. ............ .. .
In the Summer School of Agriculture ...... . . ... .
Double Registration .. . ...... .... .. .. . .. . . . .

2794

Net Registration ..... . ................ ... . .
Third Term Graduate·Students ...... .. .. .. . .
Third Term Agriculture Students .... . .... . .. .

2557
107
75

Total Summer Students . ... . .. ..... . ....... . . .

2739

Analysis:

Graduate Students registered in the Summer Session
and Summer School of Agriculture . ... . ......... .
Total Men ............ .... ... . . . ... ' ... . .... . . . . .
T otal Women. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Men in the Summer Session .................... . . . .
Women in the Summer $essiioo ............ .. ... . .. .
Men in the Summer School of Agriculture .. . .... . .

237
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Women in the Summer School of Agriculture ... , .. .
Students enrolled in the Department of Music .... .
Students enrolled in other Departments of the Sum.
mer Session .............. . ........... . ...... .
Geographical Distribution:
NewYork ............ .. . . .............•...... . .... ..
Pennsylvania ............... •. . . . ••. .•.••.. ....... ...

1479

Jersey . . .... . ..•. . . . .• . . .... .......... ......... .

J09

D. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Massachusetts . . ... .... .... ....... . . .. . . .. .... . . . ... .

64

New

Ohio ... ... . . . . . . , ...... ... . ...... •. . . .•.... •....

Maryland ......... . .. . . . . . .•. . . .. .... . .•........ ... .
Connecticut ................................. .. .... . . .

V·Jrgtnla
.. ... ........ . ...... . ................ .... . . . .. .

Indiana .. . ................ . ..............•.... . .... .
Ten or more from each of 12 other states ... .. , ..... .
Less than 10 from each of 23 other states . . . .. .. . .. . . ... .
Foreign Countries and Territories ...... . . . .. •... .......

136
105

57

40
.14
32
31
212

115
125

2739
In the Summer Session there was an increase of 274 students above the 1920
registration figures. Of this increase 82 were students of the Music Department
and 192 were regular students. The Music students constituted about onefourth of the total number registered in the Summer Session and their increase
over the corresponding group of last year was about 30 per cent. But it will be
seen that the growth of the Summer Session apart from the Music students has beeo
substantial
Despite the failure to continue the Music Department as it has been conducted
in the past, I think it reasonably safe to anticipate for 1922 an enrollment of
1500 students in the Summer Session. In view of the marked increase in the
Summer School of Agriculture from 525 students in 1920 to 884 in 1921, it is not
improbable that the total registration for 1922 will equal that of 1921 despite the
abandonment of the Music coursC6.
II. Financial Statement:
•

The Treasurer of the University reports that the gross income of the Summer
Session was '77,639. r 8 from which is deducted the amount due to the State Colleges
of 811,439.27 leaving a balance of 566,199.91. Against the $51,800 appropri·
ated by the Trustees for the 1921 session our records indicate the following
expenditures:
Salaries-Instruction ....... ... ... .. .
Salaries-Administration ......... .. .
General Maintenance •...... . .. .•.. .

•

$.11.725.00
2,050 .00
8,722 .05

152 .497. 0 5

Appropriation .. . .. ..... . ... .... .. .

51,800.00

Deficit . ... .......... . . . .......... .
In round numbers the Income being
Expenditures ..................... .

$66,000.00

Balance ......................... .

'13,500.00

52 ,500•00

Analysis with reference to the expenditures and receipts for the Music Department and for the remainder of the Summer Session:
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MUS IC

Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ,
Administration . . . . .... .. •.. . . . ....
Maintenance ......... . ••....... •..

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

f 6,625.00

$35,100.00

100.00

1.950.00

5.554-4 6

3 •• 6 7.59

(¥. net t otal)
$16.500.00
149.500.00
JZ,2S0.00
40,250.00

(J,.( net total)
Receipt~. .

. . . . . . . . ... . .... ... . . . . . . . .
Approximate expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Balance .......... . .. . . . .... . . ... .

$40250.00

The trend of the registration is also shown in the accompa nying graph.
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The above figures indicate that the earning capacity of the Music Department
was only slightly greater than that of the remainder of the Summer Session; they
also give reassurance that the Summer Session will continue to be sell-supporting
now that the Music Department has been withdrawn.
Respectfully submitted,
R. M. OGDEN,
Chairman of the Swnmer Session.
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APPENDIX XII
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF WOMEN
To the President of Cornell University:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report (or the year 1921-22.
REGISTRAnON

The registration of women for the year

1921-22

as shown by colleges was as

follow s:

Registration by Colleges
Arts ... __ .. . .. ... .... ........ . .... _. _.. _.. , .. . .. _. . .. .
Agriculture ........................... _.... ... _...•. . _.
Graduate School. . . _....... . .• . .... ..• . . ....... . . . . ....
Law .. . ... _ .... _.. _. _.... _. _..•.. . .. • ....... . .. . . • ....
M echanical Engineering .... . . ..•..... • .. .. .... .. . ••.. . ..
Architecture .... _ ...... _... ..••....•• _....•. , .. . .... 0."
V 7t7rinary .. . : .. . . . . ..... ... • •... . .•.. . .. •• .. .. •..... • .
CIVIl Englneenng . ..... . . . ... .•. . ....•.....•. ...• .. . ....
Elect rical Engineering . .. . . ...•• ....•.•.....•.... ..•. ....
Medicine (Ithaca) . .. . .... . . • •.... •.. .....••.....•. . .. ..
Medicine (New york) ....... .. ... .... . .. . . .... ......... .

667

386

6.!

7

4

19
2

3
1

8
42

Total . .. .... . . . . . ... . __. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
.203
Duplicates ... . . . . .. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
6
Total for year. . . ... ... ,... .... . ...... .. ..... .. . . . .. .
1197
Increase of 27 over 1920~2r.
Total registration in Ithaca 1153.
The total atteondance of women for the year, excluding duplicates, was 1197.
an increase of 29 over the preceding year. The total registration in Ithaca was
1161 (includes 6 duplicates). The subjoined table shows the attendance of
women students during the past five years and also the distribution among
Colleges.
RBG1STRATION FOR 1921-22

Class
Arts Agr. Med. M.E. C.E. E .E. Arch. Law Vet. Grad. Total
1922 . . . . . . . . , .. 144
58
2
2
1
3
3
213
192 3 ..... . .. . .. . 163 106
2
2
2
275
1924 .. .. . ... .... 167
85
1
5
J
259
1925 ..... ... ... . 167 I I I
8
I
J
I
289
1926 . . . . .... .. .. 21
5
7
1
34
Spec. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
21
I
27
Grad . ..... . .... .
6.!
64
Merl. N. Y .... .. .
42
42

-

Total. ...... 667
Duplicates. . .
Total Registration .

386

50
6

4

- 3 - -19
1

7

-2

64

-1203
6

1197
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DISTRIBUTION BY COLLEGES OF WOMEN STUDENTS DURING LAST FIVE YEARS

Year

Arts Agr. Grad. LawC.E. M.E E.E. Arch. Med. Vet. Total Dup. Net

1917-18. ·434
]918-19_ .493

310
291
1919-20 .. 621 373
1920-21 .. 650 392
1921-22 . . 667 386

53
65
67
65
64

14
11
II

10
7

I
1
5
5
3

4
6
7
7
4

I

8
10
14

42
50
57

866 20 846
927 14 913
1155 19 1136

11

41

1181

13

1168

19

50

1201

6

1197

'2

HOUSING

There have been no marked changes in the housing conditions for the women
during the past year. The provision that undergraduate women desiring to
enter the University must make formal application for admission before September I, except in special cases, continued in force and made it possible to secure
accommodations for all women with satisfactory entrance requirements. While
all of the women were provided with places, the questions which have arisen
during the year in connection with the housing have served to strengthen the
feeling that many of the problems that concern the relation of the women toward
their University life cannot be solved until some mOte satisfactory conditions of
living can be provided.
The new ruling that "all prospective undergraduate students intending to
register in the University for the first term of the academic year shall be required
to apply for admission not later than August I of the year" makes it unnecessary
to continue for the coming year the special regulations concerning the early application for women.
In February of this year, Miss Grace Seely, Warden,of Sage College, who
has been suffering from the effects of a serious automobile accident in the
preceding year, was given two months leave of absence, and Mrs. Pauline Heyl
Nichols of Dunkirk, New York, was made Acting Warden during her absence.
REGISTRATION BY RESIDENCE 1921-22

First

Term

Per

Second

cent
20.46
18·7 1
39·17
8.10
1.76
16.46
9·11

Term

Per
cent

23 8
219
457
106
35
179
53
229
40

19·88
18·30
38.18
8.86
2·92
14·95
4·43
19. 13
3·34

642
1099
98

53·63
91.81
8.19

1197

100,00

Sage-Sill-Craig-Tyler ............... . ... .
Prudence Risley-Wait and Risley Cottage.
Total in Residential Halls .... , .. .. ..... .
At Home ..... ........... ' ............ .
Working for Room & Board. , .. , .. " ... .
Approved Houses ... . ..... . ... .... .... . ,
Special Arrangement .. . . . .... . .... , .... .
Sorority H ouses ....... ...... , . . . . . , ... .
N. Y. Medical. .......... . .. ....... . .. .

245
224
46 9
97
21
197
109
218
42

Total not in Halls or University Houses
Total for Semester ............. . .... . . . .
Withdrew 2d Semester . .. .. .. . .. . .... . . .
Entered 2d Semester ..... ........... . . .

684
I153

57. 15
9 6 .3 2

44

3·68

1197

100,00

18. 21

3·51

SELF-SUPPORTING STUDENTS

A large number of young women have, during the past year, been partially
or entirely self-supporting.

LIV

APPENDIX XII

CLASSIFICATION OF WOYEN stUDENTS WHO HAVE DONB UMUNBRAnVB
DURING THE YEAR 1921.22

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

t·.
i.
t

won

Stenographic aod clerical. .. ..... ............. . . .. , . . . . . . . . .
Waiting on Table in Donnitories ....... .. .. . ... ... . ... . . . ... : : : : :
Waiting on Table in Sorority Houses . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Working in Cafeterias . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stewardesses and House Managers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Instructors . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48
80
17
8

Telephone and Elevator Service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Working for Room and Board in Private Families . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Working in Laundry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Housework or care of children by the hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

26
38
6
93

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

350

Chaperons.. ... ....... . .......... . .......... . ... . ... . ..... ... .

12

16

6

SELF-GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

The year has been one of more than usual activity for "The Self-Government
Association of the Women of Cornell University" and the work it has done has
heen essentially constructive and forward-looking in character. One of the
outstanding features of the Self-Government Association organization which is
proving increasingly helpful in developing the life of the young women and unifying their interests, is the Self-Government Association Council, which, in addition
to having in its membership the President of the Association and the three VicePresidents, includes the Presidents of the four classes, the Presidents of practically
all women's organizations, the women's Editor of "The Sun," and the chairmen
of the standing committees of the Association.
This Council represents practically all of the extra-curricular activities of the
women, co-ordinates the activities. and helps to maintain general standardsof
conduct and helpful traditions.
In May the annual meeting of the Middle Western Intercollegiate Association
for Women's Self-Government. with which the women of Cornell have affiliated
themselves because of similarity of problems, met here. Forty·two delegates
were present, representing twenty-eight colleges and universities.
VOCATIONAL WORK

A student committee of the Self-Government ·Association, consisting of 6ve
representatives of the three upper classes, has co-operatee during the past year
with the Office of the Dean of Women in carrying on the work in Vocational Guidance. This Committee has arranged for lectures on vocational subjects and
has distributed to seniors vocational record cards.
It has been the hope, for more than three years, to develop a plan by which the
interest and assistance of our alumnae could be secured for the guidance of the
women in the Senior Class along vocaHonallines. This year a step forward was
taken in this plan when a printed questionnaire was sent out to 3600 alumnae and
fonner students, asking them for information concerning their own training and
experience in their particular lines of work: the training they would recom·
mend to those entering the field now; and their attitude toward helping. with
advice and suggestions, any seniors wishing to enter their field of work.

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN EACH COURSE SINCE THE OPENING OF
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Art, a nd Sdenct'S
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Literature
Phil~ph y . .. . .. ..... ..
History and Politica l Science
Mathematics
Scie nce a nd Letters
Scie nce .. ... ..... .
Natu ra l Histor y . . .
Chemiltry .. .. .. . . .
Medical PTeparato ry
Altriculture . ... . .. . .. .
Mechanical E ngineering
Mecha n ic A rt, ........
Electrical Engineering
I ndustria l Art .......
Ci vil E nginee ring
Arch itec ture ....
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The response to this questionnaire has been gratifying. though not as yet
sufficient1y complete to make statistics based upon it of great value. Over a
thousand alumnae replied to the letters and the offers of help were so cordial and
generous that it has been a great encouragement to go on with the plans that
have been formulated. Already the senior women who have filled out the
senior record C'ards and been interviewed in this office have been referred to alumnae who were, on account of their training and experience, able to advise them.
Much interesting and helpful information has been received by these students.
• As a by-product of the questions, information has been received which forms
the beginning of an alumnae vocational record which should be valuable and
interesting.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGIA L. WHITE,

Dean of Women.

APPENDIX XIII
REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR
To the President of the University;
Sir: I have the honor to submit herewith my twenty.sixth annual report as
Registrar of the University. The report covers the academic year 1 9 21·22
including the Summer Session of 1921 .
THE YEAR

D ays Sun· Holi· Vaca.
in Session days days tion Total
First tenn, Sept . 2I-Feb. 8 . . . . . . . . ........... 107
19
1
127
Christmas vacation, Dec :u-Jan. 5 . .... . . .... .
14
'4
First term, vacation, Feb. 9 ... . ... . .. . . . . .. ... .
1
1
Second term, Feb. 1 0 -June 21 ......... .•• . ... 101
18
I
5
125
Spring vacation, Apr. 6-Apr. 12 ... . ... ...... . .
.. ..
7
7
Sununer vacation, June 21-July J
.. . .....
"
9
9
Summer Session, July 2-Aug. 12 . . . . . . . .••• . . . 36
6
42
Summer vacation, Aug. Is-Sept. 21 ... .. ... .
39
39

..

STUDENTS

The accompanying table which shows the attendance for 1921·22, gives the
number of students who have received instruction this year, including those in
the 1921 Summer Session, in the 1921 Summer School in Agriculture, in the
1921 Third Term Graduate work, in the 1921·22 Winter Courses in Agriculture,
and the 1922 Third Tenn in Agriculture and Graduate SchOOl, but excluding
duplicates, as 7980.
The accompaying table shows the attendance in each course since the opening
of the University in 186g.

LVI
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MATRICULATES

The following table shows that 3081 students have registered durin2 the present year for the first time. The table also shows the method of admi~<:i"n.
Students entering for the first time in the Summer Session and in the Summer
School in Agriculture are not considered as matriculates. but for convenience are
listed in this table.
.

Graduates. . . . .................. 208 Coll. Ent. Board Exams.... . . 2a.
Advanced standing...... .. . . . .. 309 Medical (N. Y. City)... ... . .
59
Regents' credentials... . . . .. . ..... 527 Summer Session (1921) . . . . .. 880
School certificates ............ . . . 600 Summer School in Agr . (1921) -lq
By examination . ... .. . .. ... . . .. ,
8 3d Tenn Agr. to July I, 1922
:1
As special students..............
35 3d Tenn Graduate to July 1,1922 '7
Total .. ..... . .... . .. " . . . ... . . ... . .. . . .. .. .. .. . ..... " . _. . . . J081
The small number entering by some of the methods mentioned above is due to
the fact that two or more methods have been combined in a single case, the
student, however, being listed in the group to which the major portion of his
entrance belongs.
ADMISSION FROM OTHER COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Ttle Registrar has charge of all credentials presented by applicants coming
from other institutions. T his system has given uniformity of action on similar
certificates when the applicants enter different colleges at t his University.
In the following lists should be included properly a number of cases of special
students who, coming from other colleges, would have been eligible for admission
to advanced standing. Such students, however, preferred to be admitted as
specials. Some later changed to a regular course but are not included in
these tables.
The number of students admitted to advanced standing as candidates for the
first degree during the past thirty -fiv e years, is, as neat ly as may be ascertained.
as follows. T he former courses in Chemistry, Phannacy, Medical Preparatory,
and Optional have been omitted from the table but the numbers have been
retained in the totals.
V""

I 886-B7

IB B7-BB
IBBB-B9
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1 890"--91
189 1- 9 2
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.87
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•
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222

II
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Arts

Agri. Arch. Engineering

'9'2- '3
'9'3- 14
'9'4- '5
'9'5- .6
1916-17

57
58
70
85
76

76
76
87
94
84

8
5
5
7
9

83
78
93
75
73

1917- 18

64

45

3

1018-19

87

52

1919-20

126

'920-21

75

1921-22

95

200

4

No. of
Law Vet. Med. Cases
J
232
7

7
7
9
9

2

50

12

2

3

79

11

6

t02

8

146

9

2

68

13

134

5

5

62

6

100

13

2

•4

224

6
8
10

269
28 2

263
180

4
6

244

8
3

40'
303

279
•
JI8 registered as freshmen , 89 as sopho-

Of the 279 admitted in 1921 -22,
mores, 45 as juniors. 18 as seniors. and 9 as special students.
During the last thirty-five years there have been admitted from 550 other
institutions of collegiate rank 6204 students. The distribution in general of
these students can be seen by reference to the table on page xciii of the
Report for the year 1907--08.
ADMISSION ON SCHOOL CERTIFICATE, REGENTS' CREDENTIALS, AND EXAMINATIONS

The Registrar has charge of the credentials of those entering by school certificate, by Regents ' credentials, and by examinations, including the examin ations
conducted by the Col1ege Entrance Examination Board.
During the last sixteen years the number of appJicants admitted by school
certificate, by Regents' credentials, and by examinations, has been as follows:
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517 601
Certificate . ..... 324 46$ 578 57.
Regents. . . .. ... 18S 244 287 3" 3" 4~0 404 ,,6
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The inserted table gives the numher admitted to graduation. Care h been
taken to discriminate between closely allied degrees, but such have been ~ped
so as to show at a glance the number in each department.
Respectfully submitted,
David F . Hoy,
Registrar.

APPENDIX XIV
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the President of the University:
SIR: I beg leave to submit herewith my annual report of the condition and
needs of the University Library, together with the work done so far as records
indicate, during the year ending June 30, 1922.
During the past year, more than ever before, we have been conscious of the
limitations of the present library buildil"!g. The addition of another Boor this
year in the south book stack has relieved the congestion of books for the time being,
but as a11 the available space lo the stacks is now fitted with bookshelves and the
increased capacity will aU be utilized during the next two or three years, some
plans for storage beyond this time must soon be under consideration.
The steady increase in the use made of the library with the growth of the Uni·
versity natural1y calls for more space for the users of the library, which space bas
at times proven inadequate during the past few years, and finally the need for
more space for library workers is pressing, The catalogue room, never very
generous in size, has become crowded to an uncomfortable degree and working
rooms for the library staff is one of the pressing needs, particularly since addi·
tional cataloguers must soon be added to the staff, AdditIonal seminary rooms
are also needed for special research work that can be done only in the library , as
the book stacks are chiefly for storage until the books are needed for work. More
working space of this character is needed.
The usual course of two hours a week in applied bibliography and book making
has been given by the librarian.
ACCESSIONS DIVISION

The accumulated materials held up during the war period have continued
to come on in large quantities. The German university dissertations and other
publications received through the International Exchange have reached us in
large numbers, increasing the work of binding and cataJoguing materially.
The large reserve book fund that had accumulated during the past few years
has been generously granted, as it was felt that this was an opportune time to
secure many things fundamental for all research problems. In this way many
new sets of periodicals, both scientific and literary, have been added and others
completed.
Special attention has been given during the year to getting rotograph and
photostat copies of manuscripts, and rare printed books, for work being done in
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English literature and English history. A special provision made at the close of
last year for the purchase of original papyri enabled the library to secure a large
collection of this materia} for the use of Professor Westermann during the year,
and the supplementary grant made late this year, which was increased by a gift
of S500 from Mr. Henry J. Patten, will enable the library to add materially to its
resources in this field.
During the year, there have been added to the library a total of 20.722 volumes,
of which some 2220 were volumes of periodicals and society publications and
nearly:lOoo were German dissertations. Some of the added sets carry with them
current subscriptions which involves a larger fund for periodicals than heretofore,
and for this reason, additional funds will be needed for periodicals unless some
already carried on the list can be eliminated.
Aside from the large additions of periodical sets, the more important of which
are listed below, there have been few notable additions. In the fi eld of the
French Revolution and the Napoleonic period some 400 volumes have been added.
BOOKS, BOUND PAMPHLETS, MAPS, MSS., ETC.

General Jibrary, exclu sive of the following . . .. .. . . . . .... .
Anthon Collection, purchased 1868 . .. ... .. .... ... . .. .
Bopp Collection, purchased 1868 . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .
Sparks Collection, purchased 1872 .......... . . . . . . . . . .
White Hist . Library, gift 1891 . . .
. . .. . . .... . . . . . . .
Zarncke Collection, gift 1893 . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .... . . . . .
British Patents, gift 1868 . . ... . ..... ...... . ... . ... . .

46 ',1 0 3

Fiske Dante Collection, gift 1893 . . ... , . . .. ... .. . ... . . . .
Fiske Petrarch Collection, gift 1905 . .. . .... .. . . . .. . .. . . .
Fiske Icelandic Collection, gift 1905 .. . ... . . .. . . ... .. .. .
Wason Collection, gift 1918 .. .. .... .. ' ..... . . . .. . ..... .
Emil Kuichling Collection, gift 1919 ... . . . . . .. . . . ..• . ...
Volumes of C. U. theses (Deposited) . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .... . .
Philological Sem. Collection ... . . ....... .... . , . .. .. . . . . .
Philosophical Sem. Collection . . .... . ... .... . ... . . ..... .
Gennan Sem. Collection .... . .. . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. . .. .. .
French Sem. Collection .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... . . .... . .
Latin Sem. Collection . . . . . . .. . ... .. ........ . .. . . ... . .
Amer. Hist. Sem. Collection . .. . ....... .. .. ... ...... " .

8,5 87

Maps in the library . . ... . .............. . ..... . . . ..... .
C. U. plans deposited in the library ...... .. . . . . . . . ..... .
U. S. Coast Survey charts ..... . . . . ....... . . . .. . .. . .. . .
U. S. Geol. Survey Topographical Sheets . ........... . .. .
U. S. Geol. Survey atlases ....... .. ......... . ... • ••. . ..
British Geol. Survey maps ..... . .................. . . . . .
Manuscripts .. ....... .... ... .... .................••..
General Law Library, gifts and purchases . ... . . . . ..... •. .
Moak Law Library, gift 1893 ... . .... ' ....... .. . . . .. .. .
Flower Vet. Library, gift ....... ............ . .. . ... . •. .
Barnes Reference Library, gift .. .. . .... . . .. . . .. .... • ...
Goldwin Smith Hall Library ....... .. . . . . . . •... . . .. ... .
Van Cleef Memorial Library ..... . . . . . . " . ....... ...• •.
Evans Mathematical Library . . .. ... . . . . ... . .. . . .. . .. . .
Comstock Memorial Collection .... . .. .... .. . . .. .. . .... .
Architectural College Library ...... . .. .. . . . . . .. ... . .. ..

6,770
2,014

5,7 17
23,177
13,000

3,108

5 14,889

4.096
16,126
8,808
2,097

6,860
1,08 0

837
769
28
423
612
1,031

50,323

197
960

2,30 4

210

600

7 12
42,751
.2,500

5,94 6

2,551
2,549
1.543

420
678

1,243

5.302

712
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~~~~~ic ~!trcii>' ,Collection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ect.on .... . .... .
Prudence Risle Hall Coll'
. ...................
y
ection. . . . . • • • . . • • . .. • • • • . • • . •
ogt

0

N. Y. State Agr. College Library . . .. .... .
NN' yy' Sstate Forestry Library . .... .... ...... : : : : : : : : : : : :
. . tate Plant Pathology Collection . . ......•..... . ..

2

.n.
694

340
.~.

73.6.8

Total Books, maps, mss., etc......... . . . ..... . . . . . .
IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES AND PERIODICALS ADDED TO TBB
LIBRARV DURING THE ~EAR 1921-22

Irish booklover, 19I().2I.
Italy Geological Survey. 24 vals.
Midland naturalist, 16 vals.
Annales de Bretagne, 26 vals.
Mathematische Zeitschrift, 10 vats.
Archaeologia Scotica, 5 vols.
Naturforschender VE"rein in Brunn. Verhandlun~en. 57 vals.
Liverpool Marine Biolo2Y Committee. Memoirs, 24 vals.
Revue bryoJogique, 41 vals.
Reale Istituto d'Incoral'viamento di Napoli. Atti, 1811-1920.
Oesterreichische botanische Zeitschrift, 6c) vols.
Carlsberg Laboratoriet. Meddelelser, 14 vats.
Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel. 34 vots.
Westminster gazette, 1893-1908.
Verein fUr Naturkunde zu Presburg. Verhandlungen. 1856-1912.
Egypt Geological Survey. Publications, 20 vots.
Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural History Society. Proceedings. 6S vols.
Wiltshire archaeological and natural history magazine. 40 vote:.
Natural History Society of Glasgow. Transactions. 24 vots.
Paris. Museum d'historie naturelle. Nouvelles Archives, 1865-1914.
Bishop Museum. Publications, 14 vots.
American Leamer Chemists' Association. Journal, 13 vots.
Deutsche DendrolOl"ische Gesellschaft. MittheiJungen 1892-1919.
Natl.riorschende Gesellschaft zu Danzig. Versuche und Abhandlunge(l 17471920.
Schweizerische Gesellschaft fur Volkskunde. Shriften 15 vds.
Neue Freie Presse (Wien) July 1914-0ct., 1919.
Faraday Society. Transactions.
1901-21.
Egypt. Service des Antiqui~s. Annates, 20 vols.
Olde Ulster. 10 vols.
Accademia Pontificia dei Nuovi Lincei. MemQrie. 32 vots.
Naturaleza. 10 vols.
Natuurkundig Tijdschrift. 80 vols.
South London Entomoiop-ical and Natural History Society. Proceedings.
1886-1920.
Philobiblion Society Miscellanies, 15 vots.
Die Zukunft, vols. 17-69.
Physikalische Zeit."chrift. 2 1 vots.
Rivista di psicologia. 16 vols.
Societe des Antiquaires de France. Memoirs, 1807-1915·
Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft. Abhandlungon 48 vots.
Nassauischer Verein fUr Naturkunde. JahrbUcher. 69 vois.
K. Zoologisches Museum zu Dresden. Abhandlungen. 15 vots.
Soci~te de physique de Gen~ve. Memoirs, 39 vols.
Rovartani lapok, 21 vols.

. ,
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A few important purchases may be mentioned as fonows:
Jonson, Ben. Works, 1640.
Alabaster, Wm. Roxana, 1632.
Drayton, Michael. Muses Elizium, 1630.
,
Poems, 1613.
Richard. Achille. Tentamen Florae Abyssinicae, ]817.
Lismore PaJ>et:S. 1886·88.
Reichenbach. H. G. L. lconographia botanica exotica, 1827-30.

Donne. John. Poems, 1669.

Hooker, W. J. leones Plantarum. 26 vals.
Willmott, E. A. Genus Rosa, 1914.
CasteInau. Francis, comte de. Expedition dans les parties centrales de l'Amerique, 1852-57.
O'Grady, S. H. Silva Gadelica, 1892.
Wiegand, Theodor. Baalbek. 1921.
Huygens, Christiaan. Oeuvres completes, 1888-1916.
Among the gifts to the library the following may be mentioned:
48 volumes on "Whist" were the gift of W. H. Smith.
46 volumes of vocal scores of Bach and Palestrina were presented by H . W.
Gray Co.
40 volumes of Insurance reports were given by Jas. S. Elston, C. U. 'r I.
PERIODICAL DIVISION

The work of the Periodical division is allied to the Accessions in so far as record
of receipts are made, and to the Readers division in so far as use is made of the
materials. The following statement shows the record of this division :
Periodicals currently received:
By subscription ... . ..... . ............... . .. . ..... . . .. ... .
By ~ and exchange . .... . . . . ...... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .
Number of periodicals bound .. .. . . . . . ... . . . ..... . . . . • . ... . .
Bound volumes on open shelves ... . .. . .. . ...... . ... . .. . . .. .
Current periodicals kept on open shelves . .. . ............ . . . .

1177
955

3 12 5
3012

750
The great advantage of having the bound periodical and newspapers more
commonly used on shelves accessible to readers is more and more apparent. Of
such use, of cOurse, no record is made, but this arrangement relieves the demand
that ordinarily has been made at the delivery desk and avoids the labor of deliver·
ing large volumes to readers, and relieves the congestion at the general delivery
desk in the Reading room.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

The special collections in the library having separate curators are the White
Historical Library, the Icelandic collection, and the Dante and Petrarch col·
lection. The White Library, while it has had the supervision of Professor Burr
during the year, has been under the immediate care of an acting curator who has
made the inventory of this group of books. The accessions to this col1ection
purchased from the general University fund, from the Sage Endowment and from
the Warfare of Science fund are all merged in the general accessions and no separate record is kept. The Fiske Italian collections have'made the usual additions
provided for by the donor's generosity. In the field of Dante literature, the
year has been an unusual one. The Sex·centenary of the death of Dante brought
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forth many unusua~ publications. Among the most important was the facsimile
of the Codex Landlano, the oldest manuscript of the Divine Comedy written in
1336, and the Co?ex ~rivulziano M'itten in 1337. The most noteworthy of the
scholarly producbons IS known as the Florentine edition of the works of Dante
which is the first complete edition of the works published in Florence since tlla;
of Lombardi, 18,30·41.
The supplement to the Dante catalogue which includes additions made to the
collection from 1898 to 1920, has been printed and distributed to owners of the
original catalogue. It makes a quarto volume of 152 pages and forms a fitting
close to the work of Miss Mary Fowler. the former curator of this collection.
The Icelandic collection has kept pace with the new publications in this field
and has added practically everything of importance during the year.
CATALOGUE DIVISION

The work of the Catalogue division was late in getting into full working order.
A new supervisor, Miss Emma Runner, was brought from the Library of Congress,
but the position of junior cataloger was not fi lled until September. The Wl)fk
had fallen into arrears due to the increased accessions and the shortage of help
so that the task of catching up with the work was great. The extra grant made
for this work has enabled the Catalogue force to greatly reduce the accumulation
and while the work is not wholly up to date, the arrears are not such as to interfere
with the use of the books, especially as the division is prepared to advance any
books for special work when the need is known.
A great mass of German dissertations which came on after the close of the war
have been catalogued and made available for use.
The work of indexing and cataloguing the Wason books has been advanced
during the year to such an extent that the end is near. Besides making entries
for the main catalogue, entries have also been made for copy for printing this
catalogue when the collection reaches such a proportion that ~cholars will be at·
tracted to come to the library and use the books.
The following record shows the number of titles, both written and printed, added
to the catalogue during the year:
Number of written cards added ...... " . .... ... .. '. 11,269
Number of printed cards added ....... . . .. . ........ 10,739
The Library of Congress catalogue which is deposited in our library has been
kept up to date by the addition of 29,t9l cards. In addition to these cards, our
library has received the special series of cards known as the Ca cards, not usually
included in the depository set, which gives us many additional titles of peri¢icals,
society publications. etc., that are very useful in the bibliographical work. All
these cards have not as yet been filed.
The printed cards issued by Harvard College Library for such books as are not
in the Library of Congress have been received as fast as printed and now this
bibliography of Harvard College Library comes down to the word Helbig.
The work of preparing the bibliogTaphical list of publications of University
officers appended to the President's report has heen done as usual by the catalogue
division.
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READERS DIVISION

Notwithstanding the increase of the department library collections, the use of
the general1ibrary is growing so rapidly that at times the main reading room is
crowded. The additional space for usen, of newspapers and periodicals in the
periodical room that was provided a few years ago relieves this congestion to
some extent, but we have again reached the point when congestion is apparent.
The Library has been open for users during the year J08 days, from 8 a. m.
to 10 :30 p . m. except on vacation days when the hours arc from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Most libraries in the United States dose at 10 :00, and many do not open
uotil8 :30 or 9 :00, which shows that Cornell has longer hours of opening than any
other library.
The number of registered borrowers during the year was 1867, including 132
library borrowers, 690 officers and Jon students. The recorded use made of the
library during the year is as follows:
Reading room .. . . . . .... . ...... . ...... ..... . . . . ........ . . 119,792
Seminary room . . , . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . . .... . . .. ..... . . . 3,958
Laboratories and departments .... . .. . . . .. ..... . .. . ...... . . 6,248
Home use ........... . .......... .. . . . . . . .... . .. ..... ... . 4 1 ,897
Foreign loans .. .. ......... .. .... . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. ... . ... .
24 8
Borrowed from other libraries . . . .. . ....... . . ..... . . . .. . .. .
132
STACKS DIVISION

The inventory of the books, including those deposited out of the library build·
mg, has continued through the year and in addition to this, a special inventory of
the President White collection of Arundel prints and photographs deposited in
various University buildings has been made and the items identified , labelled,
and listed. There are still some old prints belonging to this collecti.on that~have
not been identified.
The addition of the new volumes in the book stacks has necessitated the shifting
of practically all the books in t he south stack to relieve the congestion, making a
considerable additional labor during the year. The books on art, architecture,
etc., are now all on the top floor of the south stack occupying the new book shelves
and so arranged that they may be used with a greater degree of case and comfort
than before. The books in the west stack have also been shifted to a large ext ent
leaving the new floor at the top of this stack for the Wason Chinese collection,
which makes an attractive housing for these books.
The supervisor of the stacks division in making this rearrangement estimates
tbat while the congested places are all relieved, the present rate of growth will
consume the added space within two or "three years from the present time.
DEPARTMENT LIBRARIES

The relation between the main library and the department collections remains
still in an unsatisfactory condition, and in my opinion cannot be otherwise until
the so.catted librarians in charge of these collections are appointed and work under
tbe supervision of the general library. Fairly satisfactory reports have been made
by aU these libraries except the Veterinary College and the Ithaca Division of the
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Medical Colle~e, but more constant supervision and more frequent inventories
tha~ can be glYen by department stenographers is necessary to insure the best
servtce from these books. It is more important that only working collections
of books be kept out of the general library in the departments, and that the books
not frequently used should bE' returned to the general collection. This involves
constant oversight, but it is the only solution to the problem of the relation betWecn the department libraries and the general University library.
Volumes deposited in department libraries:
Agriculture ......... ..... .... ..... ...... .. ... . . . ....... . 1,7 88
Architecture ...... ... . .. . ........ .. ......... .. .. ... ... . . 2,448
Q~~ .. :..
. .......... . .... ..... . ... ... .. ... .. .
CivIl Engmeenng . .... . .. . . ..... . .. .. ... . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .

•

Entomology ...... .. ..... . ... . .. . .. . . . ... ... ' __. . ' ... .. .
Sibley College ................ . ...... .• .... .. .. .. . .. .... .
Prudence Risley ............ , . , . . , .. .. . .. ... . . ....... ... .
Hart Memorial Library .... , . .. , .. . ... . .....•....•. . . , , ..
Veterin a~ College ........... . . . .. .. .. . .. ' ... . ... , ...... .
Goldwin mith Hall . , . .. . . .... ... .... , ............ . . . , . ,
Van Cleef Memorial Library ........... , ... ,' .. , .. , .. . ... .
Respectfully submitted,

5. 607
5.717

4,173
2,809
835
2,298

2,549
2,46 7
968

WILLARD AUSTEN,

Librarian.

APPENDIX XV
PUBLICATIONS. 1921·22
The University Library is gathering a collection of the publications of all
CorneIlians. These are kept on the shelves in alphabetic order by University
classes. Every Cornellian is asked to send to the Library a copy of each publica·
tion that he cares to have in such a collection.
Cornell University. Official publications, v. I.3. 1921 - 22.
Cornell University. Adviser of Women, Report, 1920-21. Cornell University.
Official publications. v. 12, No. 18, Appendix XII. 1921.
Cornell University. Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin. 404-409.
1921 . I thaca, N. Y.
Memoir. No. 40-52. 1921. I thaca, N. Y.
Thirty·fourth annual report of the New York State College of Agriculture
at Cornell University and of the Agricultural Experiment Station established
under the direction of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., 1921. Utica. State
Hospitals Press, 1922. 97 p.
Cornell University. College of Architecture. R eport of the Dean. 1924r192I.
Cornell University. Official publ£calions. v. 12, No. 18, Appendix IX. 1~21.
Cornell University. College of Arts and Sciences. Report of the Dean. 19201921. Cornell University. Official publications. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix III.
1921 .

Cornell University. College of Engineering. Report of the Dean, 1920-1921.
Cornell University. Official publications. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix X. 1921.
Cornell University. College of Law. Report of the Dean, 1924r1921. Cornell
University. Official publications. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix IV. 192/.
Cornell University. Graduate School. Report of the Dean, 1920-1921. Cor·
nell University. Official publications. fJ. 12, No. 18. Appendix II. 1~21.
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Cornell University. Library. Report of the Librarian , 192(r1921. Cornell
University. OjficiIJl publscations. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix XIV. Ip21.
Publications, 1920-1921 (by Cornell University and its officers.) S ame
Appendix XV.

U)ZI.

Cornell University. Medical College. Report of the Dean, 1920-1921. Cornell
University. Official publuations. v. 12, No . 18. Appendix V. 1921.
Cornell University. Medical College, Ithaca Division. Report of the Secretary.
192Q-19lI. COTndl University. Official publications. v. 12, No. 18, Appendf,x
VI. 1921.
Cornell University. Registrar. Report, 1920-192[, Cornell University. Official
publications. tI. 1 2, No. 18, Appendix XIII. U}2I .
Cornell University. Summer Session. Report of the Administrative Board,
1921. Carnal University. OjfiGial publications. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix
Xl.

1921.

Cornell University. University Faculty. Report of the Dean, 1920-1921.
Cornell UnitieTsily. Official publica/ions. v. 12, No. 18. Appendix I . 1921.
New York State College of Agriculture. Thirty·fourth annual report of the
New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University and of the·Agri~
cultural Experiment Station established under the direction of Cornell Univer~
sity. Ithaca, N. Y., 1921. Utica, State Hospitals Press. 1922. 97 p.
New York State Veterinary College. Report for the year 1920-21. Albany.
N. Y., ]. B. Lyon Co., 1922. 257 p.
Cornell alumni news. v. 12. Ithaca. N. Y. 1921-22.
Cornell civil engineer; monthly publication of the Association of Civil Engineers
at Cornell University. v. 30. October, 192I -June, 1922. Ithaca. N. Y.
Cornell countryman. v. 19. October, 1921 - June, 1922.
Cornell daily sun. Ithaca, N. Y. 1921-22.
Cornell ( ra. v. 54. Ithaca , N. Y. 1921- 22.
Cornell extension bulletin. No. 44-48. Ithaca, I\. Y. 1921~22.
Cornell juniof(>xtension bulletin. NO. 9. Ithaca N. Y. 1921.
Cornell law quarterly; published by the faculty and students of the Cornell
University College of Law. v. 7. November, 1921 - :'Ilay, 1922. Ithaca,
N. Y.
Cornell reading course for the farm; D. J. Crosby, supervisor. No. 158- 161.
Ithaca, N. Y. 1921.
Cornell reading course for the home ; Martha Van Rensselaer, supervisor. No.
137- 139. Ithaca, N. Y. 1921.
Cornell rural school leaflet; edited by E. L. Palmer. v. 15. September, 1921March, 1922. Ithaca. N. Y.
Cornell University medical bulletin. v. II. New York. 1921- 22.
Cornell veterinarian. v. II-12 . Jan. 192I-April. 1922.
Cornellian. v . .rt4. Ithaca, N. Y. 1922.
Corne11ian Council quarterly. v. 7. Ithaca. N. Y. 1921- 22.
Islandicaj an annual relating to Iceland and the Fiske Icelandic collection in
Cornell Univt>rsity Library. v. 14. By HaHdor Hermannsson. Issued by
Cornell University Library. Ithaca, N . Y. 1922.
Journal of physical chemistry; editor, W. D. Bancroft. v. 25. 1921. Ithaca,
N. Y.
Philosophi~al review ; edited by J. E. Creighton. v . 30. 1921. New York,
Lon~man, Green and Co.
Sibley Journal of engineering; published by the students of Sibley College. v.
35. 1921. Ithaca, N. Y.
Widow. v. 30. Ithaca, N. Y. 1921-22.
CorneD forester, published annually by the Cornell Foresters, Cornell University.
, v. I, NO.2.

Adams, J. Q.

1922.

A Norman origin for Shakespeare.

Sewa71te review. v. 29 :386.

1921.

-

Review: Shakespeare as he is played; a review of G. C. Odell's Shakespeare
from Betterton to Irving.

Yale review, v. 1I: 644.

1922.
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Joint

eel..

Cornell studies in EugIiIh.
Ad~m., R. II. Com growing for boys and girls.
Un.

8.

2::~2.
j ....ior ezUuiM I At

1920.

Home ,garden. Dtlinea.tor. Feb., JlMdI, JUftl, 1931.
- - Home stor~ of vegetables. Comell
19:.'1. IIPl.
Potato groWlng for boys and girls. Cornell jtntW ~ hUm.. 6.

cou""''''_' ,.

1920 •

.

Rude rural rhymes. Syndicated weekly since Oct. H)21 to about 180
weekly papers in the United States and Canada
Vitamines in verse. Comtll countryman. v. 19:189. 1922.
A1be~t Em~st. R,eviews: Bergson, Henri. Mind-energy: lectures and esIa)'l.
Philosophu:aJ , ....... '.30:636. '9"; Burthogge. Richard. The philosophical
writin of Richard Burthogge, edited by M. W. Landes.
J1:JOI
1922; ames, William. Essays and reviews. Same, v. 306:34. ' 1(}21.
Albert, • D. Efficiency of screws. Sibley jOflmol of enginuring, '.36:2. 192Z.
Alezander, H. L. Bronchial asthma and allied condittons, clinical and immunological observations. by N. P. Larsen, Royce Paddock, and H. L. Alexander.
Journal (If smmunolgoy, v. 7:81. 1922.
Allen, A. A. Banding bats. Journal of mammaJogy, v. 2:5J. 1921.
The bird as a flying machine. Bird lore, v. 23 :48. 1(}21.
Bird plays for the school. Same, v. 24:110. H)22.
Concealing coloration of birds. Same, v. 23:320. 1921.
The coloration of birds. Same, v, 23:260. 1921.
The courtship of birds. Same, v. 24:167. 1922.
The eg~ of hirds. Same. v. 22:239. 1(}20.
How bll'ds change their plumage. Same, V. 22:302. 1(}20.
The implements of birds. Same, V. 23:1°3. 1921.
The new year with the birds. Same, 11. 24:55. 1(}22.
The relation of birc;ts to agriculture. Corndl countryma1l, v. 18:soz. 1921.
The return of the birds. Same, II. 19:187, 1922.
Summer bird study. Bird lore, II. 23:154. 1921 .
A summer with a hwruner. Scribner's magaUftl. II. 69:693, 1921.
The va1ue of birds. New York University. Bulletsn. A/W'il 1922.
Winter birds' nests. Bird lore, II. 22:367, 1920.
The yellow warbler's tale. Same, v. 23:216, 1921.
Associate editor. Bird lore. 192()-22.
Anderson, R.}. Acerin. The globulin of the map~e ~ (acer .saccharlmun)
by R. J. Anderson and W. L. Kulp. 'Journal of bi<>kgicaJ ,Ir<m...try••. 48:23.

-

t

s.......

,
"

,

•

192 1.

Analysis and composition of com pollen. Preliminary report, by R. J.
Anderson and W. L. Kulp. Same. v. 50:433, 1922. .
.
A study of the metabolism and respiratory exchange 10 poultry dW1Dl
vitamine starvation and polynewitis by R. J. Anderson and W. L. Kulp.
Same, v. 52:69. 1922.
Andrews, A. L. Further bryophytes froql North Carolina (and Tennessee)
BryologSsl, v. 24:49. 1921.
Ibsen's Fruen Ira Mvet and Molbech's KlStUlirongens bnuI. SocWty /"
1M Adl1Q.1ICemenl 01 Scandsnavian Study. Publtcalions, tI. 6:176, 1921•
John Macoun. Bryologist, II. ~4:39, 1921.
..
.
Notes on North American sphagnum. IX. The group CUSPldata LiDd·
berg. Same, II. 24:81, 1922.
-1)"1.
A-od, M. V. The country weekly's future. Tlu QoiIl, •. 9: No. 4:8. 17· 'I
AustOll, WiBlfd. Report of the librarian. CONtdl U""'siIy. Official
hoM. D. 12. No. 18. Appendix No. XIV. IfJ21.
Bailey, Horold. Cranial and intracranial birth injuries. A....w. j..."..J 1/

-

obslel..u:s and ~cy, v. 1: No. I, 1920.
_
Ezperimental studies following oophorectomy. Som.. tI. 2: No. I, 1911 •
_
Report of a case of hemimelus or so-called congenital amputatioD..
•. J: No. I, 1922.

.so.,.

;
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The use of radium in cancer of the female generative organs, by Harold
Bailey, in collaboration with Edith Quimby. Same, v. 3: No.2, U)22.
Vulval and vaginal cancer treated by filtered and unfiltered radium emanation, by Harold Bailey and Halsey J. Bagg. Same, f', 2: No.6, 1921.
Bakwin, Harry. The significance of hydremia in the secretion of urine. Americon journal of physiology. v. 6o:J4j, U)22.
Bancroft, W. D. Contact catalysis. Engineers' Society oJ Western Pennsylvania.
Proceedings, v. 37:375. ]()21.
The field for chemists. Journal of industrial and engineering chemistry, v.
14:156, 1922.
First report of the Committee on Contact Catalysis. Same, v. 14:326,4..,4.
545, 636. U)22.
Mordants. I- II. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 26:../47. 501, 19:12.
Also about fifty signed book reviews, mostly in the Journal of physical
chemistry.
Papers from the laboratory of W. D. Bancroft: Bull, A. W. Alizarin-iron
lakes, by A. W. Bull and J. R. Adams. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 25:
660, 1922.

Paddon, W. W. The effect of light on fibres dyed with a mixture of chrysaniline
and fuchsine. Same, v. 26:288, U)22.
Paddon, W. W. Dyeing of deaminated wool. Same, v. 26:384, 1922.
Barrus, M. F. Bean anthracnose. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment
Slation. Memoir 42:97, 1921.
Inspection of potatoes in New York State. Rural New Yorker, v. 80:1270,
1296, U)21.

Baxter, H. E. Descriptive geometry, by George Young, jr., and H . E. Baxter.
New York, Macmillan Co., 1921, 310 p.
Beck~r, Carl. A letter from Danton to Marie Antoinette.
A merican historical
ranew, v. 27:24, 1921.
Lord Bryce and modem democracy. Political science quarterly, v. 36:663
1921.

Mr. Wells and the new history. American historical review, v. 26:6';1, /921.
Reviews: History as the intellectual adventure of mankind, a review of
Benedetto Croce's "History, its theory and practice," and }. H. Robinson's
"The mind in the making." New republic, v. 30:17../. 19U; Kaiser vs. Bismarck. Nation v, 112:7.J7. 1921; Richet, Charles. Allgemeine Kulturgeschichte. American historical review, v. 27:90, 1921; Smith, Preserved. The
age of the Reformation. New republic, v. 27:359, 1921; Vivid history for
children, a review of H. W. van Loon's "The history of mankind." New York
evtninR posl. Literary review. Nov. 12, 1921. p. 165.
Bedell, Frederick. The airplane, a practical discussion of the principles of airplane flight. Rev. ed. New York, Van Nostrand Co., 1921. 257 p.
ManaRing editor. Physical review. 1921 - 1922 .
Beekman, Fenwick. One year's experience with a regimental infirmary, by
Fenwick Beelanan and Samuel Bradbury. Military surgeoll, v. 48:43. 1921.
Behre, Jeanette A. Studies in creatine and creatinine metabolism. IV. On
the Question of the occurrence of creatinine and creatine in blood, by J. A.
Behre and S. R. Benedict. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 52: 11, U}Z2.
Behrends, F. G. Harness repairing. Cornell reading course for the farm. Lesson
100, 1921.
Benedict, S. R. The ammonia content of the blood and its bearing on the mechanism of acid neutralization in the animal organism, by T . P. Nash, jr., and S. R.
Benedict. Journal of biological chemistry, v. 48:463, 1921.
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Measuring the durability of furs. Scientific American monthly, tI . 4:252,
1<)21.

A micro-filter for minute flagellates. American naturatist, fl. 56:284, 1<)22.
Heinicke, A. J. Some relations betwcen circumference and weight, and between
root and t op growth of young apple trees. American Socidy for H orticvUtmu
Science. Proceedings, v. 18:222, 1921.
Hermannson, Halld6r. Dante. Logberg, v. 34. No. 51:12, 1<)21.
Enn urn Graenlandsmlilid. Same , v. 43, No. 52:4, 1921.
Island og Graenland. Same, 11. 34, N o. 47:15, 1<)21; also in Danish in
Btrlingske Tidende, 0. 174, No. 50:9, 1922.
Island og utlendingar. M orgunbladid, v. 8 , No. 223. 1<)21.
Nokkur ord urn embaettaskipun. M orgunbladid, v. <), No. 106, 1<)22,'
also in Logrjetta, 11. 12, No . 18, 1922.
Col/aborator. Nordisk bibliografisk litteratur under ar J919. Nordisi
tidskrift for bok·och biblioleksvasen, v. 8:245, 1<)21.
Thorvaldur Thoroddsen. Geographical review, 11. 12:502 ,1<)22.
Henic:k, G. W. The cabbage maggot. Rural New Yorker, v. 81:J46, 1922.
The com ear WOnn. Same, fl. 80: 1295, 1<)21 .
Some household pests. Delineator, J une, 1922.
_
Review : Fernald, H . T . Applied entomology , an introductory text-book
of insects in their relation to man. Science, 11. 55:182, 1922.
HoU.nd, A. L. Fluoroscopy in diseases of the abdominal organs. New YMl:
medical j ournal, tI. 115:657, 1<)22.
Hopkins, G. S. Guide to the dissection and study of the cranial nerves and
blood vessels of the horse. 2d ed . Ithaca, New York State Veterinary College.
1922. 4JP·
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Random reminiscences of a period of sabbatic leave,
tI.

CorneU

19;235, 1922.

-

Report of the Committee on the undergraduate course leading to the
degree Qf Bachelor of Science in Forestry. U. S.-Education Bureau. Bulk.
tin 44. 1921:7. 1922.
A series of letters on European forests and forestry work. Lumber world

-

review, v. 41-42,

1921-1922.

Student life in European forest schools.

Cornell foreste" v.

I,

No.

2:12,

1922.

Editor. U. S.-Education Bureau. Bulletin 44. 1921.
Hoy, D. F. Report of the registrar. Cornell University. Official publications.
v, 12, No. 18. Appendix No. XIII, U)21.
Hudson, B. H. Can we modernize the theory of invention ? Quarterly ;ournal
of speech education, v. 7:)25. 1921.
Com belt culture and the heart of Kansas. Cornell era, v. 53, No. 14, 1921.
In the city (sonnet) Grinnell review, v. 16, No. 159, J()21.
Three poems. Poet's puck, 1921.
Review: Weaver, R. M . Hennan Melville, mariner and mystic. Nation,
v. 114:20, 1922.
Humphrey, R. R. The interstitial cells of the urodele t estis. American journal
of anatomy, v. 29:213, 1921.
Hunt, E. L. Adding substance to form in public speaking courses. QuarUrly
journal of speech education, v. 8:256, 1922.
Address before Elmira Rotary Club on the reception of naturalized citizens. Elmira slar·gauIU. Dec. 3, 1921.
The attack on the small college. Huron College alumni quarUrly, v. 3:2,
1922.
College and university president as orator. Quarterly journal of speech
education, v. 8:299, 1922.
On debating. Cornell era, v. 54:13, 1921.
Reviews: Butler, N. M. Scholarship and service. Quarterly journal of
speech education , v. 8:301, 1922,' Fronto, Marcus Cornelius. The correspond·
ence of Marcus Cornelius Fronto.. .translated by C. R. Haines. Same, p.
8:191,1922; Graham, E. K . Education and citizenship and other papers. Same,
v. 8:303, 1922; MacCracken, J. H. College and commonwealth. Same, P.
8:3°4, 1922; Indiana Univeristy. Centennial memorial volume. Sa~, P .
8:302, 1922. Meiklejohn, Alexander. The liberal college. Same, v. 8:303
1922; Petersson, Torsten. Cicero, a biography. Same, v. 8:190, 1922;
Philodemus. The Rhetorica of Philodemus. a translation and commentary
by H. M. Hubbell. Same, v. 8:187. U)22; Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius. The
Institutio oratoria of Quintilia, translated by H. E. Butler. Same, P. 8:193.
19ZZ; Summers, W. C. The Silver Age of Latin literature. Same, v. 8:
193. 1922.
Associate editor. Quarterly journal of speech education. 1921-1922.
Editor. Huron College alumni quarterly. 1920-192J.
Bupper; Marjory. The effects of adrenal feeding upon the iodin contents of the
thyroid gland, by E. M. Black, Marjorie Hupper, and John Rogers. American
journal of physiology, v. 59:222, 1922.
Hurwitz, W. A. Report on topics in the theory of divergent series. New York
symposium paper. American Mathematical Society. Bulletin, v. 28:17, 1922.
Editor. American mathematical monthly, 1921.
Editor. American Mathematical Society. Bulletin, 1921 - 1922.
Associate editor. American Mathematical Society. Transactions, 19211922.

•

HutchisoD; C. B. The elementary course in genetics. Science. P. 55:1425,1922.
_
Heritable variations in maize. American Society of Agronomy. Journal, P.
14:73. 1922.
.
_
The relative frequency of crossing over in microspore in maize, by R. A .
Emerson and C. B. Hutchison. Genetics, P. 6:417, 1921.
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J. M. The ultra-violet absorption of anthracene and benzene.
,tvu'W, v. 19:391, 1922.

Byatt.,

PII,ric41

Jeek; B. S. Lipoma of the perineum-Two cases. Ink,naticftaJ jownaJ 0/
surgery, v. 35:134, 1922.
Johannssen; O. A. Eggsofthe potato flea beetle (Epitrix cucumeris). JMlrnaJ
of economt'c enl0'!l%g)", v. 14:514, 1921.
Ox¥cera tenulcornis or Euparyphus tenuicomis? Entomologist's
maga%me, ('. 57:140, 1921.
A seed potato maggot (Hylemyia trichodactyla). Jou,nol oj economic
entomology, v. 14:503, 1921.
JODes, H. L. Edilorand translator. Strabo. The geography of Strabo with
reconstituted Greek text, English translation, maps, diagrams critical' notes
and commentaries. Vol. 2 .. London, W: He~nemann, 1922, 84 p.
JordaD, R. B. An accurate lOdex of nattonahty. Journal of educational re.
search, v. 4:173 , 1921.
Responsibilities of the classroom teacher. American educaJion, v. 25:
307, ]922.
A threefold experiment in high-school English. English journal, v. 10:
560, 1921.
Variation of marking systems. Journal of educational research, v. ./:173
1921.
Kaho, M. C. A cultural study of anaerobic spore bearing bacteria with strains
isolated by the barber single cell technic. Journal of medical research, If.
43:155, 1922 .
Karapetofl, Valdimir. Average value of an unsymmetrical alternating current
curve. Electrical world, v. 79:235, 1922.
Comparison of research spirit in America and in Europe. American
In stitute of Electrical Engineers. Journal v. 41:266, 1922.
A five-stringed cello. V~'olinist, v. 30:38, 86, 1922.
Generalized proportional dividers. Sibley journal of engineering, 11. 36:5,

mon,'lIl,

4

]922.

-

Group morality and collective personality.

Ithaca journal-news, Jan. 17,

192 2.
The indwnoT. Sibley journal of engineering, v. 36.'3, 1(}22.
The indwnor, a kinematic device which indicates the perionnance 0{ a
polyphase induction machine. American Institute of Eleclrical Engineers.
Journal, v. 41:107, 1922.
A man and his world. Ithaca journal-news, Sept. 26, Ip21.
On the equivalent of the two theories of the singiephase induction motor.
American Institute of Electrical E ngineers. Journal, v. 40:640, 1921.
Parallel double tongs. American machinist, v. 55:1050, If)21 .
Report to the Society of Friends of the Solar System. New York caU.
M agazine seclion, Apr. 16th, 1922.
Teachings of Jesus. Ithaca journal.news. Jan . 9, 1922.
Three prayers. Same, June 2, 1922.
When to do research? Sibley journal of engineering, v. 35:168, 1921,
Discussion: Separation of no-load losses in electrical machinery, American Institute oj Electrical Engineers. Transactions, v. 39:300, 1920; Inherent
regulation of d. c. circuits. Same , v. 39:331, 1920 ; Eddy current losses in
armature conductors. Same, v. 39: 1054, 1920; Stability of high-power generaating stations. Same, v. 39:1271, ](}20: Magnetic force on disconnecting
switches. Same, v. 39: 1351, ]920; Polyphase power factor. Same, v. 3f):
1498, 1920.
Review: Kennelly, A. E. Tables of complex hyperbolic and circular
functions, Electrical world, v. 78.'1086, 1921.
Keniston, R. H. Garcilaso de la Vega: a critical study of his life and works,
New York, Hispanic Society of America, 1922. x, S09P.
More on the ending-uldo: Hispania, v. 5:167, 1922.
Kennard, E. H . Moment of momentum of magnetic electrons. Physical
rtvieu'. v. 19.'420, 1922,

•
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Simplified proof for retarded potentials and Huyghens's principle.
osophical magtuine, v. 43:1014. 1922.
The speed of light. Nature, v. 109:581, 1922.

Phil-

Kennedy, Foster. Acute benign meningo-encephalitis with papilledema.

Arch-

ives oj neurokJgy and psychiatry. fl. 7:53. 1922.
The pathways of infection in the nervou s system; presidential address to
the New York Neurological Society, Feb. 1, 1921. American journal of the
medical sciences, v. 162:625. 1921.
Peripheral and ra'iicular types of epidemic encephalitis. Same, v. 163:30,
1922.

Keyes, E. L. Bladder ulcers treated by cauterization. International journal of
surgery. Jan . 1922.
Excretion of phenolsulphonephthalein after intravenous injection and
ureteral catheterization, by E. L. Keyes and Herbert Mohan. A menean
Medical Association Journal, U)21.
Kimball, D. S. Engineering education and industrial relations. Sibley journal
of engineering, v. 35:162, 1921; also in Academy of Political Science. Proceedings, 'V. 9:218, 1922; Chemical and metallurgical engineering, v. 26:106, 1922.
The Federated American Engineering Societies. Engineers· Club of Philadelphia. Journal, v. 38:177, 1921.
The ideals of industrial engineering. Society oj Industrial Engineers. Proceedings, 1919 P 159.
Industrial problems and engineering education. Association of Land
Grand Colleges. Proceedings, 1920, p. 197.
Industrial wastes. Chemical and metallurgical engineering, v. 25:375. J()21.
The opportunity of the engineer. Mechanical engineering. v. 43 :280, 1921.
Report of the Dean of the College of Engineering. Cornell University.
Official publications, v. 12, No. 18. Appendix No. X, U)21.
Kirby, R. S. Ophiobolus cariceti (Berk. & Br.) Sacco cause of take-all of wheat,
by H. M. Fitzpatrick. H. E. Thomas, and R. S. Kirby . Phytopathology, V.
22:27, 1922.
The ophiobolus causing take-all of wheat, by H. M. Fitzpatrick, H. E.
Thomas, and R. S. Kirby. Mywlogia. v. 14:30. 1922.
Knox, Lelia C. The relationship of massage to metastases in malignant tumors.
Annals of surgery, v. 75:129, 1922.
Knudson, Lewis. La germinaci6r, no simbi6tica de las semillas des orqufdeas.
Real Sociedad Espanola de Historia Natural. Boletin, v. 21:250. 1921.
Nonsymbiotic gennination of orchid seeds. Botanical gazette, V. 73:1, 1922.
Krum, W. G. Poultry keeping for boys and girls. Cornell junior exlmsion
bulletin. NO.9. 1921.
Lambert, Alexander. T he amount of opiates used in the legit imate practice of
medicine. AmeriCOII Medical A ssociation . Journal, v. 78:1922.
Intoxicants and narcotiC'S. Nelson's loose-leaf medidne, v. 2:555. 1921.
Lee, B. J. A further report on traumatic fat necrosis of the female breast and
its differentiation from carcinoma, by B. J. Lee and Frank Adair. S urgery,
gynecowgy and obstetrics. v. 33:521, 1922.
The modem conception and treatment of shock. New York and New
England Association of Railway Surgeons. Transactions, 1921.
Lilienthal, Howard. Carcinoma of thoracic oesophagus extrapleural resection
and plastic. Annals of surgery, v. 74:259, 1921.
Clinic of Dr. Howard Lilienthal: Extirpation of a dennoid cyst of the
mediastinum.-Suppurative bronchiectasis: Single-stage lobectomy.- Chronic
left empyema with thoracic fistula; major thoracoplasty and lung mobilization.-Multiple resection of ribs with collapse of chest for pulmonary tuberculosis. Surgical clinics of North America, v. 1:1531. 1921.
Resection of the lung for suppurative infections with a report based on
31 operative cases in which resection was done or intended . Annals of surgery.
11. 75:257. 1922.
A safe method of therapeutic aspiration in pleural effusion. Mrdical
times, v. 5°:1°3, 1922.
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Longcope, W. T. Eff~t o~ occlusio~ of the coronary arteries on the heart',
action and its rela~lOnshlp to angina pectoris. Wisconsin mtdic.aJ jourMl.
p. 449, 11)21.
Epidemic jaundice with special rnerence to mild fonn occurring in the
United States. Medical clinICs of North America, v. 4:1)57, 1922.
Protein hypersensitiv~ness and its importance in the etiology of disease.
American Medical Association, Journal, v. 77:1535, U)21.
Love, H. H. Production of new strains of corn for New York,byC.H.MyM's,
H. H. Love, and F. P. Bussell. Cornell University Agricultural Expuit'Mnt
Station.

Bullelin 408, 11)22.

Lufkin, H. M. Cutaneous localization and the "attribute of order."

American

journal of psychology, v. 33:128, 11)22.

Lusk, Graham. Une ~dition am~ricaine du Traite ~lementaire de cromie de
Lavoisier, publiee a Philadelphie en 1799, par MM. Graham Lusk et Jean I.e
Goff . Gaulk des h8pitaux. No. 41:650. 11)20,
De l'influence de 1a science fran~aise sur la m~decine. Revue scienlifique, II.
60:177, 11)22.

-

Fundamental ideas regarding the basal metabolism.
Association,

-

American Medical

Journal, v. 77:250, 1921.

A history of metabolism. Introductory chapter to Vol 3 of Endocrinology
and metabolism 2'n their scientific and practical clinical aspects by 1)8 contmutars,
11)22.

-

The physiological effect of undernutrition. Physidogical reviews,
523.

-

II,

I:

1921.

Principes fondamentaux concernant Ie metabolisme basal.
hapitaux.

7-1)

!evrier,

Casetle des

1922.

-

Some influences of French science on medicine. The Pasteur lecture.
Institute .oj Medicine, Chicago. Proceedings, 1.1. 3:98. 1921.
EditQr. Animal calorimetry, from the Physiological Laboratory of Cornell
University Medical College.
17. Lanrfeldt, Einar. The influence of colloidal iron on the basal metabolism.
Journal of biological chemistry, v. 47:557, 1921.
18. Lusk, Graham. The behavior at various intermediary metabolites upon
the heat production. Same, v. 41):453, 11)21.
19. Taistra, Sophia A. The influenC'C of acids upon the carbon dioxidecombining power of the blood plasma. Sarm, v. 41):471), 11)21.
20. Chanutin, Alfred. The influence of the ingestion of meat and of glycine
and alanine upon the carbon dioxide-combining power of blood plasma. Same,
v. 49:485, 11)21 .
21. Chanutin, AUred, The influence of morphine upon heat production in
the dog, by Alfred Chanutin and Graham Lusk. Journal oj pharmacology
and experimental therapeutics, v. 11):351), 1922.
Lyon, T. L. Nature and properties of soils, by T. L. Lyon and H. O. Buckman.
New York, Macmillan, 1922. 588p.
Intertillage of crops and fonnation of nitrates in soil. Amerirun SocWy
of Agronomy. Journal, v. 14:97, 11)22.
_
Liberation of organic matter by roots of growing plants, by T. L. Lyon and
J. K . Wilson. Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station. Memoir
40, 1921.

Lysimeter experiments n. Records for tanks 13 to 16 during the years
1913 to 1917 inclusive, by T . L. Lyon and J. A. Bizzell. Same, Memoir 41,11)21.
McCann, W. S. The dietary requirements in pulmonary tuberculosis. American review of tuberculosis, v. 5:870, 11)22.
_
The effect of the ingestion of foodstuffs on the respiratory exchange in
pulmonary tuberculosis. Archives of internal mediciM, v. 28:847. 1921,
_
A graphic method for the calculation of diabetic diets in the proper ketogenic-antiJcetogenic ratio, by R. R. Hannon and W. S, McCann. Johns
_

H opkins Hospital bulletin, v. 33:1Z8, 11)22.
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An observation of the effect of a protein meal given to a man at the end of
an a-day fast. Soddy for EX/>trimenlal Biology and Medicine. Prouedings,
fJ. 17:173. 1920.
The protein requirement in tuberculosis. ArchifJu of internal medicine,
v. 2fJ:3J. 1(J22.
A study of the carbon dioxide-combining power of the blood plasma in
experimental tetany. Journal of bWlogical chemiury, v. 35:553. 1918.
McCurdy, J. C. Sewage disposal for rural homes, by H. W. Riley and ]. C.
McCurdy. Cornell extension bulletin, No. 48, 1922.
MlcCurdYI J. T. The prognosis of involution melancholia, by August Hach
and J. T. MacCurdy. Archives of neurology and psychiatry. v. 7: 1, 1922.
Psychiatry and "scientific psychology." Mental hygiene, v. "5:239.1921.
Synthetic view of ego, herd and sex instincts. Journal of abnormal psychology, v. 16:249, 1921.
McInerney, T. J. Dairy laboratory exercises, by H . C. Troy and T . J. McInerney. Ithaca. N. Y., Ithaca Publishing Co., 1921. 166p.
Flavors and odors in milk. Dairymen's League news, v. 6, No. 1:7, 19Z2.
Keeping milk while in transit. Same, v. 6, No. 15:10, 11)22.
The milkman's bell. Same, v. 5, No. 26:9, 11)21.
Sediment in milk. Same, v. 5, No. 29:15, 11)21.
Warm weather! Look out for high bacteria counts. Sallie, v. 6, No. 11:14.
1922.
Mann, A. R. The college student and his wort(. Cornell coltn'ryman, v. 11):10.
1921.
Endowment of agricultural experiment stations. U. S.-House of Represenlatives-67 Congress-2d Session. Hearings before ehe Commillee on Agriculture. Serial P ., p. 7. 23, 77. 1922.
The measurement of progress in agriculture and country life. New York
State Horticultural Society. Proceedings, v. 67:12, 11)22.
Thirty-fourth annual report of the New York State College of Agriculture
and of the Agricultural Experiment Station established under the direction of
Cornell University. Ithaca, N. Y., 1921. Utica, N. Y. 1922. 98,.
Markley, A. L. Cider and its preservation, by Frank E. Rice and Alton L.
Markley. Cornell extension bulletin, No. 44, 11)21.
The freezing-point diagram of the system phenol water, by F. H. Rhodes
and A. L. Markley. Journal of physical chemistry, v. 25:527. 1921.
Proof of the presence of lipase in milk and a new method for the detection
of enzyme, by Frank E. Rice and A. L. Markley. Journal of dairy sC£ence, v.
5:64. 1922 .
Massey, L. M. Black spot and mildew of roses. American rose annual. 11)22:

_

77·

Some diseases of fruits for 1921. New York State Hor'icultural Sociely.
Proceedings, v. 67:129, 11)22 .
Abstract: Massey, L. M. Fusarium rot of gladiolus. Phytopa,hology. v.
12:53. 11)22.
Maynard, L. A. The excretion of indican and phenol by calves, by L. A. Maynard and L. C. Norris. A merican Society of A nimal Production. Proceedings.
11)21, P 75. 11)22.
Minerals in rations. Guernsey breeders journal, v. 21:501, 11)22.
The pathological tissue changes resulting from the continued feeding of
cotton-seed meal, by S. A. Goldberg and L. A. Maynard. Society for ExperifMnlai Biel/ogy and Medicine. Proceedings, May, 1922.
Preliminary studies on posterior paralysis in swine. Same, May. 1922.
The relative growth promoting value of the proteins of cocoanut oil meal.
by L. A. Maynard and F. M. Fronda. Cornell University AgricuUural Exptri.
menl Stalio". Memoir 50, 11)21.
Meara, F. S. Treatment of acute infectious ·diseases. 2d edition, rewritten
with eleven new chapters. New York, Macmillan Co., 1921. 806p.
Milks, B. J. Anesthesia. Cornell veterinarian, v. 12:87, 1922.
-
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Misner, E. G. An ~OJ?1ic stu~v of dairying on 149 farms in Broome County,
N. Y. CQrnlU Untversuy AgruulJural Experiment Station. Btdldi" 4~17Z
1{}22.

•

-y-

•

Monnet"!t V. E. ~~sible origin of some structures of mid·continent oil field.
Atnt'ruan Ass~aat'?'l ?! Petr?ieum Geologists . .Bulklin, v. 6, No. I, 1922.
Topographic cntena of 011 field structure. Economie gtoWlY, t:I. 17:194.
1922.

•

Dr. James Law. New York Slak VeteriftCry Calkte. &Pt>rI.
p. 5.
D~'ncan McEachran and the McGill faculty of comparative medicine.
Amencan Veterinary Medical Association. Journal, v. 60:;61, 1922.
Letter to H. E. Babcock on bovine tuberculosis. Dairymen's Leatw
Moore, V. A.
192o-1~21.

~S,

-

v. 5:2, 1922.

Sept~cemia hemorrhagica.

Holstein·Fr~sian world, 1>. 19:1082, 1922.
A tribute to Dr. James Law. American Vekrinary Medical AssocialkH'.
Journal, II. 59:493. /921.

Report of the New York State Veterinary College at Cornell University.
19 2 0-1921. Albany, J. B. Lyon Co. 1922 .
l'dordoff', R. A. Climate of New York State, by W. M. Wilson and R. A. Mordoff. New York SJate-Farms and Marluts Department. AgricvJtural manual.
p. 28, 1922.
Muenscher, W. C. A preliminary list of the myxomycetes of the Cayuga Lake
basin, by F. B. Wann and W. C. Muenscher. Mycologia . v. 14:J8, 1922.
Muller, H. R. Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus infection complicating typhoid
fever, by H. R. Muller and J. S. Lincoln. Medical record, 11. 101:190, 1922.
Myers, C. H. Production of new strains of com for New York, by C. H. Myers,
H. H. Love, and F. P. BusselL Cornell Univtr$iJy Agricultural ExPtrim~'"
Stalioll. Bulletin 408, 1922.
Nash, T. P. The ammonia content of the blood and its bearing on the mechanism of acid neutralization in the animal organism, by T. P. Nash, jr., and S. R.
Benedict. Joumal of biological chemistry, v. 48:46J, 1921.
The kidney factor in phlorhizin diabetes. Same, v. 51:171,1922.
Note on the ammonia content of blood, by T. P. Nash, jr., and S. R. Benedict. Same, v. 51:18J, 1922.
Neal, Josephine B. ExperierCt' with more than one hundred cases of epidemic
encephalitis in children. American lJIedical Association. Journal, v. 77:121,
1921 .
Needham, J. G. A biological reconnaisance of Lake George. Nt'"dJ York SWe.
Conservation Commission. Special report. BiologicaJ survey of Lake G~orgt,
p. 8, 1922.
Drainage and its consequences. A merican Game Prolectivt A ssoC1·alwn.
Bulletin, v. 2:6, 1922.
Whatsoever things are true. Cornell countryman, v. 19:190, 1922.
Nichols, E. L. Address at laying of corner stone of the chemical laboratory of
Cornell University. Science, v. 54:651, /921.
The blue glow, by E. L. Nichols and H. L. Howes. Optical Socidy of
America. Journal, v. 6:42, 1922.
A convenient method of determining the brightness of luminescence.
Science, v. 55:157, 1922.
Emission bands of erbium oxide, by E. L. Nichols and H. L. Howes. Science, v. 55:5J, 1{)22.
Luminescence as a factor in artificial lighting. IUuminaling Enginuri,.,
Society. Transacli<Jns, v. 16:JJl, 1921.
The luminescence of incandescent solids, by E. L. Nichols and H. L. Howes.
Physico.l review, II. 19:Joo, 1922.
On Founder's Day; an address. Scientific m01J,}Jy, v, 14:469, 1922.
Report on studies in luminescence. Carnegie I nslilution oj Wasli;ngw1I.
Year book, 11. 20:462, /921.
Edilor. Physical review. 1921-1922.
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W. L. Report of the Dean of the Medical College. Cornell University.
OJficial publications, v. 12, No. 18. Appendix No. V. 1921.
Report of the first six months of the Cornell Pay Clinic. Modern hospital,
May, 1922.
NoDidez, J. F. La herencia mendeliana ; Introduccion al estudio de la gen~tica.
Madrid, Junta para Ampliaci6n de Estudios ~ Investigaciones Cientifica.s,
1922 ,

xvi, 211p.

•

Norris, L. C. The excretion of indican an1 phenol by calves by L. A. Maynard
and L. C. Norris. A merican Society of A nimal Production. Proceedings,
1921, 75. U)22 .
Northup, C. S. Address book of the Quill and Dagger Society. with the war
record. Ithaca, N. Y., 1921. J.p.
The fourth roster of the Class of 1893. CorneU University. Ithaca, N. Y.,
1921. 89p·
In memorian: Frank A. Barton. The quill, v. 4:1, 1922.
Suggestions and aids for ool1ege candidates in English, by C. S. Northup
and H. R. Steeves. New York, College Entrance Examination Board, 1921.
4zP. Rev. ed.
Abslracl: Phi Beta Kappa and high school education. Phi Beta Kappa
key, v. 4:722, 1922.
Reviews: Hyde, W. W. Olympic victor monuments and Greek athletic
art. llhaca ;ournaJ·news. April II, 1922; Domenica, Angelico di. Graded
lessons in Enp'lish. English journal, v. 11:380, U)22,' Stauffer, R. E. The
American spirit in the writinps of Americans of forei'!'n birth. Same, P. 11:
320, 1922.

-

Reviews i n the Cornell alumni news, v. 2j, 1921. Becker, Carl. The eve
of the Revolution. p. 497; Dorrance. Ethel and James. Get your man!
p. 497,. Ries, Heinrich. Elements of en~ineering geology , by Heinrich Ries
and T. L. Watson. p. 497; Friedel, J. H. Trainin~ for librarianship. p.
498; Orth, S. P. The annies of labor; The boss and the machine; On for·
eigners. p. 516; Pippin, E. O. Rural New York. p. 516.
ReWed'S in the Cornell alumni news, v. 24. 1921- 22. Furlong. C. W. Let
'er buck. P.5; KeUor, F. A. Immigration and the future. P.32,· Warren,
G. F. Prices of fann products in the United States. p. 43; Griffis, Wm. E.
Welsh fairy tales. p. 57; Burnet, Dana. The lark,. p. 65; Chambers,
Julius. News gathering in three continents. p. 77; Hazard. B. E. The
organization of the boot and shoe industry in ~·ra ssachusetts before IB7S.
1'.91; Greenbie, l\'iarjorie B. In the eyes of the East. p. II5; Sholl,AnnaM .
The unclaimed letter. p. 129,' House, E. M. What really happened at
Paris. p. 139; Abbott, Jane. Aprilly. p. 164; Gaston, C. R., editor.
The vision of Sir Launfal, The courtship of Miles Standish, Snow·bound.
p. 178; Bode, B. H . Fundamentals of education. p. 201,' Notestein, Wal·
lace .. Commons debates for 1629, edited by Wallace Notestein and Frances
H. Relf. p. 21./; Dante's Divina commedia, translated by :rd. B. Anderson
and Courtney Langdon. p. 220; Turner, J. R. The Ricardian rent theory
in early A~erican economics. p. 246; Cooper, Lane. Methods and aims in
the studv of literature. p. 272; Hyde, W. W. Olympic victor monuments
and Greek athletic art. p. 294; Roberts. K. L. Wby Europe leaves home.
1'.316; Prescott, F. C. The poetic mind. p.328,· Keniston. R. H. Garcilaso
de la Vega. p. 352,- Botsford, G. W. Helenic civilization. edited by G. W.
Botsford and E . G. Sihler. p. 364; Stanton . Theodore. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton as revealed in her letters, diary and reminiscences, by Theodore
Stanton and H. S. Blatch. P. 375; Hoenig, L.]. Modem methods in selling.
P·391j Ellwood. C. A. The reconstruction of religion. p. 402; Smith, F. M.
Essays and studies. p. 414; Steams. H. E. Civilization in the United
States. p. 427; Bailey. E.]. Reliyious thought and the greater American
poets. p. 440; Smith, Preserved. A short history of Christian theophagy.
p. 453·
Review: Hernon, Louis. Maria Chapdelaine. Christian registu, v. 101:
47J. I~22.
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Co-operating e~ilor. The journal of English and Gennanic philology.
1921 -~2; T~e Phi Beta Kappa Key . 1921--22.
Jennt edttor. Cornell alumni news, 1921--22; Cornell studies in English

-

1921-22.

Oberndorf, C. P.
1922.

'

Homosexuality.

New York State journal of medicint.

April
•

Ogden, R. M. Are there any sensations? A merican journal of psydtoltJ,y, 'D.
33:247, U)22.
Reviews: KuIpe, O. Vorlesungen uber Psychologie. Amtrican jourmll
of psychology, v. 33:145, !P21 . Warren. H. C. A history of the association
psychology. Sewanee remtW, v. 30:112, 1922; Watt, H . ]. The foundations
of music. Psychological bulletin, v. 18:497, 1921.
Report of the administrative board of the Summer Session, ComeU Uni.
versity. Cornell University. Official publications, v. 12, No. 18. Appendix
XI, 1921.
Orndorff, W. R. Abstract: The ultraviolet transmission of boiled ethyl alcohol,
by W. R. OrTIdorff, R. C. Gibbs, and M. Scott. Physical revUw, C. l(}:3(}3
192 2.
Owens, F. W. On the apportionment of representatives. American Sl4Iislic4l
Association. Quarterly publica tion, v. 17:958, 1921.
Paddock, Royce. Bronchial asthma and allied conditions, clinical and immunological observations, by N. P. Larsen, Royce Paddock, and H. L. Alexander.
Journal of immunology, 11. 7:81, 1(}22.
Paddon, W. W. The dyeing of deaminated wool. Journal of physical chemistry,
v. 26:384, 1922.
The effect of light on fibres dyed with a mixture of chrysaniline and fuchsine.
Same, 11. 26:288, 1(}22.
Palmer, A. M. Details to educational institutions. Infantry journol, 11. 20:
178, 1(}22.
Unique recruiting chariot. Same, 11. 16:1075, 1920.
Palmer, E. L. Amphibia and reptilia . Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 15:303
1922.

Conservation through nature study in summer camps. Lehman, E. H.,
ed. Camps and camping, p. 85, 1(}21.
The Cornell rural school leaflet and nature study. Nature study ret>Uw. v.
17:205, 192 1.
The earth and its weather. Cornell rural school leaflet, v. 15:247, 1922.
The fame Of water 1ife. Every gM's magazine, v. (}:254. 1(J22.
How to meet some of children's nature interests. Nature study review, v.
18:23. 1922.
Notes on Lucania ommeta (Jordan) by A. H. Wright and E. L. Palmer,
Biological Society. Washington, D. C. Proceedings, v. 33:181, 1(}20.
Woody plants in autumn. CornelJ rural school leaflet, v. 15:183, 1(}21.
Supervisor. Cornell rural school leaflet. Teachers' number. Cornell
rural school leaflet, v. 15, N(J. I, Ip21.
Papez, J. W. Abnormal position of the duodenum. Anatomical reClJf'd, v.
~/:309. 1921.
Heart musculature of the atria. American journal of anatomy. v. 27:255,
-

Ip20.

Abstract: Nerve supply of atria of bovine hearts, by]. W. Papez. AMtomical record, v. 23:31. 1922.
Papish, Jacob. Germanium 1. Extraction from Gennanium-bearing ~c
oxide. Non-occurence in samarslrit<", by L. M. Dennis and Jacob Paplsh.
American Chemical Society. Journal, 11. 4J:U2I, 1»21; also in Chemical
news, v. 123:/90, 202, 1(}21.
Germanium I. Vorkommen; Herstellung aus gennanium-haltigem Zinkoxyd; Nicht-vorkommen im Samarskit, von L. M. Dennis and Jarob Papish.
Zeilschrift jur anorganisc/u und allgemeine CMmie, V. 120:1, 1(}22.
_
Germanium II. The identification of Gennanium by its visible arc spec ..
trum. Chemical news. v. 124:3, 1(}22.
-
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Parrott, P. J. Control of apple red bugs by dusting, by P. J. Parrott. Hugh
Glasgow, and G. F. MacLeod. New York State Agricultural Experiment
Sid/ion. Bulktin No. 4(10. I02I.
Control of sucking insects by dustin~. New York Stau Horticultural
Society. Proceedings, v. 67.'35. 1922; also m Journal of economic entomology.
tl.

15:82, 1922.

Pbelps, A. C. Architecture as a human docurnent:ancientand mediaeval styles.
Architecture, v. 45:141, 1922.

-

Architecture as a human document: renaissance and modern works.
Some, v. 45:191, If)22 .
Pope, P. R. Der deutsche Unterricht in den Vereinigten Staaten VOT und nach
dem Weltkriege. Neueren Sprachen, v. 29:295. 1921.
RtfJiew: Koch, Max. Richard Wagner. Journal of English and Germanic philology, v. 20:571, If)21.
Randolph, L. F. Cytology of chlorophyll types of maize. Botanical gautle, v.
73:337, 1922.

Rapport, David. Further observations on the denervated heart in relation to
adrenal secretion. bv W. B. Cannon and D. Rapport. American journal of
physiology. v. 58:308, 11)21.
The liberation of epinephrin in traumatic shock. Same, v. 60:461. 1922.
The reflex center for adrenal secretion and its response to excitatory and
inhibitory influences, by W. B. Cannon and D. Rapport. Same, v. 58:338,
11)21.

Recknagel, A. B. Is forestry succeeding? IntercolugiaJe Forestry Club. Annual
and proceedings. v. 1:11, 11)21.
Second growth hardwoods in the Adirondacks. Journal of foresJry, II.
19:129. 1921.

-

The stand graph as a means of regulating the cut in selection forest. Same,
v. 20:374, 1922.
Ref1iews: Bruce, Donald. Preliminary volume tables for second growth
redwood. Journal of forestry, v. 20:14(}, 1(}22; Bruce. Donald. A white fir
volume table. Same, v. 20:75, 1(}22; Fisher, R. T. The management of the
Harvard forest. Same, v. 20:75. 1922,' also in American forestry. v. 28:188,
1922; Dunlap, Frederick. Growth of oak in the Ozarb. Journal of forestry,
v. 11):7(}3. 1921; Great Britain-Forestry Commission. Rate of growth of
conifers in the British Isles. Same, v. 1(}:684. 1(}21; Local yield tables for the
fir. Same, v. 19:683. 1921; Oxholm, A. H. Forest resources, lumber industry
and lumber export trade of Finland. Same, v. 11):667, 11)21; Terazalri, Wataru.
Volume tables for Thujopsis dolabrata. Same, v. 19:683, 1(}21.
AssociaJe editor. Journal of forestry. 1921-1922.
EdiJor. Empire State Forest Products Association. Bulletins, 1921-1922.
Reddick, Donald. A hybrid bean resistant to anthracnose and to mosaic. Phy.
topalhology, v. 12:47. 1(J22.
Relf, Frances H. Editor. Great Britain-House of Commons. Commons
debates. 1629, with an introduction dealing with the character of parliamentary
sources in the early seventeenth century, edited by W. Note~tein and F. H.
Relf. Minneapolis. 1921. lxvii, 305 p.
R.erMu.: The Nicolas papers, IV. American historical review, v. 27:551,
19Z2.

Rhodes, F. H. Changes in some varnish resins on heating. by F. H. Rhodes and
H. F. Johnson. Journal of industrial and entineering chemistry, v. 14:279, 1922.
The freezing point curve of the system: orotho-cresolnaphthalene, by F. H .
Rhodes and F. E. Hance. Journal oj physical chemistry. v. 25:491, 1921.
The freezing-point- diagram of the system phenolwater, by F. H. Rhodes
and A. L. Markley. Same, v. :15:527, 1921.
Vanadium compounds as driers for linseed oil, by F. H. Rhodes and K. S.
Chen. Journal of industrial and engineering chemistry, v. 14:222, 1922.
Rice, F. E. Cider and its.preservation, by F. E. Rice and A. L. Markley. Cornell
extension_bulletin, No. 44, 1921.
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Proof of t~ presen~ of Jipase in milk and a new method for the detection of.
enzyme, by Frank E. Rice and A. L. Markley. Journal of dairy scienu •. 5.'6'
1922.

•

'If,

---:- Qua?titative rll:eth~ for detennination of peroxidase in milk. Journal of
t.nduslNal and engt.neert.ng chemist", v. 14:201, 1922.
Richardson, H. B. Auriculoventricular rhythm and digitalis. Ar'''_1 of in •
. tunal medicine, ~; ~f):25J • •If)2'Z.
•.
Richtmyer, F. K.
j ra~hahon: a summary. Phyucal rftl'l.e1O, t'. 1f):4I!, If)U.
The laws of absorption of X·rays. Same v. 18:13. If)21.
The reaction of drosophila to ultraviolet, by F. E. Lutz and F. K. Richt-myer. Science. v. 55:SIf), If)2'Z.
Ries, Heinrich. Discussion: Schurecht, H. G. Mineral constituents of clays.
American Ceramic s.ociety. Journal, v. 5:'Z3, If)2'Z .
Riley, B. W. Sewage disposal for rural homes, by H. W. Riley andj. C. McCurdy.
Cornell extension bulk/in. No. 48. If)22.
Ringer, Michael. Alkali reserve and experimental shock. by F. P. UnderbiD and
Michael Ringer. Journal oj biological chemistry. v. 48:S33. If)2I.
The influence of nucleic acids on the metabolism of fasting dogs by Michael
Ringer and F. P. Underhill Same. 1/. 48:523, rf)'ZI .
'
The influence of various protein split products on the metabolism of fasting
dogs, by Michael Ringer and F. P. Underhill. Same, v. 48:S03, If)U.
The influence on blood concentration of Vaughan's crude soluble poison,
by F. P. Underhill and Michael Ringer. Journal of pharmacclogy and upm.
mental therapeutics, v. J(): I7f). If)'Z2.
The relation of blood concentration to peptone shock, by F. P. Underhill
and Michael Ringer. Same, fl. If):r63. If)2'Z.
Rogers, John. Adrenal feeding in conditions of hyperthyroidism. Endocri",
ology, v. 6:73. U)2'Z .
The effects of adrenal feeding upon the iodin content of the thyroid gland,
by E. M. Black. Marjorie Hupper, and John Ro~ers. AmeriClJn journoJ oj
physiology. v. Sf):222, If)Z2 .
Rose, Flora. Watch your step in the dining·room, by Flora Rose and Beulah
Blackmore. Delineator, June II)2'Z . p. 46.
Rowlee, W. W. Tropical trees with light weight wood. New York BoltlfticaJ
Garden. Journal, v. 22:75, If)2I.
SampsoD, M. W. Poetry. Smith, F. M., editor. Essays and studi.ts. p. lZJ.
If)22.

SampsoD, Dwight. Insect pests of fann, garden and orchard. 2d ed. rev. and
enl. by L. M. Peairs. New York,j . Wiley & Sons, 1921. 707 p.
Schmidt. Nathaniel. Bellerop.hon's ta.blet ~nd the H!,~eric question i,n the light
of oriental research . Amencan Philologt.cal Assocw/f,on. Transadsons, v. 51:
56, 1920.

-:- Emanuel Schmidt. En minnesgArd. Vecks·Bulktintn, Sea'tlt, Wasil.
May 22, If)21.
The growth and decay of the Turkish Empire. Standard. v. 8:77, If)ZI.
The two recensions of Slavonic Enoch. American Oritnlal Society. JO'IU'
nal, v. 41:307. I{)21.
Reviews: Bowman, Isaiah. The new world. Survey, v. 48:220, If)2Z;
Cohen, Hennann. Die Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen desjudentums.
Philosophical review, v. 31:68, If)22.
Schader, E. W. Underground pipes in fire protection. Cenlral New Yori
Volunteer Fi,emen's Associdlion. Proceedings, v. 27:53, 11)'Z0.
SCOtt, M. Abstract: The ultravio~et transmission of boiled ~bsolu~ ethyl alcobol. by W. R. Orndorff. R. C. G,bbs. and M. Scott. Physic4l , ......... I9'J9J.
11)22.

Sharp, L. W. An introduction to cytology. New York. McGraw·Hill Book Co.,
1921. 452P.
Sibley, R. P. In loco parentis? Educatwnal review, v. 64:1, 11)22.
_
A neglected fonn of argument. English journal, v. 10:35, 1?2I.
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SimplOn, Sutherland. Indirect Wallerian degeneration not found in all animals.
Anatomical record, II. :13:37. 1922.
Integumentary changes in the sheep following thyroid ectomy and ad.
ministration of thyroxin. American journal of physiolog y. v. 59:,/45. ]()ZZ.
Stichter, S. H. Review: Simons, A. M. Personal relations in industry. Ad.
ministration, v. 2, No . 2, 1921.
Smith, F. M. Essays and studies. New York, Houghton Miffiin Co., 1922.
351P·

Smith, M. K. Premature ossification after separation of the lower radial epiphysis. Annals of surgery, v. 75:501, ]()22.
Smith, Preserved. A short history of Christian theophagy. Chicago, Open
Court Publication Co., 1922. lOOp.
.
- . Engljshmen at Wittenberg in the sixteenth century. English historical reVU'W, v. J6:422, 1921.
Manuscript notes of Friedrich Reuber. Harvard library notes, NOfJ. 1921.
Sargent's new mural decorations. Scribner's magazine, fl. 71:37(), 1()22.
Rettiews: Einstein, L. Tudor ideals. Nation, fl. II3:454, 1()21 ; Ellis,
Havelock. Impressions and comments, 2d series. Same, v. I13:5.Jz, 1()21;
Ferrero, G. Ruins of ancient civilization and the triumph of Christianity.
Same, v. II3:707, 1()2 1,' Freeman, Austin. Social decay and regeneration.
Same, v. 1I3:323. 1()21, Glaser, F. L. Scenes from the court of Peter the
Great; and Pope Alexander VI and his court. Same, v. II3:S72, 1()21; Holmes.
S. J . Trend of the race. Samr, v. II3:323 , 1921; Krey. A. C. The first
Crusade. Same, v. II3:572. 1()21; Ludovici. A. M. Man's descent from the
Gods, or The complete case against prohibition. Same, fl. II3:601, 1921;
MacManus, Seumas. Story of the Irish race. Same, v. 114:570, 1()22; Marvin, F. S. Evolution of world peace. Same , I14:372, 1922; McDougall, W.
Is America safe for Democracy? Samr, v. 1I3:296, 1921; Miiller.Lyer. F.
History of social development . Same, v. II3:155, 1921,' Murray, M. The
witch·cult in western Europe. Same, v. 114:1()4, 1922,' Mathews, S. Dictionary of religion and ethics, by S. Mathews and G. B. Smith . Same, v. II.J: IOO,
1922,' Orpen. G. H. Ireland under the Nonnans. Vols. 3-4. Same, v. 1I3:20,
1921; Reid, R. R. The Kin""s Council in the North. Same , v. 114:263, 1922;
Sinver, C. Studies in the history and method of science. Same. v. 1l3:I78,
1921; Spenglar, O. Untergang des Abendlandes. Same , v. 1I3:76, U)21 ;
Simkhovitch, V. G. Toward the understanding of Jesus. Same. v. 11-/:263,
1()2Z; Stevenson, C. M. Conservative character of Martin Luther. Same, v.
114:263, 1922; Stout, C. T. The eighteenth amendment and the part
played by organized medicine. Same, v. 1I3:601, 1921; Thompson, ]. A.
Control of life. Same, v. II3:323. 1()21; Vinogradoff, Sir P. Outlines of his·
torical jurisprudence. Vol. I. Same , v. 113:454, 1921; Williams, M. Social
interpretation of history. Same, v. 114:263, 1922; Trotsky, L. Defence of
terrorism. New York evening pOSI. Literary review, Jan. 7. 1()2Z.
Spring, S. N. Accomplishment through education. Yale Forest School news, v.
10:24. 1()22.
How the forest comes back after cutting. Empire State Forest Products
Association, Bulletin, 12, 1921.
How Yale foresters are giving effective service in the United State and other
countries. Yale alumni weekly, v. 23:560, 1922.
Studies in natural reproduction. The Adirondack hardwood type. Journal of forestry, v. 20, June. 1922.
StephellSOD, J. W. Prognosis in epidemic encephalitis. A ssociatwn for &.
search in NeT'fJous and Mental Diseases. Transactions, 1921.
Stevens, R. S. Limited liability in business trusts. Cornell law quarterly, v. 7:116,
1922.

Stevenson, G. S. Two recent improvements in the staining of spirochetes in
nervous tissue. Archives of neurology and psychiatry, v. 7:349, 1()22.
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Stewart, F. C. Further studies on the effect of missing hills in potato fields and
on the variation in the yield of potato plants from halves of the same seed
tuber. New York SlOJt Agricultural ExperirMnl Station. Bulletin No. 489
1921.

'
Potato seed experiments: whole small tubers vs. pieces of large tuben of the
~me plant. Same, .Bulletin No. 491, 1922.
Stimson, I? M. Cert;am aspects of measles. Archives oj Pediatrics, fJ. J9:11, 1922.
ReView o~ the literature on respiratory diseases from January 1920 to June
1921 .. Amencanjourn~ oj diseases oj children, v. 2J:261, JJ8, 1922.
Sunderville, Earl. Tonstls of the dog. New York Stale Veterinary CoIkge.
Report, 192Q-1921. p. 236, 1922.

Taylor, A. S. Anomalous abdominal membranes-their influence upon the
digestive tract. Annals oj surgery. fJ. 75:51J, 1922.
So-called congenital dislocation of the shoulder posterior .,.bbuation.
Same,

fl.

74:J68, 1921.

Thatcher, R. W. The chemistry of plant life. New York. McGraw Hill Book
Co., 1921. 268, xvi p.
The outlook for agricultural research. Science, fJ. 54:61J. 1921.
Recent advances in plant chemistry. Journal oj industrial and engineering chemistry,

fl.

14:JJ5. 1922.

.
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Fortieth annual report of the New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station. Geneva. Albany. N. Y .• 1922.
Thilly, Frank. Report of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. CorndJ
University . Official publications, v . 12, No. 18. Appendix No. III. 1921.
Reviews: Carlini, Annando. La filosofia di G. Locke. Physiroi review, tr.
31:186, 1922; Hollander, B. In search of the soul. Same, v. Jl:195, 1922;

Kabitz, W.

Anhang zu Kuno Fischer's Geschichte der neuero Philosophie.
Same, v. JO :526, 1921; Marcus, E. Der kategorische Imperativ. Sarru, tr. J/:
308,1922; Parodi, D. Le probleme moral et Ia pensee contemporaine. Sarru.
v. 31:74. 1922; Windelband, W. Introduction to philosophy. Same, tr. JI:
293. 1922; Lasson, Georg. Hegel as a philosopher of history . . NeuJ York
evening post.

Literary review. June 24, 1922.

Thompson, H. C.

Changes in truck growing in the past ten years.

Marktt

growers' journal, Oel. 15, 1921.

Recent progress in the cultivation of peat lands. A merican Pea' Anona.
tion. Journal. v. 15:24, 1921.
Suckering sweet com unprofitable. Market growers' journal, May 15. 1922.
Thompson, W. G. Public health and medical practice. Science, v. 55:18,1922.
Protecting the health of employees. The lamp, Feb. 22, 1922.
Recurrent lobar pneumonia. New York medical journal, v. 115:259, 1922.
Transient hemiplegia. Medical record, v. 10r:311, 1922.
Titchener, E. B. A bibliography of the scientific writings of Wilhelm Wundt, by
E. B. Titchener and S. Feldman. Pt. 7. AmericanjournaJ oj psychology. fJ. JJ:
-

260. 1922.

-

Functional psychology and the psychology of act.

Same, v. J2:519. v. JJ:

4J, 1921-22.

-

Mach's "Lectures on psychophysics." Same, v.33:213. 1922.
Editor. American journal of psychology, 1921- 22.
Editor. Studies from the psychological laboratory of Cornell University.
edited by E . B. Titchener and H. P. Weld.
Bishop. H. G. An experimental investigation of the positive after-image in
audition. American journal of psychology. fl. J2:J05. 1921. (No. 140.)
Braddock, C. C. An experimental study of cutaneous imagery. Sanu, II. J2:
415, 1921.

Tung, S.
1921.

(No. 141.)

The integration of punctiform cold and pressure.

Sanu.

II.

J2:421,

(No. 142.)

WinfieW. M. The Hering color-blindness apparatus and the normal Rayleigh
equation by M. Winfield and C. Strong. Same v. J2:425. 1921. (No. 14.1.)
Thalman
A. The after-eftect of seen movement when the whole visual
field is fined by a moving stimulus. Same, 11.32:429, 1921. (No. 1#.)
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The iUusory perception of movement on the skin. SarM,
(No. 145.)

The involuntary response to pleasantness.

Same,

g.

32."$03.

(No. 146.)
Malmud, R. S. The integration of punctiform wannth and pressure.
u·32:57I,Ig21. (No. 147.)

Sanu,

1921.
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whipped rods. Same, tr. 33:139. 1922. (No. ISO.)
Amen, E. W. An experimental investigation of the experience which ac·
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1922.

(No. 151.)
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Troy, H. C. Dairy laboratory exercises, by H. C. Troy and T . J. McInerney.
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Cushing and M. G. Fincher. Same. v. 12:101, 1922.
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